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ABSTRACT
Often, the explanatory power of a learned model must be traded off against model performance. In the case of predicting runaway software projects, we show that the twin goals of high performance and good explanatory power are
achievable after applying a variety of data mining techniques (discrimination, feature subset selection, rule covering
algorithms). This result is a new high water mark in predicting runaway projects. Measured in terms of precision, this
new model is as good as can be expected for our data. Other methods might out-perform our result (e.g. by generating
a smaller, more explainable model) but no other method could out-perform the precision of our learned model.
Keywords: Explanation, Data Mining, Runaway

1. Introduction
Every teacher knows that generating succinct explanations means skipping over tedious details. Such explanations can be quickly communicated, but can miss the
details needed to apply that knowledge in a real world
setting.
An analogous situation occurs with data miners. All
data miners are performance systems; i.e. they can reach
conclusions about a test case. However, only some data
miners are explanation systems that offer a high-level
description of how the learned model functions.
The ability to explain how a conclusion was reached is
a very powerful tool for helping users to understand and
accept the conclusions of a data miner. Despite this,
sometimes explanatory power must be decreased in order
to increase the efficacy of the predictor. For example,
previously Abe, Muzono, Takagi, et al. used a Näive
Bayes classifier to generate a predictor for runaway
software projects [1–3]. That model performs well but, as
shown below, cannot easily explain how it reaches its
conclusions.
This paper repairs the explainability of that prior result.
Using an iterative exploration of data mining techniques
(cross-validation, different rule learners, discretization,
feature subset selection), we found a particular combination of methods that yielded succinct explanations of
how to predict for runaway software projects while

Copyright © 2009 SciRes

out-performing the Näive Bayes classifier. In hold-out
experiments, this new model exhibited perfect precision;
i.e. precision = 1.0. Other methods might be able to
out-perform this new result (e.g. by finding a more succinct and explainable model) but no other method could
be more precise (since 0 ≤ precision ≤ 1).
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, the
software runaway problem is defined and the explanation
problems of prior results are discussed. Next, the general
problem of explaining a learned model is explored using
a range of data miners. And examples from the software
engineering literatures (in summary, the best performing
models may be very poor at explaining how those models
make their conclusions). A class of data miners called
rule learners will then be introduced and applied to our
data via various treatments (some combination of discretizer, feature selector, and learner). The subsequent discussion will review (a) related work; (b) the external validity of these results; as well as (c) general principles of
building explainable models via data mining.

2. Runaway Software
Glass defines a “runaway software project” as “a project
that goes out of control primarily because of the difficulty of building the software needed by the system” [4].
For Glass “out of control” means “schedule, cost, or
functionality that was twice as bad as the original estimates”.
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Figure 1. Data used in this study, collected using the methods. For an explanation of the columns features, see Figure 2 [1]
Requirements features relate to the understanding and commitment of the requirements among the project members
R1: Ambigious requirements
R2: Insufficient explanation of the requirements
R3: Misunderstanding of the requirements
R4: Lack of commitment regarding requirements between the customer and the project members;
R5: Frequent requirement changes
Estimation features relate to the technical methods for carrying out the estimation, and the commitment between project members and customers:
E1: Insufficient awareness of the importance of the estimation;
E2: Insufficient skills or knowledge of the estimation method;
E3: Insufficient estimation of the implicit requirements;
E4: Insufficient estimation of the technical issues;
E5: Lack of stake holders’ commitment of estimation.
Planning features relate to the planning or scheduling activity and the commitment to the project plan among project members:
P1: Lack of management review for the project plan;
P2: Lack of assignment of responsibility;
P3: Lack of breakdown of the work products;
P4: Unspecified project review milestones;
P5: Insufficient planning of project monitoring and controlling;
P6: Lack of project members’ commitment for the project plan.
Team organization features relate to the state of the projects; e.g. the fundamental skills or experience and morale of project members:
O1: Lack of skills and experience;
O2
]: Insufficient allocation of resources;
O3
]: Low morale.
Project management factors about management activities:
M1: Project manager lack of resource management throughout a project;
M2: Inadequate project monitoring and controlling;
M3: Lack of data needed to keep objective track of a project.

Figure 2. Explanation of the features seen in Figure 1

Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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Many software projects suffer from runaways:
 In 2001, the Standish group reported that 53% of
U.S. software projects ran over 189% of the original estimate [5]. This 189% is not the 200% required by Glass’
definition, but it is close enough and large enough to be
alarming.
 Figure 1 shows data from 31 real-world projects, 10
of which (32%) are classified as “runaway”.
Figure 1 was collected by [1–3] as follows:
 Questions covering the various aspects of software
development (see Figure 2) areas were delivered to development companies and collected one month later.
These projects are actual industrial software development
projects of embedded systems in the period 1996 to
1998.
 The questions were distributed to the project managers or project leaders of various target projects. The
detail and purpose of the questionnaire was explained.
Answers were coded strongly agree, Agree, Neither
agree nor disagree, and Disagree as 3, 2, 1, and 0, respectively.
 All of these projects had completed their development. As a result, some of the projects could be classified
as “runaways”. Takagi et al. took care to ensure that all
developers held a consensus view that some prior project
had been a runaway. Also, to be classified as a runaway,
the researchers used other objective measures such as
cost and duration.
Using manual methods, Takagi et al. [1] found four
features from Figure 3 (e3,e5,p3,p5) that seemed promising predictors for runaways. The coefficients of those
terms (found via logistic regression) were combined as
follows:
X (e3, e5, p3, p5)  8.834e3  1.577e5
 0.964 p3  1.228 p3  2.222 p5

P (runaway | X ) 

eX
1 eX

(1)

Unlike prior results [4,6,7], this model is operational;
it is possible to precisely characterize the strengths and
weaknesses of its performance:
 For high and low values of P(runaway|X), Equation
1 is a perfect predictor for runaways in Figure 1. No project with P ≤ 0.03 is a “runaway” and no project with P ≥
22
0.81 is “ok”. This is the majority (33=67%) of the data in
Figure 1.
11
 In the minority case (
33 ), P is mid-range
(0.03<P(runaway|X)<0.81) and Equation 1 yields incor4
rect predictions in 11 rows.
While an important result, Equation 1 has several
Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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drawbacks:
 Not automatic: Equation 1 was created after a manual inspection of the data by a team of skilled mathematicians. Such a manual analysis is hard to reproduce or
apply to a new data set. Subsequent work by Abe, Takagi,
et al. [2] automated the method with a Näive Bayes classifier, but this compromised the explainability of the predictive model (see below).
 Only explores one subset: Takagi et al. did not
compare the feature subset {e3,e5,p3,p5} with other feature subsets. Hence, while they showed that this subset
was useful, they did not demonstrate that it was the most
useful subset.
 Ambiguous: At low and high P values, Equation 1
sends a clear signal about what is, and is not, a potentially runaway project. However, at middle-range P values, Equation 1’s conclusions are ambiguous and, hence,
hard to explain.

3. The Explanation Problem
Learning explainable models is harder than it may appear.
This section offers examples where learned models perform well, but explain themselves poorly.

3.1 Learning Latent Features
Numerous data mining methods check if the available
features can be combined in useful ways. In this way,
latent features within a data set can be discovered.
For example, principal components analysis (PCA) [8]
has been widely applied to resolve problems with structural code measurements; e.g. [9]. PCA identifies the
distinct orthogonal sources of variation in data sets, while
mapping the raw features onto a set of uncorrelated features that represent essentially the same information
contained in the original data. For example, the data
shown in two dimensions of Figure 3 (left-hand-side)
could be approximated in a single latent feature (righthand-side).
Since PCA combines many features into fewer latent
features, the structure of PCA-based models may be very
simple. For example, previously [10], we have used PCA
and a decision tree learner to find the following predictor
for defective software modules:

Figure 3. The two features in the left plot can be transferred
to the right plot via one latent feature
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if domain1 ≤ 0.180
then NoDefects
else if domain1 > 0.180
then if domain1 ≤ 0.371 then NoDefects
else if domain1 > 0.371 then Defects
Here, “domain1” is one of the latent features found by
PCA. This tree seems very simple, yet is very hard to
explain to business clients users since “domain1” is calculated using a very complex weighted sum (in this sum,
v(g),ev(g),iv(g) are McCabe or Halstead static code metrics [11,12] or variants on line counts):
domain1=

0.241*loc+0.236*v(g)
+0.222*ev(g)+0.236*iv(g)+0.241*n
+0.238*v0.086*l+0.199*d
+0.216*i+0.225*e+0.236*b+0.221*t
+0.241*lOCode+0.179*lOComment
+0.221*lOBlank+0.158*lOCodeAndComment
+0.163*uniqOp+0.234*uniqOpnd
+0.241*totalOp+0.241*totalOpnd
+0.236*branchCount
(2)

As we shall see below, other learners can yield effective models that are simpler to explain without using
complex latent features.

3.2 Ensemble Learning
Data mining for SE means summarizing the complex
behavior of a group of developers struggling to build
intricate artifacts. Data mining over such complex
multi-dimensional data often requires fusing together the
results from multiple learners [13]. Such ensembles may
perform well but, as we shall see, are hard to explain.
In basic ensemble method (BEM), l learners are run on
various subsets of the available data. These learners use
EQ x\s\do5(j)(r\,s) that returns the probability of the
target classes s. BEM returns the mean probability:
xˆBEM 

1 l
 x j  r, s 
l j 1

(3)

The linear generalized ensemble method (GEM) returns a weighted sum of the conclusions of each learner x
in the ensemble.
l

x  a GEM   a j x j  r , s 

(4)

j 1

where αj is the normalized performance score of xj on the
training data (so learners that performed the worst, contribute the least).
For some data sets, the combination rule is non-linear
and complex. For example, Toh et al. [13]’s variant of
Equation 4 uses a Jacobian matrix for x with different
coefficients for each feature ri∈r and target class sm∈s.
These coefficients are learned via multivariate polynoCopyright © 2009 SciRes

mial regression. Toh et al. report that their resulting ensemble performs better than simpler schemes. However,
it may be harder to explain the ensemble since that explanation must cover:
 The learning methods used to generate xj;
 The combination rule that computes x; and
 The regression method used to tune the coefficients
used in the combination method.
Such an explanation is not required if the users are
willing to accept the conclusions of the learner, without
explanation. However, for data sets as small Figure 1, it
seems reasonable to expect that a simple explanation of
runaway projects should be possible. Also, if managers
are to use the results of the learner as part of their deliberations, they need some succinct structures that they can
reflect over.

3.3 Näive Bayes Classifiers
It is hardly surprising that complex latent features (e.g.
Equation 2) or intricate combinations of multiple learners
(e.g. Equation 4) are hard to explain. What is surprising
is how hard it is to explain the results of even a single,
supposedly simple, learner. For example, this section
offers a complete description of how a Näive Bayes classifiers makes its conclusions. The reader is asked to consider how many users would understand this description
(in our experience, we have yet to meet a single one).
A Näive Bayes classifier [14] is based on Bayes’
Theorem. Informally, the theorem says next=old*new i.e.
what we’ll believe next comes from how new evidence
effects old beliefs. More formally:
P(H)
P(H|E)= P(E)

 P(Ei|H)

(5)

i

i.e. given fragments of evidence Ei and a prior probability for a class P(H), the theorem lets us calculate a
posterior probability P(H|E).
When building predictors for runaways, the posterior
probability of each hypothesis class (H∈{“ok” or “runaway”}) is calculated, given the features extracted from a
project such “ambiguous requirements” or “low morale”
or any other of the features shown in Figure 2. The classification is the hypothesis H with the highest posterior P
(H|E).
Näive Bayes classifiers are called “näive” since they
assume independence of each feature. While this assumption simplifies the implementation (frequency
counts are required only for each feature), it is possible
that correlated events are missed by this “näive” approach. Domingos and Pazzani show theoretically that
the independence assumption is a problem in a vanishingly small percent of cases [15]. This explains the repeated empirical result that, on average, Näive Bayes
classifiers perform as well as other seemingly more so
JSEA
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phisticated schemes (e.g. see Table 1 in [15]).
Equation 5 offers a simple method for handling missing values. Generating a posterior probability means of
tuning a prior probability to new evidence. If that evidence is missing, then no tuning is needed. In this case
Equation 5 sets P(Ei|H)=1 which, in effect, makes no
change to P(H).
When estimating the prior probability of hypothesis H,
it is common practice [16] to use an M-estimate as follows. Given that the total number of hypothesis is C, the
total number of training instances is I, and N(H) is the
frequency the hypothesis H within I, then
P( H ) 

N (H )  m
I  mC

(6)

Here m is a small non-zero constant (often, m=1).
Three special cases of Equation 6 are:
 For high frequency hypothesis in large training sets,
N(H) and I are much larger than m and m·C, so Equation
N(H)
6 simplifies to P(H)= I , as one might expect.
 For low frequency classes in large training sets,
N(H) is small, I is large, and the prior probability for a
1
rare class is never less than I ; i.e. the inverse of the
number of instances. If this were not true, rare classes
would never appear in predictions.
 For very small data sets, I is small and N(H) is even
smaller. In this case, Equation 6 approaches the inverse
1
of the number of classes; i.e. C. This is a useful approximation when learning from very small data sets
when all the data relating to a certain class has not yet
been seen.
The prior probability calculated in Equation 6 is a
useful lower bound for P(Ei|H). If some value v is seen
N(f=v|H) times in feature f ’s observations for hypothesis
H, then
N(f=v|H)+l P(H)
(7)
P(Ei|H)=
N(H)+l
Here, l is the L-estimate and is set to a small constant
(Yang &Webb [16] recommend l=2). Two special cases
of are:
 A common situation is when there are many examples of an hypothesis and numerous observations have
been made for a particular value. In that situation, N(H)
and N(f=v|H) are large and Equation 7 approaches
N(f=v|H)
N(H) , as one might expect.

 In the case of very little evidence for a rare hypothesis, N(f=v|H) and N(H) are small and Equation 7
l·P(H)
approaches
l ; i.e. the default frequency of an observation in a hypothesis is a fraction of the probability

Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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of that hypothesis. This is a useful approximation when
very little data is available.
For numeric features it is common practice for Näive
Bayes classifiers to use the Gaussian probability density
function [17]:
g  x 

1



 x   2

2
(8)
2
where {μ,σ} are the feature’s {mean, standard deviation},
respectively. To be precise, the probability of a continuous feature having exactly the value x is zero, but the
probability that it lies within a small region, say x ± ε/2,
is ε×g(x). Since ε is a constant that weighs across all possibilities, it cancels out and needs not be computed.
Näive Bayes classifiers are frustrating tools in the data
mining arsenal. They exhibit excellent performance, but
offer few clues about the structure of their models. The
means and standard deviations for Figure 1 are shown in
Figure 44. Note that this figure is an incomplete characterization of Figure 1. For example, row 1 of Figure 4
suggests that r1 (“ambiguous requirements”) for “ok” is
a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0.27 and a standard deviation of 0.86. A visual inspection of column one
values for “ok” projects in Figure 1 shows that this is not
true: r1 is usually zero except in two cases where it takes
the value of three.
One method of handling non-Gaussians like P(r1=X|ok)
is Johns and Langley’s kernel estimation technique [18].
This technique approximates a continuous distribution
sampled by n observations ob1 , ob2 ,..., obn  as the sum

e

2

of multiple Gaussians with means of multiple Gaussians
with means ob1 , ob2 ,..., obn  and standard deviation
P(ok) = 0.68
feature
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
o1
o2
o3
m1
m2
m3

mean
0.2727
0.9545
0.9545
0.8864
1.4091
0.3182
0.7273
0.8182
0.5455
0.2727
0.6818
0.9545
0.3409
0.6818
0.7500
0.4545
0.6818
0.3636
0.2273
0.6136
0.4773
0.5455

sd
0.8624
1.0650
1.1571
1.0759
1.2670
0.6998
1.0082
1.0824
0.9642
0.7497
0.9833
0.8516
0.7744
0.9833
0.9857
0.7820
1.0824
0.7100
0.5979
0.9762
0.8323
0.9404

P(runaway) = 0.32
mean
1.35
1.65
1.95
1.65
1.90
1.00
1.00
1.65
1.65
1.40
1.80
1.50
1.80
1.35
2.25
1.70
1.65
1.30
1.00
0.60
1.50
1.50

sd
1.0500
0.8078
1.3500
1.0500
1.0440
1.2649
1.2649
1.0500
1.2460
1.2806
1.3077
1.1619
1.1225
1.0500
1.0062
1.1874
1.2460
1.3454
1.0000
0.9950
1.1619
1.2845

Figure 4. Means and standard deviations from Figure 1
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1

In this approach, to create a highly skew dis-

n
tribution like P(r1=X|ok), multiple Gaussians would be
added together at r1=0. Conclusions are made by asking
all the Gaussians which class they believe is most likely.

3.4 Näive Bayes and Software Engineering
NäiveBayes classifiers are widely used in the SE literature for several reasons. NäiveBayes classifiers summarize the training data in one frequency table per class.
Hence, they consume very little memory and can quickly
modify their knowledge by incrementing the frequency
count of feature ranges seen in new training examples.
Also, many studies (e.g. [15,19,20]) report that Näive
Bayes exhibit excellent performance compared to other
learners.
For example, recently Menzies, Greenwald & Frank
[21] have built predictors for software detectors using a
Näive Bayes classifier and two explanation systems- the
OneR rule learner and the J4.8 decision tree learner. In
that study, the learner with the worst explanation power
(Näive Bayes) had the best performance, by far. For the
data sets explored by Menzies, Greenwald & Frank, the
median advantage of Näive Bayes, the C4.5 decision tree
learner [22], and the OneR rule learner [23] over the
other learners was 52.4%, 0%,-16.7%, respectively (see
Figure 5). On analysis, Menzies, Greenwald & Frank
concluded that Näive Bayes worked so well because of
the the product calculation of Equation 5. They reasoned
as follows. Many static code features have similar information content. Hence, minor changes in how the training data was sampled yielded different “best” features for
predicting defects. The best predictions come from
mathematical methods like Näive Bayes that accumulate
the signal from many code features (using Equation 5’s
product rule). Decision tree learners like C4.5 and rule
method median
oneR

j48

Näive
Bayes

-16.7 -100%

100%

-100%

100%

52.4 -100%

100%

0.0

Figure 5. Quartile charts from Menzies, Greenwald &
Frank [21]. The charts show the differences when learners
were applied to the same the training and test data
Performance was measured using recall; i.e. the percent of the defective modules found by the learners. The the upper and lower quartiles
are marked with black lines. The median is marked with a black dot.
Vertical bars are added to mark (i) the zero point and (ii) the minimum
possible value and (iii) the maximum possible value. The median performance of Näive Bayes was much higher than the other methods.
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learners like OneR, on the other hand, do not perform
well in this domain since they assume hard and fast
boundaries between what is defective and what is not.
In summary, when mining software engineering data,
there are many reasons to start with a Näive Bayes classifier. Abe, Muzono, Takagi, et al. [2] used such classifiers to extend their prior work on runaway software projects [1,3]. However, this classifier was only a performance system. not an explanation system, so it could not
offer insights into, say, how to best change a software
project in order to avoid runaways. As shown above,
Näive Bayes classifiers do not generate such succinct
generalizations. This is a problem since what developers
really want to know is what should be done to avoid
runaway status.

3.5 Discussion of the Explanation Problem
As the mathematics gets more elaborate, it becomes
harder to explain a Näive Bayes classifier to a typical
business user:
 Many users are not trained mathematicians. Hence,
they may be confused by Equation 5, Equation 6, Equation 7 and Equation 8.
 Presenting the internal statistics (e.g. Figure 4) is
uninformative, at least for the business users we have
worked with.
 The problem is compounded if the data is
non-Gaussian (like Figure 1) since this requires explaining kernel estimation.
 Worse, a standard Näive Bayes classifier (with our
without kernel estimation) can not answer business-level
questions such as “what minimal changes should be
make to most decrease the odds of runaway projects?”
To be fair, Näive Baye’s explanation problems are
seen in other kinds of data miners:
 The problems with PCA and ensemble-based learners were discussed above.
 Tree learners such as C4.5 [22] or CART [24] execute in local top-down search, with no memory between
different branches. Hence, the same concept can be needlessly repeated many times within the tree. Such trees
can be cumbersome, needlessly large, and difficult to
understand.
 Clustering algorithms [25] and nearest neighbor
methods [26,27] do not condense their working memory
into succinct descriptions. Rather, inferences on new
information are made by a query over all the old information.
 Simulated annealers [28] learn constraints to an input space that results in higher values in the output space.
However, there is no generalization or summarization in
a simulated annealer such as which subset of the input
space is most important to control.
 Neural networks store their knowledge as weights
distributed across a network. Concepts have no centralized
JSEA
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location so it is impossible to inspect, say, all the information about one idea at one location in a network [29].
The problem of explaining the performance of these
learners to end-users has been explored extensively in the
literature (see the review in [30]). Often, some
post-processor is used to convert an opaque model into a
more understandable form:
 Towell and Shavlik generate refined rules from the
internal data structures of a neural network [29].
 Quinlan implemented a post-processor to C4.5 called
C45 rules that generates succinct rules from cumbersome
decision tree branches via (a) a greedy pruning algorithm
followed by (b) duplicate removal then (c) exploring subsets of the rules relating to the same class [22].
 TARZAN was another post-processor to C4.5 that
searched for the smallest number of decisions in decision
tree branches that (a) pruned the most branches to undesired outcomes while (b) retaining branches leading to
desired outcomes [31].

4. Learning Methods
4.1 Rule Learners
Rather than patch an opaque learner with a post-processor, it may be better to build learners than directly generate succinct high-level descriptions of a domain. For
example, RIPPER [32] is one of the fastest rule learners
known in the literature. The generated rules are of the
form condition  conclusion:

Feature1  Value1  Feature2  Value2  ...  Class




conclusion
condition

The rules generated by RIPPER perform as well as
C45rules, yet are much smaller and easier to read [32].
Rule learners like RIPPER and PRISM [33] generate
small, easier to understand, symbolic representations of
the patterns in a data set. PRISM is a less sophisticated
learner than RIPPER and is not widely used. It was initially added to this study to generate a lower bound on
the possible performance. However, as we shall see, it
proved surprisingly effective.
1. Find the majority class C
2. Create a R with an empty condition that predicts for class C.
3. Until R is perfect (or there are no more features) do
(a) For each feature F not mentioned in R
• For each value vF, consider adding F=v to the condition of R
p
(b) Select F and v to maximize where t is total number of examt
ples of class C and p is the number of examples of class C selected by F=v. Break ties by choosing the condition with the
largest p.
(c) Add F=v to R
4. Print R
5. Remove the examples covered by R.
6. If there are examples left, loop back to (1)

Figure 6. PRISM pseudo-code
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Like RIPPER, PRISM is a covering algorithm that
runs over the data in multiple passes. As shown in the
pseudo-code of Figure 6, PRISM learns one rule at each
pass for the majority class (e.g. in Figure 6, at pass 1, the
majority class is ok). All the examples that satisfy the
condition are marked as covered and removed from the
data set. PRISM then recurses on the remaining data.
The output of PRISM is an ordered decision list of
rules where rulej is only tested if all conditions in rulei＜j
fail. PRISM returns the conclusion of the first rule with a
satisfied condition.
One way to visualize a covering algorithm is to imagine the data as a table on a piece of paper. If there exists a
clear pattern between the features and the class, define
that pattern as a rule and cross out all the rows covered
by that rule. As covering recursively explores the remaining data, it keeps splitting the data into:
 What is easiest to explain, and
 Any remaining ambiguity that requires a more detailed analysis.
PRISM is a näive covering algorithm and has problems with residuals and over-fitting. If there are rows
with similar patterns and similar frequencies occur in
different classes, then:
 These residual rows are the last to be removed for
each class;
 So the same rule can be generated for different
classes.
In over-fitting, a learner fixates on spurious signals
that do not predict for the target class. PRISM’s
over-fitting arises from part 3.a of Figure 6 where the
algorithm loops through all features. If some feature is
poorly measured, it might be noisy (contains spurious
signals). Ideally, a rule learner knows how to skip over
noisy features.
RIPPER addresses residuals and over-fitting problem
three techniques: pruning, description length and rule-set
optimization for a full description of these techniques,
see [34]. In summary:
 Pruning: After building a rule, RIPPER performs a
back-select to see what parts of a condition can be deleted, without degrading the performance of the rule.
Similarly, after building a set of rules, RIPPER performs
a back-select to see what rules can be deleted, without
degrading the performance of the rule set. These
back-selects remove features/rules that add little to the
overall performance. For example, back pruning could
remove the residual rules.
 Description length: The learned rules are built
while minimizing their description length. This is an information theoretic measure computed from the size of
the learned rules, as well as the rule errors. If a rule set is
over-fitted, the error rate increases, the description length
grows, and RIPPER applies a rule set pruning operator.
 Rule set optimization tries replacing rules strawman alternatives (i.e. rules grown very quickly by some
näive method).
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4.2 Performance Measures
Our results are presented in terms of the following performance measures. Suppose we have some historical log,
like Figure 1 that can comment on the correct classification of each row. By comparing the historical log with
the output of the learner, we can define several measures
of success. Let {A,B,C,D} denote the true negatives, false
negatives, false positives, and true positives (respectively)
found by a binary detector (binary detectors work on data
sets with two classes, like Figure 1). A,B,C,D can be
combined in many ways. For example, accuracy (or acc)
is the percentage of true positives (D) and negatives (A)
found by the detector.
acc=accuracy=(A+D)/(A+B+C+D)

(9)

Also, recall (or pd) comments on how much of the
target was found.
pd=recall=D/(B+D)

(10)

Precision (or prec) comments on how many of the instances that triggered the detector actually containing the
target concept.
prec=precision=D/(D+C)
(11)
The f-measure is the harmonic mean of precision and
recall. It has the property that if either precision or recall
is low, then the f-measure is decreased. The f measure is
useful for dual assessments that include both precision
and recall.
f  measure 

2  prec  pd
prec  pd

(12)

All these measures fall in the range 0≤ {pd,prec,f,acc}
≤1. Also, the larger these values, the better the model.

4.3 Experiments with the Learning Methods
Various combinations of the learning method described
above were applied to Figure 1. The results are shown in
Figure 7. In all 13 treatments where applied to Figure 1.
Each treatment is some combination of a data filter, a
learner, and a assessment method. This section discusses
how each treatment was designed using results from the
proceeding treatments.
Before moving on, we call attention to the accuracy
results of Figure 7. Observe how accuracy can be a remarkably insensitive performance measure; i.e. it remained roughly constant, despite large changes in recall
and precision. This result has been seen in many other
data sets [21,35]. Hence, accuracy is deprecated by this
paper.
4.3.1 Cross-Validation
Treatment a is a simple application of RIPPER to Figure
1. The learned theory was applied back on the training
data used to generate it; i.e. all of Figure 1. As shown
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m

bins
n/a
n/a
n/a
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

learner
ripper
ripper
nb
ripper
nb
prism
ripper
ripper
bayes
bayes
prism
prism
prism

#features
22
22
22
22
22
22
1 (r1)
2 (r1 + p5)
1 (r1)
2 (r1 + p5)
1 (r1)
2 (r1 + p6)
3 (r1 + p6 + o3)

#tests
1
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Figure 7. Results from this study. The four plots, shown at
top, come from the 13 treatments shown at bottom

in Figure 7, this produced one of the largest f-measures
seen in this study.
Treatment a assessed a learned model using the data
that generated it. Such a self-test can lead to an
over-estimate of the value of that model. Cross-validation, on the other hand, assesses a learned model using
data not used to generate it. The data is divided into, say,
10 buckets. Each bucket is set aside as a test set and a
model is learned from the remaining data. This learned
model is then assessed using the test set. Such
cross-validation studies are the preferred evaluation
method when the goal is to produce predictors intended
to predict future events [17].
In treatment b, a cross-validation experiment was applied to the data. The treatment b results shows how
badly treatment a overestimated the performance:
changing the training data by as little as 10% nearly
halved the precision and recall. Clearly, the conclusions
from the self-test from this data set are brittle; i.e. unduly
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altered by minor changes in the training data.
Treatment c illustrates the explanation vs performance
trade-off discussed in the introduction. As mentioned
above, the output from rule learners can be far easier to
explain than the output of treatment c; i.e. a Näive Bayes
classifier (with kernel estimation) running on data sets
with non-Gaussian distributions like Figure 1. So, if optimizing for explainability, an analyst might favor rule
learners over Bayes classifiers. On the other hand, Figure
7 shows treatment c out-performing treatment b, especially in terms of recall. So, if optimizing for performance an analyst might favor a Bayes classifier.
Note that treatment c uses the method favored by the
previous high water mark in this research [2]. In the sequel, we show how this study found data mining methods
that significantly out-perform that prior work.
4.3.2 Discretization
Treatments d,e and f explore discretization. Discretization clumps together observations taken over a continuous range into a small number of regions. Humans often
discretize real world data. For example, parents often
share tips for “toddlers”; i.e. humans found between the
breaks of age=1 and age=3. Many researchers report that
discretization improves the performance of a learner
since it gives a learner a smaller space to reason about,
with more examples in each part of the space [16,20],
[36,37].
Discretization can generally be described as a process
of assigning data attribute instances to bins or buckets
that they fit in according to their value or some other
score. The general concept for discretization as a binning
process is dividing up each instance of an attribute to be
discretized into a number distinct buckets or bins. The
number of bins is most often a user-defined, arbitrary
value; however, some methods use more advanced techniques to determine an ideal number of bins to use for the
values while others use the user-defined value as a starting point and expand or contract the number of bins that
are actually used based upon the number of data instances being placed in the bins. Each bin or bucket is
assigned a range of the attribute values to contain, and
discretization occurs when the values that fall within a
particular bucket or bin are replaced by identifier for the
bucket into which they fall.
After Gama and Pinto [38], we say that discretization
is the process of converting a continuous range into a histogram with k break points b1…bk where i  j : bi  b j .

The histogram divides a continuous range into bins (one
for each break) and many observations from the range
may fall between two break points bi and bi+1 at frequency counts ci.
Simple discretizers are unsupervised methods that
build their histograms without exploiting information
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about the target class; e.g.
 equal width: i, j : bi  bi1   b j  b j1 ;


equal frequency: i, j : c i  c j . For Näive Bayes
classifiers working on n instances, Yang & Webb [16]
advocate equal frequency with ci=cj= n.

For example, Figure 1 holds 32 instances so a b=3
32

equal frequency discretion hopes to place 3 ≈10 values
into each part of the histogram. However, Figure 1 does
not have ten instances for each feature value so, as shown
in Figure 8, a skewed histogram is generated.
More sophisticated discretizers are supervised methods
that build their histograms using knowledge of the target
class. Specifically, the continuous range is explored
looking for a break that is a cliff; i.e. a point where the
class frequencies are most different above and below the
cliff. Once a top-level cliff is found, this method usually
recurses into each region above and below the cliff to
find the next best sub-cliff, sub-sub-cliff, and so on.
For example, the Fayyad & Irani [37] supervised discretizer assumes that the best cliff is the one that most
divides target classes. In terms of information theory, this
can be measured using entropy; i.e. the number of bits
required to encode the class distribution. If the classes in
a sample of n instances occur at frequencies counts
c1,c2,..., then the entropy of that sample is
Ent  c1 , c2 ...  

c1
c  c
c 
 log 2  1   2  log 2  2   ...
n
n n
n

If a break divides n numbers into two regions of size
n1,n2, then the best cliff is the one that minimizes the
sum of the entropy below and above the cliff; i.e.
n2
n1
·Ent
+
1 n ·Ent2.
n
Various discretizers were explored, with disappointing
results:
 Yang & Webb’s rule (c = n= 33≈6) was not
i
useful here since our data has less than 6 distinct values
per feature.
 Fayyad&Irani’s method reduced most features to a
single bin; i.e. it found no information gain in any parts
feature range frequency

o3
0
24

1
1

2,3
7

p6
0
19

1,2
10

3
3

r1
0,1
23

2
5

3
4

Figure 8. Some 3bin results from Figure 1
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of our ranges.
 Best results were seen with a simple 3bin equal frequency scheme (i.e. |b|=3) in Treatment f where PRISM
achieved precisions as high as the RIPPER self-test
(treatment a). However, the same experiment saw the
worst recall.
 The same 3bin scheme offered little help to RIPPER or Näive Bayes (see treatments d,e).
Since the precision results were the most promising
seen to date, 3bin was retained for the rest of our experiments. Other methods were then employed to achieve
the benefits of 3bin (high precision) without its associated costs (low recall).
4.3.3 Feature Subset Selection
The remaining treatments (g,h,i,j,k,l,m) explore how different feature subsets change the performance of the
learning. A repeated result in the data mining community
is that simpler models with equivalent or higher performance can be built via feature subset selection algorithms that intelligently prune useless features [19]. Features may be pruned for several reasons:
 They may be noisy; i.e. contain spurious signals
unrelated to the target class;
 They may be uninformative; e.g. contain mostly one
value, or no repeating values;
 They may be correlated to other variables- in which
case, they can be pruned since their signal is also present
in other variables.
The reduced feature set has many advantages:
 Miller has shown that models generally containing
fewer variables have less variance in their outputs [39].
 The smaller the model, the fewer are the demands
on interfaces (sensors and actuators) to the external environment. Hence, systems designed around small models are easier to use (less to do) and cheaper to build.
 In terms of this article, the most important aspect of
learning from a reduced features set is that it produces
smaller models. Such smaller models are easier to explain (or audit).
One such feature subset selector is Kohavi & Johns’
WRAPPER algorithm [40]. Starting with the empty set,
WRAPPER adds some combinations of features and asks
some target learner to build a model using just those features. WRAPPER then grows the set of selected features
and checks if a better model comes from learning over
the larger set of features.
If we applied WRAPPER to our three learners (RIPPER, PRISM, Näive Bayes), then WRAPPER’s search
through the 22 features of Figure 1 could require
3•222=12,582,912 calls to a learner. In practice, a heuristic search drastically reduced this search space. WRAPPER stops when there are no more features to select, or
there has been no significant improvement in the learned
model for the last five additions (in which case, those last
five additions are deleted). Technically speaking, this is a
hill-climbing forward select search with a “stale” paramCopyright © 2009 SciRes

group #1 :
usually selected

group #2:
sometimes selected

group #3:
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Bayes
10
6
8.7

8
1
3

2
2
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2
1
1
1
1
1
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1.3
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1
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1
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1
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1
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3
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Figure 9. Number of times WRAPPER selected features in
ten experiments on 90% samples of the data

eter set to 5. For data sets as small as Figure 1, WRAPPER terminates in an under a minute (but for large data
sets, other feature selectors would be required-see [19]
for a survey).
Figure 9 shows the results of running 10 WRAPPER
experiments on Figure 1 (discretized via 3bin) for our
three learners. In each experiment, 10% of Figure 1 (selected at random) was ignored:
 Group #1 shows the features that, on average, were
selected in the majority of ten runs (on average, 6 times
or more).
 Group #2 shows the features that were selected 2 to
5 times.
 Group #3 shows the features that were selected only
once.
 Group #4 shows the features that were never selected.
There are only three features in Group #1 suggesting
that many of the Figure 1 features could be ignored. This
has implications for the cost of data collection and the
explaining runaway projects:
Data collection could be constrained to just Group #1,
and perhaps p6 (which PRISM selected eight times).
Such a constrained data collection program would be
cheaper to conduct, especially over a large organization.
 Figure 10 shows a rule predicting runaway projects
found by PRISM using just the features recommend by
WRAPPER (r1, p6, o3) on 3bin discretized data. The
figure shows that just using the top-ranked features of
JSEA
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1: If o3 = 1
2: If r1 = 0,1 and p6 = 1
3: If r1 = 3 and p6 = 1,2
4: If r1 = 0,1 and p6 = 1,2 and o3 = 0
5: If r1 = 1,2
6: If p6 = 3
7: If r1 = 3
and p6 = 0
8: If r1 = 0,1 and p6 = 1,2 and o3 = 2,3
9: If r1 = 0,1 and p6 = 1,2 and o3 = 0

then ok
then ok
then ok
then ok
then runaway
then runaway
then runaway
then runaway
then runaway

Figure 10. Rules generated by treatment m

Figure 9 yields a very succinct, easy to explain model.
Treatments g,h,...m show the results of applying the
top-ranked features to the discretized data. For each
learner, if WRAPPER usually selected N features, then
that learner was tested in a 10-way cross-validation using
the top ranked feature, the second-top ranked features,
and so on up to using N features.
4.3.4 Best Results
The best results were obtained in treatment m. That
treatment applied PRISM using the three features usually
selected by WRAPPER+PRISM: r1, o3, p6. This resulted in Figure 10.
Figure 8 showed r1 {0,1}, p6 {1,2}, o3=0 is a frequent pattern in our data. Hence, after a covering algorithm removes all other more interesting structures, the
residual rows can contain this frequent pattern. This, in
turn, means that identical rules could be generated for
different classes; e.g. rules 4&9 of Figure 10 (this is the
residual rule problem discussed above).
It is important to read these rules top to bottom since a
rule fires only if all the rules above it fail. In practice,
this means that the residual rule 9 is never used (it is
blocked by rule 4).
A 10-way cross-validation study showed that this rule
generation method yields an average precision, recall,
and f-measure across the 10-way of 1, 0.85, and 0.92
(respectively). This result is actually much better than it
appears. To achieve average precisions and recalls of 1
and 0.85 in such a 10-way is something of an accomplishment. In a 10-way cross-validation on the 33 records
of Figure 1, the test set is of size three or four. In such a
small test set, a single outlier project can have a large and
detrimental result on the collected statistics.
4.3.5 User Studies
To test the explainability of Figure 10, we ran a session
with eight software engineers managing large software
verification projects.
Pseudocode for Näive Bayes (with kernel estimation)
and PRISM (Figure 6) was introduced. PRISM was
summarized this way: “each rule handles some examples,
which are then removed, and the algorithm repeats on the
remaining data.”
Within an hour, the engineers were hand-simulating
PRISM. Using a pen and ruler, all the rows of Figure 1
that matched rule #1 (in Figure 10) were identified and
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crossed off. The rows that matched rule #2 were identified, then crossed off. The engineers stopped after simulating PRISM’s activities on two or three rules, making
comments like “I see what is going on- the learner is
finding and handling the most obvious next thing.” Significantly, none of the engineers tried to apply Näive
Bayes; i.e. m-estimates, l-estimates, the approximation,
and the Gaussians of kernel estimation.
In summary, the simplicity of PRISM the rules of Figure 10 allowed them to be explained to one focus group,
all within a one hour session.

5. Discussion
5.1 Related Work
This research aims at producing a precise, explainable,
operational definition of a runaway project. Other work
in this area is less precise and not operational.
For example, in 1997, Glass [4] had informally sampled several high-profile software disasters and found the
following features to be predictive for runaways:
 Project objectives not fully specified (in 51% of the
sample);
 Bad planning and estimating (48%);
 Technology new to the organization (45%);
 Inadequate/no project management methodology
(42%);
 Insufficient senior staff on the team (42%);
 Poor
performance by suppliers of hardware/software (42%)
 Other-performance (efficiency) problems (42%)
Glass did not offer a clear operational method for combining their features into an effective predictor. Other
work carefully documented the software risk problem,
but did not offer automatic tool support:
 Jiang et al. [6] studied 40 features collected from
questionnaires posted to personnel with recent experience with an IS project. Their study is an exemplary example of software engineering research: after clearly
defined six hypotheses about software risk, they identify
those hypotheses not supported by their data.
 Ropponen & Lyytinen [7] studied self-reported data
from 83 project managers and 1,110 projects to find 26
software risk components: six scheduling and timing
risks; four system functionality risks; three subcontracting risks; four requirements management risks; four resource usage and performance risks; and five personnel
management risks.
Both reports have the same limitations: their conclusions contain a somewhat ill-defined and manual procedure for managers to explore the above risks. For example, both reports list risks and their weighted contribution
to total risk. However, no combination rule is offered on
how to best combine evidence of multiple risks.
Another aspect that sets this work apart from other
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studies is reproducibility. Neither the Jiang et al. nor
Ropponen & Lyytinen [7] studies are reproducible since
they did not made their data available to other researchers. Reproducibility is an important methodological principle in other disciplines since it allows a community to
confirm, refute, or even improve prior results. In our
view, in the field of software engineering, there are all
too few examples of reproduced, and extended, results*.
This current report began when the second and third authors published their data [1] and defined a research
challenge: how to better explain the results of their
learning to developers [2]. We would strongly encourage
software engineering researchers to share data, define
challenges, and to take the time to rework the results of
others.

5.2 External Validity
This study has produced:
1). A recommended feature subset for predicting runaways (r1,p6,o3);
2). A recommended model that combines those features (Figure 10); and
3). A recommended method for generating that subset
and that model:
 3bin discretization;
 a WRAPPER around PRISM;
 10-way cross-validation using PRISM on the subsets found by WRAPPER.
It is good practice to question the external validity of
these recommendations.
WRAPPER selected different features than the manual
method that produced Equation 1. That is, the recommended feature subset learned by our recommended
method is different to that found by our earlier work.
This raises a concern about external validity: why do our
conclusions keep changing?
We endorse the conclusions of this study over our
prior work [1] for two reasons. Firstly, this study explored far more feature subsets that before:
 Equation 1 was generated after a manual analysis of
a few features.
 Figure 10 was generated after an automatic search
through thousands of subsets.
Secondly, the results of this study perform better than
our prior results:
 Equation 1 offers ambiguous conclusions in the
range (0.03<P(runaway|X)<0.81).
 Figure 10 offers categorical conclusions about the
runaway status of a project. Further, it does so with
perfect precision.
A more serious validity threat comes from the data
used in this study. Any inductive process suffers from a
*

Exception: see the reports of the PROMISE workshop http://promisedata.org/repository/papers.html
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sampling bias; i.e. the conclusions of the study are a
function of the data used in that study. In that regard, we
have evidence that our results are stable across small to
medium-sized changes to our project sample. In a
10-way cross-validation experiment, 10% of the data (in
our case, 3 to 4 records) is set aside and the model is
learned from the remaining information. Our learned
model had an average precision of 1.0 in a 10-way; i.e.
the precision of our model remained perfect, despite a
10% change in the training data.
Also, Figure 1 does not show all the data available to
this study. Some of the data available to this research
group is proprietary and cannot be generally released. In
order to check the external validity of our methods, these
ten extra records were not analyzed until after we
reached the above conclusions regarding the recommended data mining method for this data. When our
recommended method was applied to Figure 1, plus the
extra ten records, WRAPPER still found the features
shown in Figure 9. Further, the performance of the rule
set learned from the extended data had the same properties as Figure 10; i.e.
 It out-performed NäiveBayes;
 It exhibited perfect precision (precision=1.0) over
the 10-way cross-validation.
In summary, despite the data set size changing by a
small to medium amount (-10% to +33%), there is:
 No instability in the recommended features;
 No instability in the performance of the recommended model;
 No instability in the recommended method.

5.3 Method Selection for Quirky Data
Several times we found that certain widely regarded
methods (RIPPER; discretization using Fayyad&Irani;
discretization with Yang & Webb’s n rule) did not
yield the best results for this data set. The reason for this
is simple: software engineering data sets are often small:
 Figure 1 is one table with only 22*33 cells;
 Elsewhere we have published results on even
smaller data sets [41,42].
It is hard to know apriori what are the quirks of small
software engineering data sets. Hence, we recommend
trying many methods, even supposedly out-dated ones.
For example, in this study, a very simple rule-learner
(PRISM) produced the best performance while being
most understandable to our users.
More generally, Fayyad [43] argues persuasively that
data mining should be viewed as a small part of the
knowledge and data discovery (KDD) cycle shown in Figure 11. For example, in this report we used discretization
and feature subset-selection for pre-processing and selection steps shown in Figure 11. Also, we looped through the
KDD cycle 13 times: each time, the results from the previous round informed our work for the next round.
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Figure 11. The KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases)
cycle, adapted from [43]

5.4 Data Mining Methods
Based on this work, and certain standard texts in the data
mining field [17,43], we offer the following advice to
other researchers data mining on SE data.
It is important to understand the goals of the data
mining task. If the learned model only needs to perform,
and not explain then any data mining method might do
ranging from
 Näive Bayes classifiers
 To clustering algorithms, decision tree learners,
neural nets, etc
 Or, as explored in Equation 4, ensembles of the
above.
The simplest of the above is Näive Bayes. Such classifiers scale to very large data sets and, in many domains,
have performed very well [15,19,20]. Also, in at least
one SE domain [21], they far out-performed other methods.
However, if the goal is to generate an explainable theory, then:

Many business users do not have the background
required to understand mathematical-based learners. For
such users, the rule learners (e.g. RIPPER) may be most
useful since they produce succinct summaries of the data.

It is useful to reduce the range of number variables
with discretization. Once reduced, the learned model can
be simpler since it only needs to comment on a few discrete ranges rather than the entire number line.
 It is also useful to reduce the number of features
with feature subset selection. A repeated result in the
literature [19,39,40] is that the majority of the features
can be pruned away and the resulting model is either
simpler, performs better or both. For example, in this
case study, the best performance and the most succinct/explainable model were found using just 3/22 of the
available data.
As to the choice of feature subset selector:
 Hall and Holmes [19] compare WRAPPER to sevCopyright © 2009 SciRes
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eral other variable pruning methods including the principal component analysis (PCA) method used by Ropponen & Lyytinen and Munson [9] (amongst others). Feature selection methods can be grouped according to (a)
whether or not they make special use of the target variable in the data set such as “runaway”; (b) whether or not
pruning uses the target learner. PCA does not make special use of the target variable. Also, unlike other pruning
methods, WRAPPER does use the target learner as part
of its analysis. Hall and Holmes found that PCA was one
of the worst performing methods (perhaps because it
ignored the target variable) while WRAPPER was the
best (since it can exploit its special knowledge of the
target learner).
 For large data sets, WRAPPER can be too slow.
When WRAPPER is not possible, see the conclusion of
the Hall & Holmes study [19] for recommendations on
two other feature subset selection methods.
 If the data set is small enough (e.g. Figure 1), use
WRAPPER around a rule learner. WRAPPER is the
slowest feature subset selector but it is the only one that
can tune itself to the target learner.
Regarding performance measures, we have two recommendations:
 Comparing the f-measures in treatment a and b of
Figure 7, it is clear that self-tests can over-estimate the
value of a learned model. Hold-out sets are the recommended way to assess a learned model.
 Accuracy is a widely used measure for assessing a
learned theory. Figure 7 shows that it can be remarkably
uninformative. In that figure, large changes in precision
and recall make very little impact on the accuracy. Hence,
we strongly recommend against the use of accuracy.
The above issues are widely discussed in the data
mining literature (e.g. [17,43–45]). Nevertheless, our
reading of the literature is that multiple traversals of the
KDD cyclic application using a range of techniques (e.g.
different learners, discretizers, and feature subset selectors) is quite rare. Often researchers take one learner,
apply it once, then report the conclusion. Also, despite
many positive empirical studies, feature selection is
rarely seen in software engineering (exceptions: [21,46]).
Further, it is still standard practice for software engineers
to present their data mining results in terms of accuracy
of non-hold-out experiments (e.g. [47]). We hope our
results encourage a change in that standard practice.

6. Conclusions
Intuitively, it seems reasonable that optimizing for performance can compromise explainability. Software engineering data can be complex, noisy, or confusing. Such
complex data may require complex and arcane learning
strategies; e.g. the defect data sets studied by Menzies,
JSEA
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Greenwald, and Frank. Complex and arcane learning
strategies will be hard to explain. That is, good performance in a learned model may imply poor explanatory
power, especially for real world software engineering
data.
This paper is a counter-argument to such pessimism.
We show that at least for predicting runaway software
projects, certain standard data mining methods resulted
in models with both:
 High performance: i.e. precision=1.0; and
 Good explainability: i.e. small rule sets, understandable by our users;
This result is a new high water mark in predicting
runaway projects. This new predictor out-performs prior
results in several ways:
 Our results are fully reproducible: the data for our
analysis comes from Figure 7; the software used is freely
available*.
 Prior work by other researchers [4–7] has carefully
documented the influence of features on software risk,
but did not offer an operational model (by “operational”,
we mean that the model can generate performance statistics like Figure 7).
 As to our own prior results, the logistic regression
method [1] required some manual intervention on the
part of the analyst. In contrast to that, the techniques described here are automatic. Also, due to ambiguities in
the middle P ranges of Equation 1, or the inner complexities of our Näive Bayes classifier [2], our prior
mathematical results were much harder to explain than
the new rules of Figure 10.
 Comparing treatment c and treatment m in Figure 7,
we see that our new data mining method (treatment m:
3bin, WRAPPER, PRISM) has similar recall but much
higher precision than our old data mining method (treatment c: NäiveBayes [2]).
 Measured in terms of precision, this new model is
as good as can ever be expected for our data. Other combination data mining methods could out-perform our result (e.g. by generating a smaller, more explainable
model with higher recall) but no other method could be
more precise (since precision’s maximum value is 1.0).
 Prior results conducted a manual exploration of a
few subsets of the features [1]. Here, we employed a
feature subset selector that explored thousands of feature
subsets. Hence, we have far more confidence that the
following factors are most useful in recognizing runaways: ambiguous requirements; low morale; lack of
project members’ commitment to the project plan.
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ABSTRACT
Multiobjective Programming (MOP) has become famous among many researchers due to more practical and realistic
applications. A lot of methods have been proposed especially during the past four decades. In this paper, we develop a
new algorithm based on a new approach to solve MOP by starting from a utopian point, which is usually infeasible,
and moving towards the feasible region via stepwise movements and a simple continuous interaction with decision
maker. We consider the case where all objective functions and constraints are linear. The implementation of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated by two numerical examples.
Keywords: Multiobjective Linear Programming, Multiobjective Decision Making, Interactive Methods

1. Introduction
During the past four decades, many methods and algorithms have been developed to solve Multiobjective Programming (MOP), in which some objectives are conflicting and the utility function of the Decision Maker
(DM) is imprecise in nature. MOP is believed to be one
of the fastest growing areas in management science and
operations research, in that many decision making problems can be formulated in this domain. For some engineering applications of MOP problems the interested
reader is referred to [1,2]. Decision making problems
with several conflicting objectives are common in practice. Hence, for such problems, a single objective function is not sufficient to seek the real desired solution.
Because of this limitation, an MOP method is needed to
solve many real world optimization problems [3].
Although different solution procedures have been introduced, the interactive approaches are generally believed to be the most promising ones, in which the preferred information of the DM is progressively articulated
during the solution process and is incorporated into it [4].
The purpose of MOP in the mathematical programming
framework is to optimize r different objective functions,
subject to a set of systematic constraints. A mathematical
formulation of an MOP is also known as the vector
maximization (or minimization) problem. Generally,
MOP can be divided into four different categories.
The first and the oldest group of MOP need not to get
any information from DM during the process of finding
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

an efficient solution. These types of algorithms rely
solely on the pre-assumptions about DM's preferences. In
this category, L-P Metric methods are noticeable, algorithms whose objectives are minimization of deviations
of the objective functions from the ideal solution. Since
different objectives have different scales, they must be
normalized before the process of minimization of deviations starts. Therefore, a new problem is minimized
which has no scale [5].
The second group of MOP includes gathering cardinal
or ordinal preferred information before the solving process initiates. In the method of utility function [6], for
example, we determine DM's utility as a function of objective functions and then we maximize the overall function under the initial constraints. The other method in this
group, which is extensively used by many researchers, is
Goal Programming (GP) [7] in which DM determines the
least (the most) acceptable level of Max (Min) functions.
Since attaining these values might lead to an infeasible
point, the constraints are allowed to exceed, but we try to
minimize these weighted deviations.
The third group of MOP provides a set of efficient solutions in which DM has the opportunity to choose his
preferred solution among the efficient ones. Although
finding an efficient solution in MOP is not difficult, but
finding all efficient solutions to render DM is not a trivial
task. Many papers have discussed this important issue
[8–11]. The set of all efficient feasible solutions in a
Multiobjective Linear Programming (MOLP) can be
represented by convex combination of efficient extreme
JSEA
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points and efficient extreme rays in the feasible region.
Therefore, the set of efficient extreme points and efficient extreme rays can be regarded as the solution set for
an MOLP problem. Ida [8] develops an algorithm to find
the structure of efficient solutions in an MOLP using all
efficient extreme points and extreme rays. Pourkarimi et
al. [9] represent the structure of efficient solutions as
maximal efficient faces. Youness and Emam [11] investigate the relationships among some efficient solutions in
the objective space and then obtain all efficient solutions
of the MOLP and their structure in the constraint space.
Steuer and Piercy [10] use regression analysis to estimate
the number of efficient extreme points in MOLP. Even
though the final solution among the efficient solutions is
usually chosen by DM, but Gass and Roy [12] propose a
mathematical method for ranking the set of efficient extreme solutions in an MOLP. The idea is to enclose the
given efficient solutions within an annulus of minimum
width, where the width is determined by a hypersphere
that minimizes the maximum deviation of the points
from the surface of the hypersphere.
Finally, the last group of MOP problems provides solutions based on a continuous interaction with DM and
tries to reach the preferred solution at the end of the algorithm. Based on this sound idea, there are many developed methods categorized in this group [13–21]. Different procedures may be better suited for different types
of decision makers, for different types of decision situations, or for different stages in the decision making process [22]. Homburg [16], for instance, proposed a hierarchical procedure which consists of two levels, a top-level
and a base-level. The main idea is that the top-level only
provides general preference information from DM. Taking this information into account, the base-level then
determines a compromise solution via interaction with
DM by using an interactive procedure. As another example, Tchebycheff metric based approaches have become
popular in this category for sampling the set of efficient
solutions in a continuous interaction with DM to narrow
his choices down to a single most preferred efficient solution. The interaction with DM proceeds by generating
smaller subsets of the efficient set until a final solution is
located [19]. The proposed method by Engau [14] decomposes the original MOP problem into a collection of
smaller-sized subproblems to facilitate the evaluation of
tradeoffs and the articulation of preferences. A priori
preferences on objective tradeoffs are integrated into this
process, and DM is supported by an interactive procedure
to coordinate any remaining tradeoffs.
There are many advantages on using interactive
methods such as:
- There is no need to get any information from DM
before the solving process initiates,
- The solving process helps DM learn more about the
nature of the problem,
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- Only minor preferred information are needed during
the solving process,
- Since DM continuously contributes via analyst to the
problem, he is more likely to accept the final solution,
- There are fewer restricting assumptions involved in
these types of problems in comparison with other groups
of MOP methods.
However, there are some drawbacks associated with
these types of algorithms that the most important ones
are as follows:
- The accuracy of the final solution depends entirely
upon DM's precise answers. In other words, if DM does
not carefully interact with the analyst, the outcome(s) of
the final solution may be undesirable,
- There is no guarantee to reach a desirable solution
after a finite number of iterations,
- DM needs to make more effort during the process of
these algorithms in comparison with other groups.
During the past decades, many researchers have tried
to review or to discuss the strengths, the weaknesses, and
the comparative studies on the existing methods. Borges
and Antunes [23] deal with the sensitivity analysis of the
weights in MOLP. Buchanan [24] has an excellent paper
that reviews and comments on ten famous methods including [25–27]. Each description is followed by a detailed analysis of the method which consists of comments
about the underlying approach, technical aspects and
practical considerations. All methods are compared in
terms of some important features such as applicability,
convergence, and difficulty of questions. Also, Buchanan
and Daellenbach [24] describe a laboratory experiment
which compares the performance from the user’s point of
view of four different methods for MOP problems.
Reeves and Gonzalez [22] compare the computational
performance and the quality of the solutions generated by
two similar and yet contrasting interactive procedures.
Sun [4] investigates the solution quality in interactive
MOP. They include value functions used, weights assigned to the objective functions in the value functions,
the size of the efficient set, and the number of objective
functions. The feasibility and existence of the ideal and
nadir points are also discussed. The work of Vanderpooten [28] is a very good reference to review the main
concepts in interactive procedures. After briefly introducing the interactive procedures, a general technical
framework for the understanding of existing methods is
presented.
The main goals of the mentioned papers are to introduce some criteria to measure the efficiency of various
algorithms and to introduce the characteristics of a good
method. According to Reeves and Franz [29], the main
characteristics of a proper interactive algorithm can be
numerated as follows:
1) Minimum amount of information be required from
DM,
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2) The nature of decision making be simple,
3) If DM provides his answers improperly in some interactions, he can have the opportunity to compensate it
in the following interactions,
4) The number of iterations to reach the final solution
be reasonable,
5) DM be familiar with the nature of judgments he is
asked for,
6) The algorithm be suitable for solving large scale
problems.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm which is
mainly in the group of interactive methods. However, we
also need to get some information from DM before
problem solving initiates; therefore, this algorithm is
neither a pure interactive method nor a pure method in
the second category. In addition, the proposed algorithm
is based upon a novel approach to the problem, starting
from an infeasible utopian point and moving towards the
feasible region and then the final efficient point. The
remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides some of the necessary definitions we need to
use in this paper. In section 3, the problem statement and
the proposed algorithm are explained. Two numerical
examples are demonstrated in section 4 to illustrate the
proposed algorithm. Finally, conclusion remarks appear
in section 5 to summarize the contribution of the paper.

2. Definitions
Consider an MOLP problem defined as follows,
max{Z  f k ( X )  CkT X ; k  1,2,..., r}
s.t.

(1)
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cient set E. The vector,
Z *  { f k ( X * ) | f k ( X * )  max f k ( X ); k  1,2,..., r} (3)

is called the ideal point or the ideal criterion vector. It
should be mentioned that the ideal criterion vector, and
so the ideal solution X * , does not usually exist. The
vector,
Z **  { f k ( X ** ) | f k ( X ** )  max f k ( X ); k  1,2,..., r} (4)

is called a utopian vector or a utopian point. Unlike the
ideal criterion vector, there exist many utopian vectors.
Nevertheless, their corresponding X ** ’s are most likely
infeasible.

3. Problem Statement
The majority of methods proposed in the domain of interactive procedures search the feasible region M or the
efficient set E through interaction with DM in order to
attain the final solution. Here, we develop a new algorithm to solve MOLP problems by starting from a utopian point X ** (which is usually infeasible) and moving towards the feasible region M and then the efficient
set E via stepwise movements and a plain continuous
interaction with DM in order to be in line with his preferences. Since there are many utopian points outside the
M, we choose the closest X ** to M as the start point, by
considering the least sum of weighted deviations from
the constraints.

3.1 The Proposed Algorithm

M  { X  R n | Ai X  bi ; X  0; i  1,2,..., m}

The proposed algorithm attains an efficient solution of an
MOLP through the following steps:

where,
f k ( X ) : is the kth objective function,
C k : is the vector of coefficients in the kth objective
function,
X: is an n-dimensional vector of decision variables,
Ai : is the ith row of technological coefficients,
bi : is the RHS of the ith constraint, and
M: is the feasible region.
A solution X  M is efficient if and only if there
does not exist another X  M such that f k ( X )  f k ( X )
for all k  1,2,..., r and f k ( X )  f k ( X ) for at least one k.
Then, the vector,

Algorithm:
Step 1. Ask DM to determine ak , the maximum acceptable reduction in the amount of f k in any interac-

Z  { f k ( X ); k  1,2,..., r}

(2)

is called a non-dominated criterion vector. All efficient
solutions in M form the efficient set E. Although some
interactive algorithms search the entire feasible region M,
the majority of them are designed to search only the effi-

Copyright © 2009 SciRes

tion. Also, ask him to determine wi , a penalty for deviation of each unit from the ith constraint. In the next step,
we find a utopian point allowing some deviations from
the constraints x j  0 , in that the utopian point maybe a
point with some negative x j ’s. However, we also consider a big penalty, w , for each unit of such deviations.
Step 2. Maximize each f k ( X ) with consideration of
the feasible set M as follows,
max f k ( X )  C kT X
s.t.

(5)

M  { X  R n | Ai X  bi ; X  0; i  1,2,..., m}

Step 3. Let f k ( X * ) be the optimal solution for
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each f k ( X ); k  1,2,..., r . Solve the following GP problem,
m



min{

n

d | f

wi d i  w

i 1

j

k (X )

 f k ( X * );

min{| X  X 0 | | f k ( X )  f k ( X 0 ); Ai X  bi ; x j  0;

j 1

Ai X  bi  d i ; x j  d j ; d  0;

(6)

i  1,2,..., m; j  1,2,..., n; k  1,2,..., r}

where, d i represents the deviation from the ith constraint. In this step, we allow our solution to go outside
the feasible region. Suppose X is the solution for (6). Set
X 0  X and go to step 4.
Step 4. Let  ik be the angle between f i and f k .
Calculate sin  ik as follows,
C i .C k
| Ci | . | C k |

sin  ik  1 

(7)

ai
; i, k  1,2,..., r ; i  k}
  min{
| Ci | sin  ik

(8)

Step 5. Consider constraints f k ( X 0 )  f k ( X * ) which
remain active. Now ask DM to see which active objective has the least desirability. Let l be the index for the
f l which has the least desirability.
Step 6. Solve the following optimization problem in
which we take a step δ from X 0 towards the feasible
region while we keep the amount of f l ,
m

w d

i i

n

d | f (X )  f (X

 w

i 1

j

l

l

0

Ai X  bi  d i ; | X  X |  ; x j   d j ; d  0;

(9)

i  1,2,..., m; j  1,2,..., n}

where, |.| is the 2-norm. In this step there is no change
in the value of f l but we usually expect that the other
objective functions get worse, but not necessarily. In
other words, we might encounter a situation in which the
values of some active or inactive f k get better.
Step 7. If

w d
i

i 1

i

 w d j  0 then go to step 8,
j 1

otherwise set X  X , calculate the new values of
f k ( X 0 ) , and go to step 5.
0

Step 8.

There is no guarantee that the solution of step 8 is a
non-dominated one. So, we move on the boundary to
reach a non-dominated solution. Set X 0  X ,
S  {1,2,..., r} , and go to step 9.
Step 9. Ask DM to see which objective in S has the
least desirability. Let l be the index for the f l which
has the least desirability. Solve the following optimization problem in which we take a step at most with the
amount of δ from X 0 on the boundary of the feasible
region while we keep the amounts of f k ; k  1,2,..., r ,
x j  0; i  1,2,..., m; j  1,2,..., n; k  1,2,..., r}

m

n

i 1

j 1

 wi d i  w d j  0 implies that we are in-
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(11)

Step 10. If f l ( X )  f l ( X 0 ) then set S  {1,2,..., r}
and go to step 9, otherwise set S  S  l and go to step
11.
Step 11. If S   then choose X as the final efficient
solution, otherwise set X 0  X and go to step 9.
End.
It should be noted that steps 1-8 help us to reach to the
feasible region M by starting from the closest utopian
point in line with DM’s preferences, whereas steps 9-11
guarantee that the final solution is an efficient one, i.e.,
the final solution is in E.

Here, we show how to choose δ in Step 4 of the proposed
algorithm with the following three lemmas.
Lemma 1: Any step δ along gradient vector C k will
result a decrease (or increase) of  | C k | in f k .
Proof: Let  kj be the angle between C k and axis
x j . Therefore,

cos  kj 

n

m

(10)

3.2 Some Lemmas to Determine δ

);

j 1

0

i  1,2,..., m; j  1,2,..., n; k  1,2,..., r}

max{ f l ( X ) | f k ( X )  f k ( X 0 ); Ai X  bi ; | X  X 0 |  ;

Now, we can determine a small step δ by which we
move towards the feasible region in each iteration as,

min{

side the feasible region, but most likely not on the
boundary. Therefore, we take a smaller step to be
stopped on the boundary by solving,



ckj

Ck .x j
| Ck || x j |



(ck1 ,..., ckj ,..., ckn ).(0,...,1,...,0)
| Ck | 1

(12)

| Ck |

where, x j is the jth unique vector in an n-dimensional space. The angle between C k and x j helps us
to compute the projection of C k over the axis x j , i.e.,
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if we take a step δ along vector C k , the amount of
change in each element of x j is  cos  kj or

step  cos  lk along C k . Using the results of Lemma(1)
yields,

 cos(   kj ) depending on the direction we choose.
Figure 1 depicts the gradient vector C k and its projection in a 2-dimensional space.
Therefore,
x j   cos  kj  

ckj

(13)

| Ck |

or

x j   cos(   kj )   cos  kj  

ckj
| Ck |

(14)

Therefore, we can compute the change in the amount
of f k as follows,
n

| f k |



n

ckj .x j 

j 1




| Ck |


j 1

ckj .

ckj
| Ck |



n


| Ck |

c
j 1

2
kj

(15)

. | Ck |   . | Ck |
2

We now present a generalized form of Lemma (1).
Lemma 2: Any step δ along C l which makes the
angle  lk with C k will result a decrease (increase) of
 | C k | cos  lk in f k .
Proof: It is clear that taking a step δ along C l which
makes the angle  lk with C k is the same as taking a
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| f k |  cos  lk | Ck |

(16)

Lemma 3: Let H l be a hyperplane which is or-

thogonal to Cl and Cl makes the angle  lk with C k .
Any step δ on the hyperplane H l in any direction will
result a decrease (increase) of  sin  lk | Ck | in f k .
Proof: We prove this lemma in two steps. In the first
step, let 0   lk   / 2 , then taking any step δ on
H l in any direction is the same as taking a step δ in

the direction whose angle with Cl is  / 2 and therefore makes the angle  / 2   lk with Ck . Figure 2(a)
demonstrates the situation in a 2-dimensional space.
According to lemma (2), taking any step δ along the
direction which makes the angle  / 2  lk or  / 2   lk
with Ck will result a change with the amount of

 cos( / 2   lk ) | Ck | or  cos( / 2   lk ) | C k | in f k .
Since 0   lk   / 2 , we have,
 cos( / 2   lk ) | Ck |  sin  lk | Ck |

(17)

 cos( / 2   lk ) | Ck |  sin  lk | C k |

(18)

or

Finally, we have,
| f k |  sin  lk | Ck |

(19)

Now, in the second step, suppose  / 2   lk   .
Taking any step δ on H l in any direction is the same as
taking a step δ in the direction whose angle with Ck is

 lk   / 2 or 3 / 2   lk . Figure 2(b) demonstrates the
situation in a 2-dimensional space. Using similar argument used in the first step yields,
Figure 1. The gradient vector C k and its projection

 cos( lk   / 2) | Ck |  sin  lk | C k |

(20)

 cos(3 / 2   lk ) | C k |  sin  lk | Ck |

(21)

or

Finally, we have,
| f k |  sin  lk | Ck |

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Demonstration of taking a step δ on H l in a
2-dimensional space

Copyright © 2009 SciRes

(22)

Now, we are ready to determine the amount of δ properly. Suppose DM determines that he wouldn't expect
any reduction more than a k in the amount of f k in
any interaction. When we perform step (4) in the algorithm, actually we keep f l unchanged. In order to
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achieve this goal, we have to take step δ on H l . According to lemma (3), the step leads to an increase (decrease)  sin  lk | Ck | in f k . There is no problem in
our approach in case f k increases. However, we must
ensure that the step δ would not worsen f k more than
a k , which suggest to keep the following condition,

C1  (1,6) | C1 | 12  6 2  37

 sin  lk | Ck | ak ; k  1,..., r; k  l

(23)

ak
; k  1,..., r ; k  l
| C k | sin  lk

(24)

C2  (5,2) | C2 | 52  2 2  29

or



Holding (19) in all interactions throughout the algorithm guarantees that there would be no reduction in any
f k ; k  l more than a k . Since DM is entitled to keep
the amount of any f k , the following condition must
hold in order to obtain an appropriate δ,



ak
; k , l  1,..., r ; k  l
| Ck | sin  lk

(25)

Finally, we are about to determine the best amount of
δ with consideration of DM’s intentions and concurrently
reaching to the feasible solution by doing as fewer interactions as possible. Thus, we have,
ak
  min{
; k , l  1,..., r ; k  l}
| Ck | sin  lk

i.e., wi  1; i  1,...,4 . Next, we have to determine the
acceptable amount of reduction on the objectives z1
and z 2 . For this example, suppose DM specifies 2 and 3
for a1 and a2 , respectively. The appropriate value for
δ can be determined as the following,

(26)

4. Numerical Examples
In this section we demonstrate implementation of the
proposed method using two numerical examples.

4.1 Example 1
Consider the following MOLP problem with two objective functions,

cos 12 

C1.C2
(1,6).(5,2)

 0.52
| C1 | . | C2 |
37 . 29

sin  12  1  (0.52) 2  0.85

a1
a2
,
}
| C1 | sin 12 | C2 | sin  21

  min{
 min{

2
37 (0.85)

}  0.38

( x1, x2 )  (1.95,5.49) with z1*  34.86 and (x1, x2 )  (6.50,1.47)

with z 2*  35.43 , respectively. In the next step, we obtain the utopian point in which both objectives are satisfied at least with their optimal values, while we reach to
a common point. Hence, we have,

MinD  d1  d 2  d 3  d 4  1000(d 5  d 6 )
s.t.
 x1  4 x 2  20  d1
7 x1  9 x 2  63  d 2
22 x1  15 x2  165  d 3

Maxz 2  5 x1  2 x 2

x1  6 x 2  34.86

(28)

5 x1  2 x2  35.43
(27)

22 x1  15 x 2  165
x1  6 .5
x1 , x 2  0

We first ask DM to specify his sensitivity about the
constraints and the objectives. As we already defined,
wi ’s are the penalties associated with the constraints and
ak ’s are the permitted amounts of reduction on the objective functions in each iteration. For the sake of simplicity suppose that all constraints have equal sensitivity,
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

29 (0.85)

LP problems with consideration of z1 and z 2 yields

x1  6.5  d 4

7 x1  9 x 2  63

3

Then, we must find z1* and z 2* . Solving two distinct

Maxz 1  x1  6 x 2
s.t .
 x1  4 x 2  20

,

x1   d 5
x2  d 6
x1 , x2 : free in sign
d i  0; i  1,...,6
The optimal solution for (28) is ( x1** , x2** )  (5.10,4.96)
with ( z1** , z 2** )  (34.86,35.43) and D **  39.02 . In the
next step, the DM is asked to select the objective which
has the least desirability for him. Suppose in the first
interaction the DM adopts z 2 . Therefore, we must solve
the following problem,
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MinD  ( x1  4.04) 2  ( x2  4.10) 2

s.t.
 x1  4 x2  20  d1

s.t.
x1  6 x2  26.65

7 x1  9 x2  63  d 2

5 x1  2 x2  28.38

22 x1  15 x2  165  d 3

 x1  4 x2  20

x1  6.5  d 4
x1  d 5

(29)

x2   d 6

(30)

7 x1  9 x2  63
22 x1  15 x2  165
x1  6.5

5 x1  2 x2  35.43

x j  0; j  1,2

( x1  5.10)  ( x2  4.96)  0.38
2

2

x1 , x2 : free in sign
d i  0; i  1,...,6
The optimal solution for (29) is ( x1 , x2 )  (5.24,4.61)
with ( z 2 , z 2 )  (32.89,35.43) and D  34.65 . Table 1
summarizes the results of implementation of the proposed algorithm during the next iterations.
As one can observe, we have reached to the feasible
region after 8 iterations. The final step by which we
reach to the feasible region is from  x1 , x2   (4.04,
4.10) to ( x1 , x2 )  (4.18,3.75) with feasible amounts
( z1 , z 2 )  (26.65,28.38) . So, in order to reach to the feasible region by a smaller step we solve,

Problem (30) leads to ( x1 , x2 )  (4.17,3.75) , with
( z1 , z 2 )  (26.69,28.38) and   0.37 , which is the first
feasible point on the boundary of the feasible region.
Then, the DM is asked to determine the objective function which has the least desirability. Suppose he
adopts z1 , so we solve,
Maxz1  x1  6 x 2
s.t.
( x1  4.17) 2  ( x2  3.75) 2  0.38
5 x1  2 x2  28.38
 x1  4 x2  20

(31)

7 x1  9 x2  63
22 x1  15 x2  165
x1  6.5

Table 1. The detailed information for implementation of the
proposed method for example 1

x j  0; j  1,2

Problem (31) leads to ( x1 , x2 )  (4.17,3.75) with
( z1 , z 2 )  (26.69,28.38) . As one can see, z1 cannot be
improved by moving from ( x1 , x2 )  (4.17,3.75) . So, we
have S  {2} and z 2 is chosen to get improved. We
solve,

Iteration

Objective

x1

x2

D

z1

z2

0

max z1

1.95

5.49

0

34.86

20.73

0

max z2

6.5

1.47

0

15.32

35.43

0

utopian

5.1

4.96

39.02

34.86

35.43

1

keep z2

5.24

4.61

34.65

32.89

35.43

Maxz 2  5 x1  2 x 2

2

keep z2

5.38

4.25

30.27

30.88

35.43

s.t.

3

keep z1

5.01

4.32

20.9

30.88

33.69

4

keep z2

5.17

3.91

15.87

28.63

33.69

x1  6 x 2  26 .69
 x1  4 x 2  20

( x1  4.17 ) 2  ( x 2  3.75) 2  0.38

5

keep z1

4.8

3.97

6.5

28.63

31.94

6

keep z1

4.42

4.04

4.28

28.63

30.18

7

keep z1

4.04

4.1

2.14

28.63

28.38

x1  6.5

8

keep z2

4.18

3.75

0

26.65

28.38

x j  0; j  1,2

9

min delta

4.17

3.75

0

26.69

28.38

10

max z1

4.17

3.75

0

26.69

28.38

11

max z2

4.17

3.75

0

26.69

28.38

Copyright © 2009 SciRes

(32)

7 x1  9 x 2  63
22 x1  15 x 2  165

Problem (32) leads to ( x1 , x2 )  (4.17,3.75) with
( z1 , z 2 )  (26.69,28.38) . As one can see, z 2 cannot be
improved by moving from ( x1 , x2 )  (4.17,3.75) . So,
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S   and (x1, x2 )  (4.17,3.75) with (z1, z2 )  (26.69,28.38)
is the final efficient feasible solution.

4.2 Example 2
Consider the following MOLP problem with three objective functions,
Maxz 1  10 x1  80 x 2  25 x 3  16 x 4

2 x1  7 x 2  25 x3  9 x 4  320  d 2

(33)

2 x1  7 x 2  25 x 3  9 x 4  320
20 x1  13 x 2  40 x 3  16 x 4  800
3 x1  10 x 2  x 3  24 x 4  15
16 x1  5 x 2  2 x 3  80 x 4  228
x1 ,..., x 4  0

Suppose that the values 12, 5, 45, 2, and 6 are specified by the DM for w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , and w5 , respectively
and we consider w  1000 . Also, 300, 50, and 30 are
determined as the acceptable amount of reduction for
z1 , z 2 , and z3 . The optimal value for δ is determined as
follows,
C1  (10,80,25,15) | C1 | 7350
C2  (6,7,25,8) | C2 | 774
C3  (8,5,12,4) | C2 | 249

C1.C2
(10,80,25,15).(6,7,25,8)

 0.57
| C1 | . | C2 |
7350 . 774

 sin 12  1  (0.57) 2  0.82

cos 13 

1000 ( d 6  d 7  d 8  d 9 )
 6 x1  7 x 2  5 x3  3 x 4  142  d 1

Maxz 3  8 x1  5 x 2  12 x 3  4 x 4

cos 12 

MinD  12 d1  5d 2  45 d 3  2 d 4  6 d 5 
s.t .

Maxz 2  6 x1  7 x 2  25 x 3  8 x 4
s.t .
 6 x1  7 x 2  5 x 3  3 x 4  142

z3*  310.45 , respectively. Then, we obtain the utopian
point in which three objectives are satisfied at least with
their optimal values while we reach to a common point.
Therefore, we have,

C1.C3
(10,80,25,15).(8,5,12,4)

 0.03
| C1 | . | C3 |
7350 . 249

 sin 13  1  (0.03) 2  1
C2 .C3
(6,7,25,8).(8,5,12,4)

 0.79
cos  23 
| C2 | . | C3 |
774 . 249
 sin  23  1  (0.79) 2  0.62
a1
a1
a2
a2
,
,
,
,
| C1 | sin 12 | C1 | sin 13 | C2 | sin  21 | C2 | sin  23

  min{

a3
a3
,
}  min{4.27,3.50,2.19,2.90,1.90,
| C3 | sin  31 | C3 | sin  32
3.07}  1.90

Now, z1* , z 2* , and z3* must be found. Solving three
LP problems with consideration of z1 , z 2 , and z3 separately yields ( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 )  (17.22,35.05,0,0) with

20 x1  13 x 2  40 x3  16 x 4  800  d 3
3 x1  10 x 2  x3  24 x 4  15  d 4
16 x1  5 x 2  2 x3  80 x 4  228  d 5
10 x1  80 x 2  25 x3  16 x 4  2975 .87
6 x1  7 x 2  25 x3  8 x 4  386 .64
8 x1  5 x 2  12 x3  4 x 4  310 .45
x1   d 6
x2   d 7
x3   d 8
x4   d 9
x1 ,..., x 4 : free in sign
d i  0; i  1,..., 9

The optimal solution is ( x1** , x2** , x3** , x4** )  (57.56,30,0,0)
with ( z 1** , z 2** , z 3** )  ( 2975 . 60 ,555 . 36 ,310 . 48 ) and
D **  33380.43 . In the next step, the DM is asked to
select the objective which has the least desirability for
him. Since the constraint associated with z 2 is not active, the DM is allowed to select one of the objectives
z1 or z3 to keep its value. Suppose in the first iteration
the DM adopts z3 . Therefore, the following problem
should be solved,
MinD  12 d1  5 d 2  45 d 3  2 d 4  6 d 5 
1000 ( d 6  d 7  d 8  d 9 )
s.t .
 6 x1  7 x 2  5 x3  3 x 4  142  d1
2 x1  7 x2  25 x3  9 x 4  320  d 2
20 x1  13 x 2  40 x3  16 x 4  800  d 3
3 x1  10 x 2  x3  24 x 4  15  d 4
16 x1  5 x 2  2 x3  80 x 4  228  d 5
x1   d 6
x2   d 7

(35)

x3   d 8
x4   d 9
8 x1  5 x 2  12 x3  4 x4  310 .48
( x1  57 .56 ) 2  ( x 2  30 ) 2  ( x3  0 ) 2  ( x 4  0 ) 2

z1*  2975.87 , ( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 )  (16.66,4.52,10.20,0) with

 1 .9
x1 ,..., x 4 : free in sign

z 2*  386.64 , and ( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 )  (36.82,0,0,3.98) with

d i  0; i  1,..., 9
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Table 2. The detailed information for implementation of the proposed method for example 2
Iteration

Objective

x1

x2

x3

0

max z1

17.22

35.05

0

0

max z2

16.66

4.52

10.2

0

max z3

36.82

0

0

0

utopian

57.56

30

0

x4

D

z1

z2

z3

0

0

2976.2

348.67

-37.49

0

0

783.2

386.6

233.08

3.98

0

431.88

252.76

310.48

0

33380.43

2975.6

555.36

310.48

1

keep z3

56.74

28.29

-0.17

0

31484.82

2826.35

534.22

310.48

2

keep z3

55.92

26.58

-0.33

0

29613.44

2677.35

513.33

310.48

3

keep z1

54.4

27.09

-1.35

0

27726.82

2677.35

482.28

283.55

4

keep z3

53.58

25.38

-1.52

0

25860.25

2528.2

461.14

283.55

5

keep z3

52.76

23.67

-1.68

0

23988.88

2379.2

440.25

283.55

6

keep z3

51.94

21.96

-1.85

0

22118.36

2229.95

419.11

283.55

7

keep z3

51.12

20.25

-2.02

0

20244.01

2080.7

397.97

283.55

8

keep z1

49.6

20.76

-3.04

0

18351.77

2080.7

366.92

256.52

9

keep z1

48.08

21.27

-4.06

0

16465.06

2080.7

335.87

229.57

10

keep z3

47.26

19.56

-4.23

0

14599.55

1931.65

314.73

229.57

11

keep z3

46.44

17.85

-4.39

0

12728.18

1782.65

293.84

229.57

12

keep z3

45.62

16.14

-4.56

0

10857.66

1633.4

272.7

229.57

13

keep z1

44.1

16.65

-5.58

0

8965.42

1633.4

241.65

202.59

14

keep z1

42.58

17.16

-6.6

0

7078.71

1633.4

210.6

175.64

15

keep z3

41.12

16.21

-5.83

0

5830.92

1562.25

214.44

177.95

16

keep z3

39.75

15.32

-4.86

0

4855.56

1501.6

224.24

183.08

17

keep z3

38.38

14.43

-3.88

0

3882.43

1441.2

234.29

188.33

18

keep z2

37.01

13.54

-2.91

0

2906.67

1380.55

244.09

193.46

19

keep z2

35.64

12.65

-1.93

0

1933.53

1320.15

254.14

198.71

20

keep z1

33.95

12.59

-1.07

0

1066.54

1320.15

265.08

195.81

21

keep z1

32.26

12.53

-0.2

0

203.27

1320.15

276.27

193.03

22

keep z1

30.45

12.59

0

0.52

0

1320.15

274.99

182.73

23

min delta

31.86

12.52

0

0

0

1320.2

278.8

192.28

24

max z1

31.86

12.52

0

0

0

1320.2

278.8

192.28

25

max z2

31.85

12.52

0

0

0

1320.2

278.8

192.28

26

max z3

31.86

12.52

0

0

0

1320.2

278.8

192.28

The optimal solution for (35) is
(56.74,28.29,0.17,0) with

( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) 

( z1 , z2 , z3 )  (2826.35,534.22,310.43) and D  31484.82 .
Table 2 summarizes the results of implementation of
the proposed algorithm for example 2. Note that the constraint associated with z 2 is not active till iteration 8.

Therefore, he is allowed to choose z 2 as the objective
whose desirability is the least amount from iteration 8.
According to Table 2, we reach to the feasible region
in iteration 22. So, solving the following problem helps
us to attain the boundary of the feasible region,
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

MinD  ( x1  32.26) 2  ( x2  12.53) 2  ( x3  0.2) 2  ( x4  0) 2
s.t.
10x1  80 x2  25x3  16 x4  1320.02
6 x1  7 x2  25x3  8 x4  274.99
8 x1  5 x2  12 x3  4 x4  182.73
 6 x1  7 x2  5x3  3x4  142

(36)

2 x1  7 x2  25x3  9 x4  320
20 x1  13x2  40x3  16 x4  800
3x1  10 x2  x3  24 x4  15
16x1  5 x2  2 x3  80 x4  228
x j  0; j  1,...,4
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The optimal solution for (36) is ( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) 
(31.86,12.52,0,0) with ( z1 , z 2 , z3 )  (1320.2,278.8,192.28)
and   0.44 .
Suppose the DM adopts z1 as the objective to get
improved. Hence,
Maxz1  10 x1  80 x2  25 x3  16 x4
s.t.
6 x1  7 x2  25 x3  8 x4  274.99

feasible solution is ( x1, x2 , x3 , x4 )  (31.86,12.52,0,0)
with ( z1, z2 , z3 )  (1320.2,278.8,192.28) .

5. Conclusions

( x1  32.26) 2  ( x2  12.53) 2  ( x3  0.2) 2  ( x4  0) 2  1.9

(39)

8 x1  5 x2  12 x3  4 x4  182.73

The optimal solution for (41) is ( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) 
(31.86,12.52,0,0) with ( z1 , z 2 , z3 )  (1320.2,278.8,192.28) .
Since similar to z1 and z2 , the amount of z3 remains
unchanged, we have S   . Therefore, the final efficient

 6 x1  7 x2  5 x3  3 x4  142
2 x1  7 x2  25 x3  9 x4  320
20 x1  13x2  40 x3  16 x4  800
3 x1  10 x2  x3  24 x4  15
16 x1  5 x2  2 x3  80 x4  228
x j  0; j  1,...,4

The optimal solution for (39) is ( x1, x2 , x3 , x4 ) 
(31.86,12.52,0,0)with ( z1 , z 2 , z3 )  (1320.2,278.8,192.28) .
Since z1 does not change, we have S  {2,3} . Then,
z 2 is adopted by the DM to get improved, which leads
to,
Maxz2  6 x1  7 x2  25x3  8x4

We have proposed a new interactive algorithm to solve
MOLP in which we need some initial information about
DM's preferences. Unlike the majority of interactive
methods, the proposed method starts from the utopian
point, which is usually infeasible, and moves towards the
feasible region and the efficient set. Based on the results
of some proved lemmas, we are able to specify the
amount of steps towards the feasible region. Our method
satisfies most of the characteristics that a good interactive method needs, such as simplicity of the nature of
judgments for DM, having the opportunity to compensate
improper decisions in previous interactions, and handling
his nonlinear utility. Implementation of the proposed
method has been demonstrated by using two numerical
examples.

s.t.
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ABSTRACT
Software Product Line Development advocates software reuse by modeling common and variable artefacts separately
across members of a family of products. Aspect-Oriented Software Development aims at separation of concerns with
“aspects” to increase modularity, reusability, maintainability and ease of evolution. In this paper, we apply an aspect-oriented use case modeling approach to product line system modeling. A use case specification captures stakeholders concerns as interactions between a system and its actors. We adapt our previous work with the introduction of
a “variability” relationship for the expression of variabilities. This relationship is used to model variable and common
behaviours across a family of products as use cases. A variability composition mechanism enables building of executable behaviour models for each member of a product line family by integrating common elements with the applicable
variable elements.
Keywords: Product Lines, Use Cases, Aspects, Requirements Modeling

1. Introduction
The importance of a Software Product Line (SPL)
emerged from the field of software reuse when developers realized that reusing development artefacts such as
requirements, designs, and components across different
members of a product family significantly reduces cost,
effort and time. According to Clements et al. [1], a software product line is defined as “a set of software intensive systems sharing common, managed set of features
that satisfy specific needs of a particular market segment
and that are developed from a common set of core assets
in a prescribed way”. However, effectiveness of a software product line does not solely depend on reuse capability but also on how commonalities and variabilities of
a product line are managed and modeled from the requirements phase to the implementation phase.
Use cases are widely used to model functional requirements in traditional as well as product line systems.
A use case specification captures stakeholders concerns
as interactions between a system and its actors. Various
extensions to traditional use case modeling have been
proposed for the expression of variability and commonality. For instance, Ecklund et al. [2] proposed change
case to specify anticipated changes that may impact a
software product line. Change cases provide an “impact
link” that creates traceability to use cases whose impleCopyright © 2009 SciRes

mentations might be affected. In [3], Jacobson et al.
proposed variation points and abstract use cases to
model variabilities and commonalities with the UML
“extend” and “generalization” relations. Whereas,
Gomma [4], introduced UML stereotypes “kernel”, “alternatives” and “optional” to distinguish common and
variable use case specifications in software product lines.
Similarly, John and Muthig [5] proposed stereotype
“variant” and the marking of sections of use case diagrams as optional to model variabilities. As for use case
descriptions, they advocate using XML tags ‘variant’
‘/variant’ to mark optional and alternative steps (and
scenarios).
In our previous work [6], we proposed an approach to
support use cased based requirements engineering. This
approach is supported by a tool called Use Case Editor,
(UCEd) [7]. UCEd is a use case modeling tool that takes
a set of related use cases written in a restricted natural
language and automatically generate executable State
Charts that integrates the partial behaviours defined by
these use cases. A domain model is used for syntactical
analysis of use cases and as a basis for state model generation from the use cases. We then extended our approach to support modelling aspects in use case specifications [8]. We introduced an “aspect” relation for
crosscutting requirements and derived a composition
mechanism for the generation of a global behaviour
JSEA
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model integrating use cases with crosscutting concerns.
In this paper, we apply this aspect-oriented use case
modeling approach to product line systems specification.
A number of recent works have demonstrated that applying Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD)
to SPL provides an improved mechanism to encapsulate
and model variabilities and commonalities throughout
the entire software lifecycle [9−11]. We model variabilities and crosscutting commonalities as use cases and link
them with a “variability” relation. The “variability” relation is a specialization of the “aspect” relation. The approach allows variabilities and commonalities to be better encapsulated and modularized. An aspect composition mechanism enables building of executable behaviour
models for each member of a product line family by integrating common elements with the applicable variable
elements.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents some background material on use case
modeling and presents our approach on modeling the
concerns with “aspect” relation. In section 3, we present
our argument on modeling variability and commonalities
in a product line by adapting the approach presented in
section 2 and describe variability compositions in terms
of Petri net formalism. We then position our work relatively to close works in Section 4 and finally, section 5
concludes the paper and discusses some future works.
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Figure 1. UML use case diagram for a microwave oven

A use case is defined as “the specification of a set of actions performed by a system (or subsystem), which yields
an observable result that is, typically, of value for one or
more actors or other stakeholders of the system.” [12]. In
this section, we briefly review the UML use case relationships and our “aspect” relationship introduced in [8]
for crosscutting concerns.

more specific use cases. Figure 1 shows a UML use case
diagram for a Microwave System (single system).
Use case diagrams represent abstract overview of a
system. Each use case is specified in the form of description of interactions (as natural language text) between a
user and the system. In order to support automated synthesis of state models from use cases, we formalized use
case description by defining an abstract syntax, a concrete syntax based on natural language and by providing
Petri nets based semantics to use cases [13].
Figure 2 shows an example of a use case. A
semi-formal natural language* is used for operations and
conditions in use case steps. The UCEd tool uses a domain model where domain entities including operations
are defined to validate the use cases [6]. The domain
model serves as a high-level class model that captures
domain concepts and their relationships. Use case execution semantics are expressed using the Petri nets formalism [14] and an algorithm described in [13] generates
Petri nets from use cases as an intermediate model for
UML State Charts.

2.1 UML Use Case Modeling

2.2 Aspect-Oriented Use Case Modeling

A UML use case model includes use cases, actors and
relationships. There are three types of relationships between use cases – include, extend and generalization. An
include relationship ucbase × ucinc represents the inclusion
of use case ucinc as a sub-process of use case ucbase (base
use case). An extend relationship ucext × econd × epoints
× ucbase represents an extension of a base use case, ucbase
by an extension use case, ucext. Behaviors described in
the extension use case are included at specific places in
the base use case called extension points, epoints. Each
extension is realized under a specific condition known as,
econd. Whereas, a generalization relationship defines an
inheritance relation between an abstract use case and a

Aspects-oriented software development aims at providing software developers techniques and tools to better
manage crosscutting concerns. A crosscutting concern is
typically scattered among several other concerns. Crosscutting concerns needs to be identified and effectively
handled from the beginning of the development lifecycle
(i.e. requirements engineering). Jacobson and Ng [15]
noticed a close relation between use cases and aspects as
each use case typically crosscuts a set of components and
usually involves crosscutting concerns such as synchronization, accuracy, access control and more. Other approaches that were proposed for aspect-oriented modeling of use cases include [16,17]. In our aspect-oriented
use case modeling approach, crosscutting concerns defined as advice use cases are linked to affected concerns
using an “aspect” relationship [8]. Differently to the
UML relationships, the “aspect” relationship cardinality

2. Use Case Modeling

*

Operations are specified as active sentences and conditions are in the
form of predicative sentences. Further reference to the semi-formal
natural language can be found in [6, 13].

Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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is one to many. We defined AspectJ [18] constructs in
use case terms and adopted a symmetric model where all
concerns (including crosscutting concerns) may be extended as opposed to AspectJ asymmetric model.
Formally, an “aspect” relation defined as ucadv ×
acond × apcuts × baseUCs links the advice use case,
ucadv to the set of base use cases baseUCs according to
pointcut expressions apcuts when condition acond is
fulfilled. As mentioned previously, the cardinality of
“aspect” relation is one to many since crosscutting concerns typically influences several use cases. The set of an
“aspect” relationship target use cases is identified using
parameterization based on use case description elements
such as name, title, primary actors, goals, post-conditions
etc. Advice use cases that capture crosscutting requirements are defined in the same form as normal use cases.
However, we do not require that advice use cases strictly
adhere to use cases well-formness rules as stated in the
UML specification [12]. An advice use cases may only
have some of a use case sections. We also allow advice
use cases to be initiated by the system and to describe
incomplete interactions. The linking of advice use cases
with affected base use cases is based on syntactical
matching of joinpoints (potential occurrence of a crosscutting concern in a base use case) and pointcut expressions. Any use case description element i.e. steps, operations, alternatives, extension points, etc is a possible
joinpoint. Pointcuts are parameterized pattern-based expressions that match joinpoints.
Additionally, a pointcut specifies how advice use cases
are weaved at the joinpoints. Parameterization is essential in pointcut expressions since the number of target
joinpoints can be large, complex and unpredictable. For
instance a pointcut specified as “step 1, 2” refers to step
one and two of the use case and “step *” refers to all the
steps in the use case. Similarly, pointcut “operations Microwave System *” refers to all operations of entity “Microwave System” and operations “*opens*” matches all
operations that contains the word “open” as part of the
operation name. Three types of advice weaving are traditionally defined in AOP: before, after and around. We
consider the same composition types with an additional
type for concurrent composition (concurrent). Below is
a brief description of each composition type:
 before: crosscutting requirements are applied before
a joinpoint
 after: crosscutting requirements are applied after a
joinpoint
 around: crosscutting requirements are applied instead of a particular joinpoint (wrapping)
 concurrent: crosscutting requirements are applied
concurrently with a joinpoint (in parallel)
Figure 3 shows UCEd representation of the Microwave Oven use case model with <<aspect>> relations.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

The model includes one advice use case “Safety”. The
target use cases of the <<aspect>> relation from use
case “Safety” are specified as a wildcard “*”. “Safety”
use case is therefore applied to the all other use cases in
the model but itself (an advice use case is always excluded from its set of related use cases to avoid infinite
inclusion). The “Safety” advice use case is weaved based
on operation pointcut “after operations * presses Start
*” (defined as a children of the relation).
Finally, we defined aspect composition at the Petri net
level [8]. Behaviours defined in advice use cases are
weaved with the affected base use cases according to
pointcut expressions. A global behaviour model is obtained by integrating all crosscutting concerns and base
use cases. Resulting Petri net models may be transformed
Title: Cook Food
Primary Actor: User
Goal: Allows User to cook, heat food
Precondition: Microwave oven is idle
Post-condition: Microwave oven has cooked the food
Steps:
1.The User opens the oven door
2.The User puts the food in the oven
3.The User closes the oven door
4.The User presses the Cooking Time button
5.The Microwave System prompts the User for the cooking time
6.The User enters a cooking time on the numeric keypad and
presses Start button
7.The Microwave System starts cooking the food
8.The Microwave System continually cooks and displays the cooking time remaining
9.The Timer elapses and notifies the Microwave System
10.The Microwave System stops cooking the food and displays the
end message
11.The User opens the oven door
12.The User removes the food from the oven
13.The User closes the door
14.The Microwave System clears the display
Alternatives:
6.a.The Cooking time is zero
6.a.1.The Microwave System notifies the User of an error

Figure 2. Details of use cases “Cook Food”

Figure 3. UCEd representation use cases with “aspect” relations
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to UML State Charts and used as prototypes for requirements validation by simulation in UCEd [13].

3. Adapting Aspect-Oriented Use Case
Modeling to Product Lines
A product line is a set of products that share a common
set of characteristics and yet differ from each other based
on a set of variabilities. Product Line Engineering (PLE)
is about exploiting commonalities across product line
systems while managing variabilities in order to improve
reusability (of software artifacts such as requirements,
models, components etc.), reduce time to market, cost
and improve product quality. Commonalities are features
that are common to a set of products and variabilities are
features that products may optionally have in a product
family. Variabilities influence software systems in the
similar manner as crosscutting concerns [9–11,19]. For
instance, variability “x” may be implemented several
times and over different products across a product family.
According to [19], aspects and variability are orthogonal
concepts, which are independent of the core system and
can be combined with it when needed.
In this section, we adapt our aspect-oriented use case
modeling approach [8] to variabilities and commonalities.
We introduce a “variability” relation to model variabilities and crosscutting commonalities in a product line
system. The “variability” relation is a specialization of
the “aspect” relation. It has similar characteristics as
“aspect” relation but with some differences. Similar to
crosscutting concerns, variabilities and crosscutting
commonalities are specified as advice use cases and
weaved into base use cases according to the different
types of pointcut expressions. Our objectives in adapting
aspect-oriented use case modeling to product lines specification include better encapsulation and modularity of
variabilities and commonalities. Aspect-orientation allows variabilities and crosscutting commonalities to be
modeled separately thus, improves readability as well as
system evolution. By implementing the approach as part
of the UCEd toolset, we also aim at providing traceability between products and features and take advantage of
UCEd simulation capabilities for product design and
validation.
We illustrate our approach with a product-line version
of the microwave system [4].The product line consists of
microwave ovens that come with features ranging from
basic to advanced features. A basic microwave oven system has input buttons for selecting Cooking Time, Start,
and Cancel, as well as a numeric keypad. It also has a
display to show remaining cooking time. Additionally,
the oven has a microwave-heating element for cooking
food, a weight sensor to detect if there is an object in the
oven. Optional features for more-advanced microwaves
include a beeper to indicate when cooking are done, a
light that is switched on when the door is open and when
Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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food is being cooked, and a turntable.

3.1 “Variability” Relation
The “variability” relation is a “specialization” of “aspect” relation for modeling variabilities and crosscutting
commonalities in a product line system. The “variability” relation links variabilities and crosscutting commonalities to affected base use cases and specifies pointcuts.
More formally, a “variability” relationship ucvar × plcond
× vpcuts × baseUCs specifies that variabilities defined as
an advice use case ucvar are weaved to the set of base use
cases baseUCs according to pointcut expressions vpcuts
when condition plcond is fulfilled. Condition, plcond
specifies whether a given member of the product line
provides the functionality described by the advice use
case ucvar. Thus, the functionality is provided when
plcond is true; whereas if the condition is false, then
functionality is not provided. Similar to the “aspect”
relation, the cardinality of the “variability” relation is
one to many. This is a reflection of the fact that variabilities and crosscutting commonalities affect several use
cases in a product line model. The one-to-many cardinality allows several base use case to be conveniently linked
to a single variability. The set of target use cases is identified using parameterization in a similar way as the
“aspect” relation. For instance, the targets of an “variability” relation specified as “*cook* are all use cases in
the use case model which names contains the word
“cook”, i.e. “Cook Food” and “Interrupt Cooking” in the
use case model in Figure 1. Parameterization is not limited to use case names but may also be used for description elements such as “primary actors”, “goals”,
“pre-conditions” and “post-conditions”. For instance,
“Primary Actor User” matches all use cases with “User”
as the primary actor. The parameterization allows
changes to use case models and product evolution independently of variabilities, e.g. when a new variability
option is added to a product family, changes to the existing model can be avoided. Furthermore, UCEd “tree”
representation (refer to Figure 7) helps model variabilities and commonalities within a software product family
in a clearer manner.

3.2 Composition Mechanism
Similar to crosscutting concerns, we define composition
mechanism for product lines at the Petri net level, where
advice use cases (variabilities) are weaved with affected
base use cases based on pointcut expressions. Differently
to composition mechanism for crosscutting concerns,
where a global behavior model from use cases integrating all independently defined concerns is generated, we
generate a Petri net for a particular product within a
product line.
A Petri net is a triple [P, T, F] with: P a finite set of
places, T a finite set of transitions and F  (P ×T )∪(T×P)
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a flow relation. Places are represented in the graphical
description of a Petri net, as circles, transitions as boxes
and the flow relation corresponds to arrows. Figure 4
shows how advice use cases (variabilities) are weaved
according to the different types of pointcuts. Use cases
are mapped to Petri nets such that each reference to use
case description elements (operations, step, etc) corresponds to a transition in the Petri Net model [13]. To
ease our discussion, we model the composition mechanism based on pointcut expressions formed with operation joinpoints (op). In Figure 4, a1, a2, a3 …are sequence
of events in the advice use cases (variabilities) and transition corresponding to the operation joinpoint, op in the
Petri net derived from the base use case is colored black.
Notice that differently to the general situation in [8],
“variability” conditions (plcond) are not included in the
composition for variabilities. Only relevant advice sequences are weaved at the corresponding operations
joinpoints. Similar composition mechanisms are used for
other types of joinpoints (i.e. steps, alternatives, extension points); with transition op replaced by the corresponding elements.
Several advice use cases (variabilities) can refer to the
same joinpoint. In that case, the advice use cases are sequentially ordered based on the type of pointcuts. Before
advices are applied first and then after advices. The behaviour described in an around advices substitutes the
behaviour described by a specific operation or step in the
base use case based on the “variability” relations condition. Lastly, concurrent advices are executed in parallel
with joinpoints and around advices. Several pointcuts of
the same type are applied in a non-deterministic manner.
For instance, in a situation where several before pointcuts
refer to a same joinpoint, the corresponding advice use
cases would be randomly weaved one after the other and
before the joinpoint. Although, this is not an optimal
resolution technique, UCEd allows the modeler to validate and simulate resulting Petri nets to uncover any

Figure 4. Weaving based on different types of operation, op

inconsistencies that may occur and correct them accordingly.

3.3 Modeling Variability in UCEd
Use case “Cook Food” in Figure 2 captures a common
functionality of products in the microwave oven product
line. We use feature modeling [20] to represent the
high-level view of the Microwave Oven product family.
Optional and alternative features describe variabilities in
a product line and determine the characteristics of a
given member of the product family. Optional features
are variabilities that are required by some but not all
members of a product family and alternative features are
variabilities that are in different versions and are required
by different members of the product line. These alternative variabilities are usually mutually exclusive. Figure 5
shows variabilities of the microwave oven product line as
a feature model. Each microwave oven may include
mandatory alternative and optional variabilities. The
mandatory alternative variabilities are a weight sensor
that is either Boolean or analog, a display unit that is

Figure 5. Feature model for microwave oven product line

Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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one-line or multi-line, a one-level or multi-level heating
element. The optional variabilities are a light, a turntable
and a beeper.
We model variabilities as advice use cases and link
them to commonalities with “variability” relations. As
crosscutting concerns, variabilities are attached with
conditions and pointcut expressions.
The attached condition specifies whether a given
member of the product line provides the functionality
described by the particular advice use case. Figure 7
shows UCEd representation of the commonalities and
variabilities of the Microwave product line system. Use
case “Cook Food” represents commonalities while, variabilities are attached with the “variability” relation and
are linked to all other use cases using wildcards ‘*’. Each
variable option is attached with a “variability” relation
condition stating that the option is selected and a pointcut
expression that specifies where the variable option is
weaved. For instance, consider variability “One-Line
Display” in Figure 7. The variability may affect all the
other use cases in the model when condition
“One
Line Display option is selected” holds and it is weaved
before step 1 of affected use cases. There can be multiple
pointcut expressions attached to a single “variability”
relation. For instance, in Figure 6 the “Light” option is
weaved according to pointcuts “concurrent operations
User opens *” and “concurrent operations Microwave
System starts *”.
UCEd uses a ”tree” representation for use case models
such that properties attached to a relation appears as
children of that relation. This results in a representation
where, variations in the product line are clearly distinguishable and identifiable. UCEd allows all variabilities
in a product family to be modeled at the same time. Specific variabilities can be selected to form distinct members of the product family during composition.
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3.4 Product Generation
In order to generate a Petri net for a particular product
within a product line, we need to specify which set of
options apply. UCEd includes an integration tool to enable the selection of relevant features. Figure 6, illustrates the UCEd use case integration tool. Use cases
listed in the integration tool are populated based on the
“variability” relationship. Variable options that are selected are weaved with the common options and the corresponding Petri nets are generated. For instance, Table 1
shows the different feature sets for microwave oven
models A and B.
Figure 6 shows the feature set selection for Model A in
UCEd. The model consists of a Boolean weight sensor,
one-line display panel, one-level heating element and a
beeper as an optional feature. Figure 10 shows the advices use cases (variabilities) for model A and B.
Figure 8 shows the Petri net obtained from the composition of the features in Model A while Figure 9 shows
the Petri net obtained from the composition of the features in Model B.
Notice that <<variability>> conditions are not included in the generated Petri nets. Disabled variabilities
are simply ignored from the resulting model. This allows
the derivation of Petri nets specific to each member of a
product family.
Table 2 shows how the different composition types are
used for variabilities. The weaving of variability behaviors occurs after, before, around or concurrent to use
case description elements such as operations, steps, extension points etc. Optional and alternative variabilities
are weaved with after, before, or concurrent composition
types. For instance, in Figure 7, the “Boolean Weight”
variability is weaved after operations User puts * and the
“One-Line Display” option is weaved before step 1 of
use case “Cook Food”. While, the around type can be
used to substitute behaviors in commonalities with new
behaviors. For instance, suppose that step 8 in use case
“Cook Food” is expressed as follows: “The Microwave
System continually cooks and displays the cooking time
remaining with a one-line display panel”. An around
composition type can be used to replace the one-line display panel to with multi-line display panel. We consider
the concurrent composition as an essential composition
type for use case modeling and to model variabilities and
commonalities within a software product family (refer
section 3.2) since it allows several operations (or use
cases) to execute in parallel.
Table 1. Feature set for microwave ovens Model A and B
Model A

Model B

Boolean Weight
One-Line Display
One-Level Heating
Beeper

Boolean Weight
Multi-Line Display
One-Level Heating
Turntable
Beeper

Figure 6. UCEd use case integration tool
Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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UC Cook Food
UC Boolean Weight
Va Boolean Weight −> *
VaC Boolean Weight option is selected
VaP after operation User puts *
UC Analog Weight
Va Analog Weight −>*
VaC Analog Weight option is selected
VaP after operation User puts *
UC One − Line Display
Va One − Line Display −> *
VaC One − Line Display option is selected
before step 1

VaP

UC Multi − Line Display
Va Multi − Line Display −> *
VaC Multi − Line Display option is selected
VaP before step 1

Figure 7. UCEd representation of variabilities with “variability” relations
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Figure 8. Petri net model for microwave oven Model A. We
use corresponding step numbers as labels for transitions. c1
is condition “No item is present” and c2 is condition
“Cooking time is zero”
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Title: Boolean Weight
Goal: To check that item is present in the oven
Steps:
A1.The Microwave System checks for items in the oven
A2.IF an item is present THEN the Weight Sensor indicates to the
Microwave System that an item is present
Alternatives:
A1.a.No item is present
A1.a.1.The Weight Sensor indicates to the Microwave System
that no item is present
Title: One-Line Display
Goal: To display messages and cooking time
Steps:
B1.The Microwave System enables one-line display panel
Title: Multi-Line Display
Goal: To display messages and cooking time
Steps:
C1.The Microwave System enables multi-line display panel
Title: One-Level Heating
Goal: To heat food
Steps:
D1.The Microwave System enables one-level heating capability
Title: Beeper
Goal: To indicate user when cooking stops
Steps:
E1.The Microwave System activates the beeper when cooking stops
Title: Turntable
Goal: To rotate food while cooking in progress
Steps:
F1.The Microwave System rotates for the duration of cooking

Figure 10. Advice use cases “Boolean Weight”, “One-Line
Display”, “Multi-Line Display”, “One-Level Heating”,
“Beeper” and “Turntable”
Table 2. Composition types
Compositions
After

Weave behavior
ment

after a use case description ele-

Before

Weave behavior before a use case description element

Concurrent

Weave variable behavior in parallel with a use case
description element

Around

Substitute a use case description element with variable
behavior

Some inconsistencies that may result from the combination of variabilities and commonalities can be identified using Petri nets analysis techniques integrated to
UCEd [8]. UCEd also implements an algorithm for State
Charts generation from Petri nets [13].
Figure 11 illustrates the UCEd generated State Chart
for Model A with the weaved variabilities in bold.
UCEd allows simulation of the resulting State Charts
as prototypes. It is thus possible to validate specific
product member’s characteristics within a product family.
Furthermore, test cases can be derived for early validations of specific member of a product family.

4. Related Work
In [4], Gomma presents a UML-based software design
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

Figure 11. State chart for microwave oven Model A

method for software product lines called PLUS (Product
Line UML-Based Software Engineering). The PLUS
method extends the UML-based modeling approaches
that are usually used for single systems to address software product lines. The objective of PLUS is to explicitly model commonalities and variabilities in a software
product line. The method includes three stages: software
product line requirements modeling, software product
line analysis modeling and software product line design
modeling. Firstly, during requirements modeling, kernel,
optional and alternative use cases are developed to define
the functional requirements of a system. The approach
introduces UML stereotypes “kernel”, “alternatives”
and “optional” to distinguish common and variable use
case specifications in software product lines. Kernel use
JSEA
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cases describe functionalities that are common to all
members of a software product line, whereas optional
and alternative use cases describe variable functionalities
which are specific to only certain members of a product
line family. The approach also uses variation points to
describe the location in a use case where a change can
take place. Variation points are defined in a variation
point section within a use case. Each identifies a line
number where variability can be introduced or a conditional “extend” or “include” relationship. A feature
model is then developed to capture the product line
commonalities and variabilities and to describe how they
relate to the use case models. During the analysis modeling, while static models are developed for defining kernel,
optional and variant classes and their relationships, dynamic models which include state charts and interaction
models are also developed. The state charts define the
state dependent aspect of a product line and the interaction models describe the dynamic interaction between the
objects that participate in each kernel, optional and alternative use case. Finally, during the design modeling
stage, the component-based software architecture for the
product line is developed. A similarity between our approach and the PLUS method is that use cases serve to
capture requirements for product line systems. However,
there are several differences between our work and the
PLUS method. Our scope is limited to requirement
specification while PLUS aims to address the whole development cycle. Another distinction between our work
and PLUS concerns the way variation points are specified within variable use cases. Variation points are explicitly expressed in [4] and traditional use case relationships (“extend” and “include”) are used to link variabilities with commonalities. This creates a strong dependency between variable and kernel (base) use cases which
limit flexibility and modularity. A similar approach,
where variation points are explicitly specified in base use
cases and “extend” or “generalization” relations are used
to link variabilities, is used in [3]. By modeling variabilities as aspects and by using parameterized pattern based
pointcuts, we avoid the dependency problem and allow
the independent modeling of variabilities and commonalities. Unlike [3,4], we also propose a composition
mechanism that allows the derivation of an executable
behaviour model for each member of a product line family automatically integrating common elements with the
applicable variable elements.
John and Muthig [5] describe how commonality and
variabilities can be integrated and described in use case
diagrams and textual use case descriptions. The approach
allows modeling of variabilities by introducing a new
type of use case stereotyped “variant”. Entire sections of
use case diagrams may also be marked as variable and
XML tags ‘variant’ ‘/variant’ may be used to mark optional and alternative steps (and scenarios) in use case

Copyright © 2009 SciRes

descriptions. The approach in [5] is very similar to
Gomma's approach [4]; in that both extend the traditional
use case modeling approach to accommodate modeling
of commonality and variability is software product lines.
The approach illustrates how a particular single-system
use case can be extended to capture product line information, especially variabilities. However, while defining
variabilities with a use case stereotyped as “variant” is
an effective way to separate variable behaviours from the
common behaviours in a product line, it forces requirements engineers to again adapt to a new type of use case.
Furthermore, using XML tags ‘variant’ ‘/variant’ to
mark optional and alternative steps (and scenarios)
within use case specifications causes significant cluttering and thereby reduces readability. In our approach,
variabilities and commonalities are modeled as normal
use cases. We introduce a “variability” relation that links
the selected variabilities to the base use cases based on
pointcut expressions. The application of aspect- orientation allows variabilities and commonalities to be separately modeled and thus improves readability and maintainability. An additional advantage of our approach over
[5] is that it allows the automated derivation of an executable specification for each product starting from textual use cases.
Our approach can also be seen as related to approaches
that focus on the application of aspects to product lines
modeling in general. There has been a significant interest
in the AOSD community emphasizing the relations between variability and commonality in a software product
line with aspects at the requirements engineering stage.
Aspect-Oriented Software Product Lines (AOSPL) [21] is
part of AOSD which focuses on early aspects in product
lines. Various approaches suggest that variabilities in
software product lines be modeled in the same manner as
crosscutting concerns. For example Saleh and Gomaa
[10] suggest grouping optional and alternative source
code based on features in a variable source code file.
This variable source file corresponds to an aspect file.
Desired features can be selected and checked for consistency with a prototype tool which then are automatically
integrated and compiled with the kernel source code to
generate an executable member of a product line.
Loughran et al. [9] use aspect-oriented techniques with
natural language processing to facilitate requirements
analysis and concern identification for the derivation of
suitable feature-oriented models for implementation.
This approach is implemented in a tool called NAPLES.
The tool takes textual requirements, deduces concerns,
aspects, feature commonalities and variabilities to ease
implementation. Siy et al. [11] present an approach to
separate functional requirements as viewpoints and
non-functional requirements into aspects similar to ARCADE [22]. Their approach includes parameterization of
requirements and a composition mechanism.
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Our approach is similar to [9–11] by the application of
AOSD to product lines. A major distinction is that we
model crosscutting requirements and variabilities using
use cases in textual form. Use cases enable the application of aspect-orientation early in the development lifecycle and thus, prevent crosscutting requirements from
being overlooked.

and define a more detailed joinpoint structure.
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ABSTRACT
In a newsvendor inventory system, demand observations often get right censored when there are lost sales and no
backordering. Demands for newsvendor-type products are often forecasted from censored observations. The Kaplan-Meier product limit estimator is the well-known nonparametric method to deal with censored data, but it is undefined beyond the largest observation if it is censored. To address this shortfall, some completion methods are suggested
in the literature. In this paper, we propose two hypotheses to investigate estimation bias of the product limit estimator,
and provide three modified completion methods based on the proposed hypotheses. The proposed hypotheses are verified and the proposed completion methods are compared with current nonparametric completion methods by simulation
studies. Simulation results show that biases of the proposed completion methods are significantly smaller than that of
those in the literature.
Keywords: Forecasting, Demand, Censored, Nonparametric, Product Limit Estimator

1. Introduction
In a newsvendor inventory system, a decision maker
places an order before the selling season with stochastic
demand. If too much is ordered, stock is left over at the
end of the period, whereas if too little is ordered, sales
are lost. The optimal order quantity is often set based on
the well-known critical ratio [1], therefore demand observations often get right censored when there are lost
sales and no backordering. Because lost sales cannot be
observed, the available sales data actually reflect the
stock available for sale, rather than the true demand.
Demands for newsvendor-type products are often forecasted from censored observations.
The problem of demand forecasting in the presence of
stockouts is a well-known problem of handling censored
observations, which was recognized by [2]. Approaches
of handling censored observations can be divided into
two classes: (1) parametric method, which often assumes
that the observations come from specific theoretical distribution and then estimate parameters of the assumed
distribution by applying maximum likelihood estimation
or some updating procedures [3]; This method is often
used in density forecasting [4]; (2) nonparametric method,
which is often established based on the product limit estimator [5], and attempts to address the problem of the
“undefined region” beyond the largest observation when
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

it is censored [6].
Parametric methods for demand forecasting from censored observations have been investigated in [7−14].
These works have been briefly reviewed in [15], and it
has been indicated in [15] that it is difficult to determine
the shape or family of demand distribution in advance
when demand observations are censored.
The product limit (PL) estimator is a nonparametric
maximum likelihood estimator of a distribution function
based on censored data. If the largest observation is censored, the PL estimator is developed to estimate the
left-hand side of demand distribution, but it is undefined
for the right-hand side of distribution function. Under the
assumption that there are more information besides the
censored observations, Lau and Lau [3] and Zhang et al.
[15] have investigated the problems of estimating the
right-hand side of demand distributions.
Without additional information besides the censored
observations, truncation techniques or completion methods are usually employed to define the whole distribution
function. Truncation techniques are based on the
data-driving rules, which include two common truncation
rules: (1) truncating at the largest observation if it is
censored, and (2) truncating at (n−l)th order statistics [6].
These truncation rules may intuitively appear to have
good properties by avoiding problems in tail, but they
will incur large bias because the location of the ignored
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region is a random event. Completion methods aim to
redefine the PL estimator beyond the largest observation
if it is censored. We will briefly review nonparametric
completion methods in the next section.
In this paper, we propose two hypotheses to investigate estimation bias of the PL estimator, and provide
three modified completion methods based on the proposed hypotheses. The proposed hypotheses are verified
and the proposed completion methods are compared with
current nonparametric completion methods in the literature by simulation studies.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
We briefly introduce the PL estimator and review current
nonparametric completion methods suggested in the literature. Then we propose two hypotheses to investigate
estimation bias of the PL estimator, and provide three
modified completion methods. We further verify the two
hypotheses and compare the proposed completion methods with current nonparametric completion methods by
simulation studies. The paper ends with some concluding
remarks.

In this section, we first introduce the PL estimator in the
context of an inventory system, and then we review current nonparametric completion methods for the PL estimator suggested in the literature.

2.1 Product Limit Estimator
Let X i , i  1, 2, , n , be iid (independent identically-distributed) demand from distribution F, and inventory level Yi , i  1, 2,  , n be iid from distribution
G. It is often to assume that both F and G are continuous
and defined on the interval  0,   . In an inventory sys-

tem, demand X i is censored on the right by the availZi 

min  X i , Yi  and  i  I  X i  Yi  , i  1, 2,  , n , where
I   stands for the indicator function, and  i indicates

whether demand observation Z i is censored (  i  0 ) or
not (  i  1 ).
Kaplan and Meier [5] introduced the PL estimator for
the survival function S  t   1  F  t  , which is esti-

SˆE  t   0 , for t  Z n:n .

(1)

(2)

Gill [17] defined the survival function by

 i :n 

SˆG  t   1   n:n   in1 1 
n
i  1 



I  Zi:n  t 

for t  Z n:n (3)

Chen and Phadia [18] modified it as

 i :n 

SˆC  t   c 1   n:n   in11  1 

n
i  1 


I  Z i:n  t 

for t  Z n:n (4)

where c   0,1 is determined by minimizing the mean
squared error loss











E  Fˆ  t   F  t  dF  t     E Sˆ  t   S  t  dS  t  (5)
2

0

2

0

Clearly, the extreme values of scalar c yield Efron’s and
Gill’s versions, respectively.
Besides the above three constant completion methods,
there are two curve completion methods suggested in the
literature. Brown et al [19] suggested an exponential
completion method as follows:
SˆB  t   e  B t , for t  Z n:n .

(6)

The parameter B is set by solving Sˆ  Z n:n   e B Zn:n ,
where Z n:n  lim

  0,  0

 Z n :n    .

Let Z (i ) , i  1,  m , de-

note the m ordered uncensored demand observations, the
remaining n  m observations are censored ones.
Moeschberger and Klein [20] attempted to complete
Ŝ  t  by a two-parameter Weibull function as follows:
k
SˆM  t   e  M t , for t  Z n:n

(7)

The two parameters M and k in Equation (7) are determined by solving Sˆ



Sˆ Z  m 1  e

I  Z i:n  t 

where Z i:n denotes the ith ordered observation
among all Z i , and  i:n corresponds to Z i:n . From the
above definition, it is observed that the PL estimator is
undefined beyond the largest observation, i.e., for
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

To overcome the shortfall of the PL estimator that it is
undefined beyond the largest observation, some completion methods are suggested in the literature. Efron [16]
introduced the notion of self-consistency, i.e.,



mated as follows:

 i :n 

Sˆ  t    in1 1 

 n  i 1

2.2 Review of Current Completion Methods



2. Nonparametric Completion Methods

able inventory level Yi , and we observe

t  Z n:n and  n:n  0 .

  M tkm 1

Z    
m

e

 

M

t km 

and

.

When a completion method is used, the bias of Ŝ  t  ,

 

B  t   E Sˆ  t   S  t  , is entirely determined by the

completion method [21]. For a completion method, it is
clear that the “undefined region” has the most contribution to the bias of the PL estimator. One might think that
this region could be in some sense ignored, as it is sugJSEA
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gested in truncation techniques. Because the location of
this region is a random event, simply ignoring the “undefined region” will result in a large bias [6].
The bias of SˆE  t  is negative and asymptotically
zero as t   , whereas the bias of Sˆ  t  is positive
G

and increasing as t   . The bias using any other
completion method will be bounded by the biases of
SˆE  t  and SˆG  t  [6]. The bias of SˆC  t  changes
from negative to positive and it is increasing as t   .
If an estimator is asymptotically zero as t   , we say
that it has completeness, which is necessary for estimating moments of distribution. SˆE  t  , SˆB  t  , and
Sˆ  t  have completeness since they are asymptotically
M

zero as t   , whereas SˆG  t  and SˆC  t  do not
have the completeness. The curve completion methods,
SˆB  t  , and SˆM  t  satisfy the downward sloping
monotonicity of survival function, but the constant completion methods, SˆE  t  , SˆG  t  and SˆC  t  do not.

3. New Completion Methods
In this section, we first propose two hypotheses to investigate estimation bias of the PL estimator at two special
points, and provide three modified completion methods
based on the proposed hypotheses. Then we simplify
show the nonparametric completion methods by an example.

3.1 Estimation Bias of the PL Estimator
If demand observations X i , i  1, 2, , n , are observ-

able, then its empirical survival function S  t  can be
expressed as follows:
(8)

Since X n:n  Z n:n , the value of S  t  at point Z n:n can
be rewritten as
S  Z n:n   1 


1 n
I  X i  Z n:n 

n i 1

I X Z 
1   i:n n:n 

1 

 n  i 1

(9)

According to Equation (1), the estimation value of the PL
estimator at point Z n:n is

 i :n 

Sˆ  Z n:n    in11  1 

 n  i 1

(11)

From Equations (9–11), Sˆ  Z n:n  can be viewed as a

modification of S  Z n:n  by replacing I  X i:n  Z n:n 

by 1 (from Equation (9–11)), and then replacing 1 by
 i:n (from Equation (11,10)). By introducing these two
replacements, it is clear that S  Z    S  Z   and
n :n

n:n

S  Z n:n   Sˆ  Z n:n  . This indicates that S  Z n:n  will

underestimate
S  Z

S  Z n:n  ,

Sˆ  Z n:n 

will overestimate

 , but Sˆ  Z  will underestimate or overestimate S  Z  .
The sign of bias Sˆ  Z   S  Z  is completely determined by I  X  Z  and  , i  1, 2, , n  1 .
Since I  X  Z  and 
are random variables

n:n


n:n


n:n


n:n


n :n

i :n

i :n


n :n


n :n

i :n

i :n

determined by X i and Yi , i  1, 2,  , n , the bias is
also a random variable and its sign also depends on X i
and Yi , i  1, 2,  , n . In the case when X n 1:n  Z n:n
is satisfied and there is at least one censored observation
among Z i:n , i  1, 2,  , n  1 , Sˆ  Z n:n  must overesti-

mate S  Z n:n  . We argue that  i:n has more important
influence on the estimation bias than I  X i:n  Z n:n 

does, i.e., the PL estimator will statistically overestimate
at point Z n:n . Based on this perception, we present the
following hypothesis:

To compare S  Z n:n  and Sˆ  Z n:n  , we introduce

Denote by B  Z n:n   Sˆ  Z n:n   S  Z n:n  , then B  Z n:n 
is statistically larger than zero.
Since the PL estimator is a piecewise right continuous
function, and the largest uncensored observation Z  m  is
a right continuous piecewise point, so the relative estimation bias of the PL estimator at point Z  m  should be
statistically smaller than that at point Z n:n . That is, the
PL estimator statistically provide more accurate estimation at point Z  m  than at Z n:n . Therefore, we have the
following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2:

1

Copyright © 2009 SciRes

1

1 

S  Z n:n    in11  1 

 n  i 1

Hypothesis 1:

1 n
S t   1   I  X i  t 
n i 1

n 1
i 1
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(10)

 

Denote by R  t   Sˆ  t   S  t  S  t  , then R Z  m 
statistically smaller than R  Z


n:n

.

is
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3.2 Modified Completion Methods
In the spirit of the exponential curve completion method
suggested by [19], we provide three modified completion
methods based on the proposed hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1 implies that the PL estimator will statistically overestimate at point Z n:n . Therefore bias can be
reduced if parameter of the exponential curve is set by solving d  Sˆ  Z n:n   e   D Z n:n instead of Sˆ  Z n:n   e B Zn:n ,
where d   0,1 is an adjusted factor for overcoming
the overestimation of the PL estimator at point Z n:n .
Chen and Phadia [18] proposed an optimal constant
completion by setting Sˆ  Z n:n   cSˆ  Z n:n  . Similarly, we
set d  min  2c,1 . This parameter setting is presented
because scalar d should not be larger than one in solving
D .
Hypothesis 2 indicates that the relative estimation bias
of the PL estimator at point Z  m  is statistically smaller
than that at point Z n:n . Therefore bias can be reduced if
parameter of the exponential curve is set by solving
 Z
Sˆ Z  m   e L  m instead of Sˆ  Z n:n   e B Zn:n . Since

 

the exponential curve may approximately pass the two
points Z  m  , Sˆ Z  m 
and Z n:n , d  Sˆ  Z n:n  , the pa-



 





rameter of the exponential curve can also be set as
 A   L  D  2 .

34, 34, 37*, 38, 44*, 45*, 47*, 50, 50, 50, 60, 60*, 65* (8
times), where asterisk indicates a censored observation,
e.g., the third entry ‘37*’ means that Z 3  37 was observed on a day when Y3  37 , implying that X 3  37 .
For this example, the various aforementioned completion methods are plotted in Figure 1. From Figure 1 it can
be observed that, the five curve completion methods satisfy the downward sloping monotonicity of survival
function, and that the five curve completion methods and
Efron’s self-consistent completion have the completeness.

4. Simulation Studies
In this section, we verify the two proposed hypotheses
and compare the aforementioned completion methods by
simulation studies.

4.1 Simulation Experiments
In our simulation studies, we design two experiments
under an inventory system with some specific distributions as follows:
Experiment 1: Following [22−23], we take demand
d i s t r ib u t io n F t o b e a W e i b u l l d i s t r i b u t i o n ,
F  x   1  exp   x a  for x  0 with a=1 and 2. To
reflect a variety of censoring distribution patterns, we
also follow [23] to take Weibull distribution, G  y  
1  exp    uy   for x  0 with b  a 2 , b  a , and


b  2a , as our censoring inventory distribution. This
gives the hazard rate h  t   u b t b  a , which is decreasing
b

3.3 An Illustrative Example

for b a  1 , constant for b a  1 , and increasing

In a case study of a newsvendor inventory system, Lau
and Lau [3] presented 20 ordered daily sales observations:

b a  1 . The scale factor u in G  y  is adjusted in such
a way so that the expected stockout probability (ESP)

Figure 1. Comparison of the eight completion methods for the PL estimator

Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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Table 1. Statistical results of B Z n:n



in Experiment 1

b/a =0.5

BZ

Mean of
Std. Dev. of

95% C.I. of


n:n

BZ

B  Z n:n 

b/a =1

a=2

a=1

a=2

a=1

a=2

0.0082

0.0102

0.0269

0.0259

0.0300

0.0312

0.0667

0.0681

0.1075

0.1098

0.1487

0.1511

Lower

0.0041

0.0060

0.0202

0.0191

0.0208

0.0218

Upper

0.0123

0.0145

0.0335

0.0327

0.0392

0.0406





Table 2. Statistical results of B Z n:n
ESP =1/3

Mean of
Std. Dev. of

95% C.I. of

in Experiment 2
ESP =1/2

ESP =2/3

 2

 1

 2

 1

 2

0.0758

0.0893

0.1637

0.1839

0.2758

0.3144

0.0607

0.0705

0.1053

0.1181

0.1419

0.1464

Lower

0.0720

0.0849

0.1572

0.1766

0.2670

0.3053

Upper

0.0796

0.0936

0.1703

0.1912

0.2846

0.3235

B  Z n:n 

is 1/3, 1/2, or 2/3. These values thus completely specify
the hazard rate. The reader is referred to [23] for further
details. This experiment is applied for investigating the
case when hazard rate is decreasing, constant or increasing.
Experiment 2: Analogous to [8], we express the relation between demand X and sales Z by writing sales as a
random proportion of demand, i.e., Z i  Wi X i , where
Wi is a random variable taking values on the interval
[0.5,1]. For periods with no stockout, Wi  1 , and therefore sales and demand are equal; for periods in which a
stockout has occurred, sales will be less than demand
with Wi  1 . We assume that stockouts occur in each
period (independently) with probability ESP and when a
stockout occurs, sales Z i is a random (uniformly distributed) proportion of demand X i . In our case studies,
we take F to be a lognormal distribution with location
parameter 4, and shape parameter   1 and 2, and we
also set ESP=1/3, 1/2, and 2/3. This experiment is designed for investigating the case when hazard rate
changes from increasing to decreasing.
In the above two experiments, we have four different
cases in terms of hazard rate: decreasing, constant, increasing, and changing from increasing to decreasing. In
comparison with Experiment 1, Experiment 2 makes an
additional assumption on the relation between demand
and sales, i.e., sales is a random (uniformly distributed)
proportion of demand.

Copyright © 2009 SciRes



 1
B  Z n:n 

B  Z n:n 

b/a =2

a=1




n:n
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Considering the combination of the parameters in the
above two experiments, under each of four cases of hazard rate, we have 6 different combinations of the parameters. Under each parameters’ combination, we set
the number of observations n=20, and randomly generate
1000 simulation runs. To ensure the applicability of the
completion method suggested by Moeschberger and
Klein [20], the number of uncensored observations in
each simulation run is restricted to be larger than 3. For
the convenience of comparison, the largest observation in
each simulation run is restricted to be a censored one.

4.2 Hypotheses Verification
Under each of four cases of hazard rate, we calculate
B  Z n:n  under 1000 simulation runs for verifying Hypothesis 1. Statistical results of B  Z n:n  are reported in

Tables 1 and 2. In these tables, 95% C.I. is short for 95%
confidence level.
Results shown in Tables 1 and 2 verify Hypothesis 1,
i.e., the PL estimator statistically overestimates at point
Z n:n . Table 1 also illustrates that B  Z n:n  increases
with the increase of b/a, this implies that the estimation
bias of the case with increasing hazard rate is larger than
that of the case with decreasing hazard case. Table 2 also
illustrates that B  Z n:n  increases as the expected
stockout probability increases.
To verify the correctness of Hypothesis 2, we calculate
R  Z n:n  and R Z  m  under each of four cases of hazard
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rate. Statistical results of R  Z n:n  and R Z  m 

in the

two experiments are reported in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. The last two rows of these two tables present results of paired 2-tailed t-tests on R  Z n:n  , R  Z  m   . From





Tables 3 and 4, it is observed that the relative estimation
bias of the PL estimator of point Z  m  is statistically
smaller than that of point Z n:n at the 0.01 significance
level. Table 4 also implies that the relative estimation
biases of the PL estimator at points Z  m  and Z n:n increase with the increase of the expected stockout probability.

4.3 Comparison with Current Completion Methods
In this subsection, we assess performance of the proposed completion methods in terms of integral absolute

bias, IAB   E Sˆ  t   S  t  dS  t  . In our simulation



0

results, Efron and Gill denote Efron’s and Gill’s completion methods respectively; CP, BHK and MK stand for
the completion methods of Chen and Phadia [18], Brown
et al [19], and Moeschberger and Klein [20], respectively;
Left, Down and Ave represent the proposed exponential

curve completion methods with parameter L , D and
 A , respectively.
Results of paired 2-tailed t-tests on IAB among the
compared eight completion methods under each of four
cases of hazard rate are shown in Tables 5–8, respectively. These tables report t-statistics on IAB between the
row method and column method. One negative t-statistic
in these tables means that the row method is better than
the corresponding column method in terms of IAB,
whereas positive t-statistic implies that the column
method is better than the corresponding row method.
t-statistic in parentheses represents that the comparison is
at the 0.05 significance level; t-statistic in square brackets implies that there is no significant difference between
the row and column methods; t-statistic without parentheses or square brackets expresses that the comparison
is at the 0.01 significance level.
According to the following results shown in Tables
5–8, we come to the following conclusions in terms of
IAB: (1) Ave is the leading completion method; (2) Left
performs better than the optimal constant completion
method CP; (3) CP is always better than the current
curve completion methods (i.e., BHK and MK); (4)
Efron and Gill are the two worst completion methods.

 

Table 3. Statistical results of R  Z n:n  and R Z  m 
b/a =0.5

in Experiment 1

b/a =1

b/a =2

a=1

a=2

a=1

a=2

a=1

a=2

0.6077

0.6348

0.8337

0.7906

0.7842

0.7854

0.6497

0.6999

1.0403

1.0034

1.2163

1.1004

0.4161

0.4077

0.3987

0.3914

0.3592

0.3609

0.3011

0.3367

0.3524

0.3743

0.3295

0.3158

t-statistics

9.4889

10.3945

13.1338

12.6988

11.1364

12.0961

P-value

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

RZ

Mean of
Std. Dev. of




n:n

R  Z n:n 

 
R  Z  

R Zm

Mean of
Std. Dev. of

m

 

Table 4. Statistical results of R  Z n:n  and R Z  m 
ESP =1/3

 1
RZ

Mean of




n:n

 2

in Experiment 2

ESP =1/2

 1

 2

ESP =2/3

 1

 2

1.3879

1.6892

2.8948

3.4150

4.6486

5.7690

1.1267

1.3526

2.0145

2.3014

2.8261

2.9991

0.7473

0.9011

1.3246

1.5836

1.7312

2.0446

0.5737

0.6427

0.9715

1.0729

1.2893

1.3821

t-statistics

17.8034

18.6759

23.6086

23.1638

29.4864

33.4833

P-value

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Std. Dev. of
Mean of
Std. Dev. of
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RZ


n:n



 
R  Z  

R Zm

m
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Table 5. Results of paried 2-tail t-test on IAB in Experiment 1 with b/a=0.5
Efron

Gill

CP

BHK

MK

Left

Down

Ave

6.1797

55.3806

30.5818

29.3516

45.4545

42.4871

47.1257

34.3206

7.2690

27.5968

29.7606

29.1192

(-2.0951)

-35.4652

3.6572

6.7757

9.1816

-19.0436

4.2341

8.7696

7.6550

32.7036

30.0723

35.1446

Gill

28.3342

CP
BHK
MK
Left

2.7375

Down

11.0712
(2.4231)

Table 6. Results of paried 2-tail t-test on IAB in Experiment 1 with b/a=1
Efron

Gill

CP

BHK

MK

Left

Down

-13.6287

65.0251

21.7673

31.3227

51.5355

44.4413

52.3274

44.8327

51.0237

27.3941

45.5583

47.4534

46.4081

Gill
CP

-15.5159

BHK

Ave

-34.5069

6.0864

(2.5103)

11.0425

-5.5002

19.4179

24.3510

22.8946

32.5922

27.1247

34.7498

MK
Left

-3.4243

Down

9.5686
10.3352

Table 7. Results of paried 2-tail t-test on IAB in Experiment 1 with b/a=2
Efron

Gill

CP

BHK

MK

Left

Down

Ave

-19.4571

91.0080

32.3403

41.2147

65.5794

65.9205

68.7712

68.1601

37.2278

60.1003

62.0498

61.1882

-16.7540

-39.6581

7.4145

14.3985

15.1355

Gill

57.9369

CP
BHK

-7.6101

MK

23.9762

31.2396

28.7295

36.1403

39.3110

41.0343

Left

7.4387

Down

17.7037
[1.6798]

Table 8. Results of paried 2-tail t-test on IAB in Experiment 2
Efron
Gill
CP

Gill

CP

BHK

-43.8358

(2.3348)

-18.9354

48.8904

45.7360
-33.3675

BHK
MK
Left
Down

5. Conclusions
Demands for newsvendor-type products are often forecasted from censored observations. The Kaplan-Meier
product limit estimator is the well-known nonparametric
method to deal with censored data, but it is undefined
beyond the largest observation. In this paper, we propose
two hypotheses to investigate estimation bias of the PL
estimator, and provide three modified completion methods based on the proposed hypotheses.
Simulation results show that biases of the proposed
completion methods are significantly smaller than that of
the completion methods in the literature. According to
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

MK

Left

Down

Ave

(-2.3319)

19.2388

-3.3448

16.5648

44.1637

46.6532

45.9931

47.0639

-4.8638

18.7680

-12.9462

19.9046

19.8107

31.3266

35.5785

34.2751

21.2063

[-1.7481]

19.4924

-21.9985

(-2.4131)
26.5872

these results, we know that the proposed completion
methods can improve demand forecasting with right
censored observations. We also show that simulation is a
useful way to verify probability result which is difficult
to be proved by using classical statistical theory and
methods.
The developed methods are easy to implement in
software packages. Many forecasting techniques have
been integrated into enterprise software packages such as
management information systems, enterprise resources
planning systems, decision support systems. The proposed forecasting techniques in this paper are simple and
easily implemented in enterprise software packages.
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ABSTRACT
Threshold Proxy Signature (TPS) scheme facilitates a manager to delegate his signing capability to a group of n2 subordinates without revealing his own private key, such that a subgroup of at least t2 ≤ n2 subordinates is required to
generate a proxy signature. In reality, the situation can be more complicated. First of all, the subgroup may further
delegate their proxy signing capabilities to another group of n3 subordinates such that at least another subgroup of at
least t3 ≤ n3 subordinates are of the proxy signing capabilities (in the form of a chain). t2 can be unequal to t3 depending
on the concrete requirement. This is a group-to-group delegation problem. In addition, a supervising agent (SA) may be
introduced in the above chain to supervise the subordinates, such that proxy signing can only be successfully executed
with SA’s agreement. This is a delegation with supervision problem in the threshold delegation chain described above.
These two extensions of delegation problems are not solved yet. This paper designs two provably secure cryptographic
schemes Chained Threshold Proxy Signature (CTPS) scheme and Chained Threshold Proxy Signature with Supervision
(CTPSwS) scheme to solve these two delegation problems.
Keywords: Delegation, Threshold Proxy Signature, Chained Threshold Proxy Signature with Supervision

1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
It is a common practice for a manager to delegate his
signing right to a group of n subordinates when he is on
leave so that a subgroup of at least t ≤ n of them can cooperate to sign a document on behalf of the manager.
This is a threshold delegation problem, and can be solved
by Threshold Proxy Signature (TPS) [2] scheme. In reality, the delegation may involve more than one level (in
the form of a chain). Consider the following scenario.
There is an email sent by the manager of software development department in corporation A, Simon, to the
manager of the same department in corporation B, Sam.
Since Sam is too busy to check every single detail of the
data part before he replies with his signature, and the data
are so important that he cannot rely on any single one of
his three vice managers (his subordinates), he forwards
this email to all of them. Further any two of them, as a
subgroup, may forward this email to their employees
checking the data part. As a result, to answer this email
to Simon, it is desirable for a subgroup of the employees
to cooperate on behalf of Sam. How the any two of the
*

The preliminary work has been published in 2008 International Conference on Computer Science and Software Engineering [1].
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vice managers pass their proxy signing capabilities to
their employees is referred to group-to-group delegation
problem. In a more cautious situation, the contract part
needs to be authorized by the manager of the software
maintenance department in corporation B, Steven. In this
case, besides delegation, Sam is also required to appoint
Steven as his supervising agent (SA) such that only when
Steven agrees to the contract part, the employees can
compute a proxy signature on behalf of Sam. How Sam
appoints Steven as an SA is referred to delegation with
supervision problem in threshold delegation chain. In this
paper, we propose two schemes, Chained Threshold
Proxy Signature (CTPS) scheme and Chained Threshold
Proxy Signature with Supervision (CTPSwS) scheme, to
solve these two delegation problems.

1.2 Related work
Mambo et al. [3] introduced the first efficient proxy signature in 1996, where it allows a user to delegate his
signing power to a designated signer, a proxy signer. It is
widely applicable in all kinds of known standard signature schemes such as El Gamal scheme [4], Okamoto
scheme [5] and Fiat-Shamir scheme [6]. In 1997, Kim et
al. [2] proposed proxy signature for partial delegation
with warrant combining the benefit of Mambo’s partial
delegation and Neuman’s [7] delegation by warrant/certiJSEA
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ficate. They also extended it to a (t, n) Threshold Proxy
Signature (TPS) such that any t ≤ n proxy signers using
their proxy secret key shares can cooperate to generate a
proxy signature on behalf of an original signer, but less
than t can not, by deploying Ceredo’s Schnorr type
threshold digital signature scheme [8].
Lui et al. [9] proposed a chained delegation scheme
with supervision scheme, in which the original signer
sends, in ahead of time, his permission information about
the proxy signer to a supervising agent (SA) who he
trusts. Then the proxy signer can only generate a valid
proxy signature under SA’s supervision even when the
original signer is not available. This delegation can be
executed in multiple levels. However, on one hand, the
scheme does not consider the threshold problem. On the
other hand, the scheme sacrificed both the original signer
and the supervising agent’s undeniabilities due to the
advantage the authors presented that there is no need for
the verifier to be aware of whether supervision is performed or not. In many cases, this is unacceptable from
the security point of view.
Boldyreva [10] defined a formal proof model for the
security of proxy signature schemes, which enables the
cryptographic analysis of such schemes, instead of just
presenting attacks that fail. Then they proved the security
of Triple Schnorr Proxy Signature scheme, a variant of
Kim at al.’s proxy signature scheme, preserving its
efficiency, in the random oracle model assuming the
hardness of computation of discrete logarithm.

vate key, such that verification for the proxy signature
requires supervising agent’s public key as well, besides
original signer and proxy signers’ public keys.
We also provide formal security models and proofs to
show that the schemes we designed are secure in the
random oracle model assuming the hard problem of discrete logarithm.

1.3 Our Contribution

ers performing the delegation is defined as U2. Similarly,
any subgroup of t3 ≤ n3 employees signing the replied
email is defined as U3. Note the difference between
{u2, j }n2 and U2, {u3,k }n3 and U3. WLOG, we assume

Firstly, in this paper we propose Chained Threshold
Proxy Signature (CTPS) scheme to solve the
group-to-group delegation problem. Although, Threshold
Proxy Signature (TPS) scheme [2] and Triple Schnorr
Signature scheme [10] are two important components to
design our scheme, we need to consider how to distribute
the proxy shares from a subgroup of vice managers to
another subgroup of employees in a group-to-group
manner. Therefore, we deploy Herzberg et al.’s [11]
proactive secret sharing idea into our scheme. Proactive
secret sharing is proposed to periodically renew the
shares without changing the secret, in such a way that
any information learnt by the adversary about individual
shares becomes obsolete after the shares are renewed.
But in our scheme, the renewed shares should be securely passed to employees by each vice manager while
old ones are kept secret by the vice managers themselves.
To solve the delegation with supervision problem in
threshold delegation chain, we adapt Lui et al’s supervision idea in delegation chain (no threshold) into CTPS
scheme to implement Chained Threshold Proxy Signature with Supervision (CTPSwS) scheme. Different with
Lui et al’s idea, however, supervising agent is also actively involved in the delegation using his/her own pri-

Copyright © 2009 SciRes

1.4 Organization
A 3-level CTPS scheme and its security proof will be
described in section 2 & 3, respectively. Then a 3-level
CTPSwS scheme and security proof draft will be introduced in section 4 & 5, respectively. Section 6 concludes
the paper and discusses some future work.

2. Chained Threshold Proxy Signature (CTPS)
Recall that Sam, the manager of software development
department in corporation B, delegates his signing right
to a group of n2 vice managers, any subgroup of whom
with t2 members further delegate their proxy signing capabilities to a group of n3 employees, such that any subgroup of t3 employees can reply to Simon with their
proxy signature on behalf of Sam.
We can formally define the above roles by letting Sam
the original signer u1 in level 1, vice managers a group of
n2 proxy signers in level 2, ( {u2, j }n2 for short), and employees a group of n3 proxy signers in level 3,
( {u3,k }n3 for short). Any subgroup of t2 ≤ n2 vice manag-

U2  {u2,1, u2,2 ,, u2,t2 }  {u2, j }t2 and U3  {u3,1 , u3,2 ,, u3,t3 }
 {u3,k }t3 . Let (sk1,pk1), (sk2,j, pk2,j), (skg2, pkg2), (sk3,k,

pk3,k) and (skg3, pkg3) denote u1, u2,j, {u2, j }n2 , u3,k, and
{u3,k }n3 ’s secret/public key pairs respectively. By ex-

tending Boldyreva’s proxy signature scheme model,
CTPS scheme to achieve the delegation procedure should
involve a one-to-group protocol run between the original
signer and the group of proxy signers in level 2, a
group-to-group protocol run between any subgroup of
proxy signers in level 2 and the group of proxy signers in
level 3, a chained threshold proxy signing algorithm and
the corresponding verification algorithm. Additionally,
there should be an algorithm that extracts the identities of
the groups of proxy signers in both level 2 & 3.
Definition 1 describes the detailed components of a
3-level Chained Threshold Proxy Signature scheme. A
list of important parameters and symbols is shown here
for your reference.
ω1: warrant including u1 and {u2, j }n2 ’s IDs, and other
JSEA
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information on the delegation
ω2: warrant including {u2, j }n2 and {u3,k }n3 ’s IDs, and
other information on the delegation
skt: secret key transformation generated by u1
skt1, j: share of secret key transformation sent to u2, j
skp2, j: proxy secret key share generated by u2, j
skt2, j: share of proxy secret key transformation generated by u2,j
skt2, j, k: sub-share of proxy secret key transformation
sent to u3, k
'
skt2,k
: share of proxy secret key transformation retrieved by u3,k
skp3, k: proxy secret key share generated by u3, k
pσ3: chained threshold proxy signature.
Definition 1 (CTPS Scheme) Let CTPS = (G, K, (TD,
TP), (CTD, CTP), CTPS, CTPV, CTPID) be a chained
threshold proxy signature scheme, where the constituent
algorithms run in polynomial time.
G is a random parameter-generation algorithm, and it
will output some global parameters params.
K is a random key-generation algorithm, and it will
output secret/public key pairs for original signer u1 and
proxy signers in both level 2 & 3, {u2, j }n2 and {u3,k }n3 ,
in the scheme.
(TD, TP) is a Threshold Designation-Proxy protocol
between the original signer u1 and the proxy signers in
level 2, {u2, j }n2 . Both TD and TP take as input the public keys pk1 and pkg2, respectively. TD also takes as input
the secret key sk1 of u1, and TP also takes as input the
secret key sk2,j of u2,j. As the result of the interaction, the
expected local output of TP is skp2, j, the proxy secret
share which is kept secret by each u2, j.
[TD (pk1, pkg2, sk1),TP (pk1, pkg2, sk2,j)] → skp2,j
(CTD, CTP) is a Chained Threshold DesignationProxy protocol between U2 and {u3, k }n3 . Both CTD and
CTP take as input the public keys pk1, pkg2 and pkg3,
respectively. CTD also takes as input the proxy secret
shares {skp2, j }t2 of {u2, j }t2 . CTP takes as input the secret key sk3,k of u3,k. The expected local output of CTP is
skp3,k, the proxy secret key share which is kept secret by
each u3,k. Note that for each u3,k to generate skp3,k, the
subgroup U2 is involved in CTD, but not just a certain
proxy signer in U2.
[CTD (pk1, pkg2, pkg3, {skp2, j }t2 ),
CTP (pk1, pkg2, pkg3, sk3,k)] → skp3,k
CTPS is the (possibly) randomized Chained Threshold
Proxy Signing algorithm. It takes as input {skp3,k }t3 and a
message M{0,1}*, and outputs a chained threshold-proxy signature pσ3.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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CTPS (M, {skp3, k }t3 ) → pσ3
CTPV is the deterministic Chained Threshold Proxy
Verification algorithm. It takes as input a message M, a
proxy signature pσ3, and (pk1, pkg2, pkg3), and outputs 0
or 1.
CTPV (M, pσ3, pk1, pkg2, pkg3) = 0/1
CTPID is the Chained Threshold Proxy IDentification
algorithm. It takes as input a valid proxy signature pσ3
and outputs identities of two proxy signer groups, i.e.,
public keys.
CTPID (pσ3) = (pkg2, pkg3)/⊥
SIGNATURE VERIFICATION CONDITION: If
CTPV =1 and CTPID = (pkg2, pkg3), we say pσ3 is a valid
chained threshold proxy signature by proxy signers in U2
and U3 on behalf of u1.
The definition clearly describes what kinds of individual algorithms and interactive protocols are required to
be run by original signer and proxy signers. After define
the structure of CTPS scheme, we design a concrete
scheme based on the definition.
We give a high-level description of our scheme here,
followed by the concrete calculation. First of all, by using public parameters and secret/public key pairs generated through G and K, u1 generates the certificate of warrant ω1 in (1), which is actually a signature of ω1 using
sk1. We call it secret key transformation skt1 in our
scheme since it masks u1’s secret key sk1 and will be
used for {u2, j }n2 to generate proxy signing keys. In order to designate {u2, j }n2 as u1’s threshold proxy signers,
each share skt1,j generated by (2) will be distributed to u2,j
securely. After verifying skt1,j as a signature generated by
u1 using (3), each u2,j computes proxy secret key share
skp2,j in (4).
As the applications we described above, if any t2 ≤ n2
vice managers, such as U2, want to further delegate their
proxy signing capabilities to their employees {u3,k }n3 ,
which we call a group-to-group delegation, each
u2, j  U 2 computes secret key transformation skt2,j in (5)
as u1 does in (1), then divides it to n3 shares,
skt2,j,k(k=1,2, ··· ,n3), as calculated in (6), which are sent
to u3,k securely. As a result, each u3,k verifies
skt2,j,k(k=1,2, ··· ,t2) he receives using (8) and computes
'
skt2,k
by accumulating them in (9). By comparing (5)
'
and (9), skt2,j and skt2,k
are generated by two different

random polynomials F2(j) and F2' (k ) with same constant sktg2. For how (9) is deduced, please refer to Lagrange Formula, which was also used in [2]. Then each
u3,k can successfully generate the proxy secret key share
skp3,k in (11).
JSEA
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Let us discuss a little more about the difference and
difficulty of (CTD, CTP) protocol compared with (TD,
TP) here. During (TD, TP) protocol, skt1,j carrying secret
information sk1 inside is generated and delivered to u2,j as
the mark for u1 to designate u2,j as one of his proxy signers. Similarly in (CTD, CTP) protocol, skt2,j carrying secret information sk2,j should also be delivered to {u3,k }n3 ,

e1 = G (0║pk1║pkg2║ω1, r1).
skt1,j = F1(j) = skt1 +a1,1j + a1,2j2 +···+ a1,t2 1 j t2 1 mod q. (2)
F1(j) is a random polynomial privately owned by u1. r1
a
and { g 1,m mod p} t2  1 are broadcast.
u2,j runs TP.
g

but in an indirect way for the reason that there are a
group of delegators and a group of delegatees. Sending
skt2,j to u3,k where j = k one by one does not work because
U2 and {u3,k }n3 may have different numbers t2 and n2.
However, from the group point of view, we need a
scheme to reshuffle {skt2,j = F2(j)(j = 1,2, ··· ,t2)} to
{ skt 2' , k  F 2' ( k )( k  1, 2 ,  , n 3 )} , satisfying that
F2 (0)  F2' (0)  sktg 2 . It seems that we keep the group
secret key transformation sktg2 unchanged and make secret key transformation shares updated. With this purpose, we found a good candidate of proactive secret
sharing approach [11], which was proposed to periodically renew the shares, like {skt2, j }t2 , to the new ones,

like {skt2,' k }n3 , without changing the secret, like sktg2.
However, in our scheme, the renewed ones belong
to {u3,k }n3 , but not {u2, j }n2 .
Schnorr signature scheme [12] is used in CTPS and
CTPV where partial proxy signatures { ps3,k }t3 are published among U3 such that each u3,k  U 3 can calculate
proxy signature pσ3 in (13). The following details how
the algorithms and protocols are performed.
The system runs G. On input 1k , params = G(1k) =
(p,q,g,G,H), such that 2k−1 ≤ p< 2k, q|p − 1, g  Z p  of
∗

order q, two hash functions G: {0,1} → Zq, and H : {0,1}
∗
→ Z q.
The system runs K. On input (p,q,g,G,H), K generates
sk1  R Z q , pk1 = g sk1 mod p, sk2,j = SK2(j) and pk2,j =
g

sk2, j

mod p, where SK2(x) is a random polynomial with

ated in the same way.
u1 runs TD.

skt1  e1  sk1  k1 mod q, where
r1  g k1 mod p, k1  R Z q ,
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

= ( pk1e1 r1) · A mod p, where
A



t2 1
m 1

(g

a1,m

jm

)

(3)

mod p .

skp2,j = e1 · sk2,j + skt1,j mod q.

(4)

u2,j runs CTD.
skt2,j = e2 · skp2,j + k2,j mod q
= e2 (e1 · SK2(j) + F1(j)) + K2(j)
= F2(j), where

(5)

e2 = G (0║pkg2║pkg3║ω2, r2),
F2(0) = e2 (e1 · skg2 + skt1) + k2 = sktg2.
skt2,j,k = F2,j(k) mod q, where

(6)

t3 1

F2,j(k) = skt2,j + b2,j,1k + b2,j,2k +···+ b2,j, t3  1 k mod q. (7)
{k2, j }n2 are generated by running the protocol for gen2

erating random number in [2] such that each u2,j can calculate k2,j without knowing any other’s secret shares
{k2,x}x≠j and satisfying that k2,j = K2(j), where K2(j) is a
random polynomial with constant kg2 and degree t2 − 1.
F2,j(k) is a random polynomial privately owned by each
k
u2,j with constant skt2,j and degree t3 − 1. {r2,j = g 2, j
mod p} t2 and r2 = g kg2 mod p are broadcast.
u3,k runs CTP.
g

skt2, j ,k

 pk pk

=

1

B

skt2,' k 




t2
j 1

2, j

t3 1
m 1



(g

e1

r1 A

b2, j ,m



e2

km

(8)

mod p

)

 j skt2, j ,k 

r2,j B, where



t2
j 1

 j F2, j (k )

(9)

 F2' (k ), where

skg 2

random constant skg2 and degree t2 − 1. pkg2 = g
mod p. Note that although the intuitive idea for the above
procedure is to generate SK2(x) and distribute sk2,j to u2,j
securely by a trusted dealer, we deploy the protocol for
generating random number in [2] to implement it without
a dealer for security consideration. As a result, each u2,j
can only calculate his own secret key sk2,j without knowing skg2. skg3, pkg3, {sk3, k }n3 and { pk3,k }n3 are gener-

skt1, j

F2' (0) 



t2
j 1

 j F2, j (0) 

j 
skp3,k 
U3 runs CTPS.





t2
l 1,l  j

t2

l

j 1

 j skt2, j  sktg 2 (10)

j l

e2  sk3,k  skt2,' k

mod q.

ps3,k = c3 · skp3,k + k3,k, where

(11)
(12)

c3 = H (1║M║pkg2║pkg3║ω2║r1, r2), and
(1)

r3 = g k3 mod p.
p 3 



u3,k U 3

 k  ps3,k ,

(13)
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k 

t3
l 1,l  k

l

k l

Verifier runs CTPV.
g p 3 = PKP c3 · r3 mod p, where

PKP =

 pk1  pkg 2 

e1

(14)

 r1e2  r2  pkg3e2 .

PROOF OF (14) Let θ3 represents u3,kU3.

  ps   (c  skp  k )
 c   skp   k


 c   (e sk  skt )  k

 c (e   sk    skt )  k


 c (e skg    skt )  k

 c (e skg    (e skp  k ))  k

 c (e skg  e   skp  k )  k


p 3 

3

3

k

3

3

3

3, k

k

k

3

3, k

2

3, k

3

3, k

3

2

3

2

j

3

2

3

2

j

3

2

3

3

2

3

k

2, j

2

j

3, k

k 3, k

'
2, k

2

2

3, k

3

3

3

3

k

'
2, k

3

3

2, j

2, j

2, j

2

3

3

 c3 (e2 skg3  e2 (e1 ( skg 2  sk1 )  k1 )  k2 )  k3 mod q,
L.H .S .  g p 3
 g c3 ( e2 skg3  e2 (e1 ( skg 2  sk1 )  k1 )  k2 )  k3 mod p
 R.H .S .

The proof proves the correctness of our CTPS scheme
from the computation point of view. In the following
section, we will prove its security.
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and parameter k. In the extreme case, adversary A
should represent all proxy signers if the SHU is the
original signer; or the original signer and all other proxy
signers except the SHU if the SHU is one of the proxy
signers in level 2 or 3. First, system parameters params
and secret/public key pairs are generated by running G
and K. Empty array skp3,2 and empty sets pkg2 and pkg3
are created. The adversary A is of all the secret keys except SHU’s, and it can make the following requests and
queries.
R1: u1(SHU) designates {u2, j }n2 and {u3,k }n3 as his
proxy signers. A requests to interact with u1(SHU) running TD, and plays the role of {u2, j }n2 running TP, and
the roles of U2 and {u3,k }n3 running (CTD, CTP). And
pkg2 is set to pkg2  pkg 2 .
R2: u1 designates {u2, j }n2 and {u3,k }n3 , where u2,2 is
the SHU, as his proxy signers in level 2 and 3 respectively. A requests to interact with {u2, j }n2 running TP,
and plays the role of u1 running TD and the roles of all
other proxy signers in level 2 except u2,j. Then A requests
again to interact with u2,2 running CTD,, and plays the
role of U2 except u2,2, and {u3,k }n3 running (CTD, CTP).
pkg3 is set to pkg3  pkg3 .
R3: u1 designates {u2, j }n2 and {u3,k }n3 , where u3,2 is

3. Security of the CTPS Scheme

the SHU, as his proxy signers in level 2 and 3 respectively. A requests to interact with {u3,k }n3 running CTP,

In the section, we set up CTPS security model and prove
that our CTPS scheme is secure against adaptive chosen-message attack in random oracle model.
As discussed in [10], the formal model includes a
rather powerful adversary who is able to corrupt all other
users’ secret keys except the Single Honest User (SHU).
Furthermore, A is of the capability to launch adaptive
chosen-message attacks according to three kinds of roles
that the SHU can play, namely Role 1: the original signer
u1, Role 2: one of the required proxy signers in U2, say
u2,2, and Role 3: one of the required proxy signers in U3,
say u3,2. All kinds of attacks will be described in the
model later. Besides, A can access to a chained threshold
proxy signing oracle. So the goal of the adversary A includes:
- A forgery CTPS on behalf of u1 (SHU);
- A forgery CTPS by proxy signers in U3, who are
delegated by U2 including u2,2 (SHU), on behalf of u1;
- A forgery CTPS by proxy signers including u3,2
(SHU) in U3 on behalf of u1.
Definition 2 (Security of CTPS Scheme) Let CTPS =
(G, K, (TD, TP), (CTD, CTP), CTPS, CTPV, CTPID) be
a chained threshold proxy signature scheme. Consider
an experiment ExpCTPS,A(k) related to CTPS, adversary A

by u3,2 (SHU) is stored in skp3,2. A does not have access
to skp3,2.
Q1: Chained threshold proxy signature query by U3,
where u3,2 is the SHU, on behalf of u1. A can make a
query (M, 32, x) to oracle OCTPS (skp3,k(k = 1,3, ··· ,t3),
skp3,2[x],·,·,·,). If skp3,2[x] has been defined, we say that
this query is valid and the oracle returns pσ3 = OCTPS
(skp3,k(k = 1,3, ··· ,t3), skp3,2[x],M,32,x,). Eventually A
outputs a forgery (M, pσ3, pk1). The output of the experiment is 1, if
- CTPID (pσ3) \ pkg3  pkg2 , or
- CTPID (pσ3) \ pkg 2  pkg3 , or
- No valid query (M, 32, x)to OCTPS (skp3,k(k =
1,3, ··· ,t3), skp3,2[x],·,·,·,).
Otherwise, the output is 0.
We define the advantage of adversary A as
AdvCTPS,A(k) = Pr [ExpCTPS,A(k) = 1].
We say that CTPS is a secure chained threshold proxy
signature scheme if the function AdvCTPS,A(k) is negligible
for A of time complexity polynomial in the security parameter k.
SECURITY OF CTPS. The following theorem states
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and plays the role of U2 running CTD, and the roles of u1
and {u2, j }n2 running (TD, TP). The private output skp3,2
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our result about the security of Chained Threshold Proxy
Signature scheme. The proof of Theorem 1 is in Appendix A.
Theorem 1 Let CTPS = (G, K, (TD, TP), (CTD, CTP),
CTPS, CTPV, CTPID) be our proposed chained threshold proxy signature scheme in random oracle model. If
the Schnorr signature scheme is secure, then CTPS
scheme is secure in random oracle model.
PROOF IDEA. The conclusion that a Chained Threshold Proxy Signature scheme is provably secure can be
deduced with respect to the contradiction that if a forgery
of a chained threshold proxy signature scheme by A successes in polynomial time, i.e. AdvCTPS,A(k) is not negligible, then a well-known standard signature scheme, i.e.
the Schnorr signature scheme, is broken.

4. Chained Threshold Proxy Signature with
Supervision (CTPSwS) Scheme
Recall when Sam, the software development department,
appoints Steven, the software maintenance department,
as the supervising agent to supervise proxy signers such
that only with permission of Steven, proxy signers can
perform the signing capabilities. CTPSwS scheme in this
section extended from CTPS fits into this kind of scenario by deploying Lui et al.’s [9] idea into our CTPS
scheme.
Different from the CTPS model, there is a new protocol (TDSA, TPSA) run between original signer u1 and his
supervising agent SA1. To differentiate the protocol run
between u1 and {u2, j }n2 in CTPSwS scheme with that in

CTPS, we define the former as (TDu, TPu). The signing
and verification algorithm should also include SA1’s public key. The CTPSwS scheme model is as follows in
Definition 3. Besides the notations described in Section 2,
we have several new ones shown here.
( sk SA1 , pk SA1 ) : SA1’s secret and public key pair
skpSA1 : partial proxy secret key generated by SA1
psSA1 : partial chained threshold proxy signature gen-

erated by SA1
Definition 3 (CTPSwS Scheme) Let CTPSwS = {G,
K, (TDSA,TPSA), (TDu,TPu), (CTD,CTP), CTPSwS,
CTPVwS, CTPIDwS} be a chained threshold proxy signature with supervision scheme, where the constituent
algorithms run in polynomial time. G and K are similar
to those in CTPS except that K is also responsible to
generate SA1’s secret/public key pair ( sk SA1 , pk SA1 ) .

the expected local output of TPSA is skpSA1 , the partial
proxy secret key of SA1. The undeniability of both u1 and
SA1 is achieved by adding sk SA1 in the protocol.
[TDSA (pk1, pkg2, pk SA1 , sk1),

TPSA ( pk1 , pkg 2 , pk SA1 , skSA1 )] → skpSA1 .
(TDu, TPu) is a Threshold Designation-Proxy protocol
between u1 and {u2, j }n2 . u1 runs TDu to send warrant ω1
to {u2, j }n2 . TPu run by each proxy signer u2,j takes as
input the public keys pk1, pkg2 and the secret key sk2,j
respectively. As the result of the interaction, the expected
local output of TPu is skp2,j, the partial proxy secret share
of u2,j. Note the difference of this skp2,j with that in CTPS
scheme. We call it partial here because all {skp2,j}t2 can
not perform anything without another part skpSA1 .
[TDu, TPu (pk1, pkg2, sk2,j)] → skp2,j
(CTD, CTP) is a Chained Threshold Designation-Proxy protocol between U2 and {u3,k }n3 . It is similar
to that is defined in Definition 1.
[CTD ( pk1 , pkg 2 , pk SA1 , pkg3 , {skp2,j}t2),

CTP ( pk1 , pkg 2 , pk SA1 , pkg3 , sk3,k)] → skp3,k
CTPSwS is the (possibly) randomized Chained
Threshold Proxy Signing with Supervision algorithm. It
is run by U3 with agreement of SA1, and takes as input
the t3 out of n3 corresponding partial proxy secret shares
{skp3,k}t3 and SA1’s partial proxy secret skpSA1 and a
message M ∈{0,1}*, and outputs a chained threshold
proxy signature with supervision pσ3.

CTPSwS [{skp3,k}t3, skpSA1 , M] → pσ3
CTPVwS is the deterministic Chained Threshold Proxy
Verification with Supervision algorithm as follows.
CTPVwS [M, pσ3, pk1 , pkg 2 , pk SA1 , pkg3] = 0/1
CTPIDwS is the Chained Threshold Proxy
IDentification with Supervision algorithm. It takes as
input a valid proxy signature pσ3, and outputs identities,
i.e., public keys.
CTPIDwS (pσ3) = [ pkg 2 , pk SA1 , pkg3] /⊥

(TDSA, TPSA) is a Threshold Designation-Proxy protocol between the original signer u1 and the supervising
agent SA1. Both TDSA and TPSA take as input the public
keys pk1, pkg2 and pk SA1 , respectively. TDSA also takes as

Based on Definition 3, we give a draft of a concrete
CTPSwS scheme here. Different from CTPS, u1 needs to
run TDSA to calculate skt1 and sends to his supervising
agent SA1. Different from Lui et al.’s idea, SA1 runs TPSA
to generate skpSA1  skSA1 e1  skt1 mod q using his secret

input the secret key sk1 of u1, and TPSA takes as input the
secret key skSA1 of SA1. As the result of the interaction,

generate skp2,j = sk2,j e1 mod q. (CTD, CTP) run between

Copyright © 2009 SciRes

key skSA1 . Without knowing skt1,j, each u2,j runs TPu to
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U2 and {u3,k }n3 is the same as that in CTPS. At last
when each u3, k  U 3 agrees to the data part, they must
forward this email to SA1, Steven, for him to check the
contract part. U2 can not generate a valid proxy signature
on behalf of Sam until Steven agrees to the contract part
and contributes his partial proxy signature
psSA1  skpSA1 c3  k SA1 mod q where k SA  R Z q and
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signer groups in level 2 & 3, where u3,2 is the SHU, and
specifies SA1 as u1’s supervising agent. A requests to interact with u3,2 (SHU) running CTP, and plays roles of all
others running the remanent algorithms and protocols.
skp3,2 is set to skp3,2  skp3,2 .

mod q . Since SA1’s secret key sk SA1 is in-

Q1: Chained threshold proxy signature with supervision query, where u3,2 is the SHU, on behalf of u1. A can
make a query (M,32,x) to oracle OCTPVwS(skp3,k(k
=1,3,··· ,t3),skp3,2[x], skpSA1 ,·,·,·). If skp3,2[x] has been

volved, security level of our scheme is enhanced by adding SA1-protected property.

defined, we say this query is valid and the oracle returns
pσ3 = CTPSwS(skp3,k(k =1,3,··· ,t3),skp3,2[x], skpSA1 ,M,·,·).

5. Security of CTPSwS

Q2: Chained threshold proxy signature with supervision query, where SA1 is the SHU, on behalf of u1. A can
make a query (M,SA1,x) to oracle OCTPVwS(skp3,k(k
=1,2,··· ,t3), skpSA1 [x] ,·,·,·). If skpSA1 [x] has been

1

rSA1  g

kSA1

The security model of CTPSwS is similar to that of CTPS
defined in Definition 2, except that A can be the fourth
role, Role 4: the supervising agent of u1, SA1. In terms of
this role, the goal of A also includes a forgery CTPSwS
by U2, U3 and SA1 (SHU) on behalf of u1.
Definition 4 (Security of CTPSwS) Let CTPSwS =
{G, K, (TDSA, TPSA), (TDu, TPu), (CTD, CTP), CTPSwS,
CTPVwS, CTPIDwS} be a chained threshold proxy signature scheme. Consider an experiment ExpCTPSwS,A(k)
related to CTPSwS, adversary A and parameter k. In the
extreme case, adversary A should represent all proxy
signers and SA1 if the SHU is the original signer, or the
original signer, SA1, and all other proxy signers except
the SHU if the SHU is one of the proxy signers in level 2
or 3, or the original signers and all proxy signers if the
supervising agent SA1 is the SHU. Empty arrays skp3,2,
skpSA1 and empty sets pkg2, pkg3 are created. The ad-

versary A can make the following requests and queries:
R1: u1(SHU) designates {u2, j }n2 and {u3,k }n3 as his
proxy signer groups in level 2 & 3, respectively, and
specifies SA1 as u1’s supervising agent. A requests to interact with u1(SHU) running TDSA and TPSA, and plays
roles of all others running(TDSA, TPSA) and (CTD, CTP).
pkgSA1 is set to pkgSA1  pkg SA1 .
R2: u1 designates {u2, j }n2 and {u3,k }n3 as his proxy
signer groups in level 2 & 3, where u2,2 is the SHU and
specifies SA1 as u1’s supervising agent. A requests to interact with u2,2 (SHU) running TPu and CTD, and plays
roles of all others running (TDSA, TPSA), TDu and CTP.
pkg2 is set to pkg2  pkg 2 .
R3: u1 designates {u2, j }n2 and {u3,k }n3 as his proxy
signer groups in level 2 & 3, respectively, and specifies
SA1 (SHU) as u1’s supervising agent. A requests to interact with SA1 (SHU) running TPSA, and plays roles of all
others running the remanent algorithms and protocols.
skpSA1 is set to skpSA1  skpSA1 .
R4: u1 designates {u2, j }n2 and {u3,k }n3 as his proxy
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

defined, we say this query is valid and the oracle returns
pσ3 = CTPSwS (skp3,k(k =1,2,··· ,t3), skpSA1 [x],M,·,·).
Eventually, A outputs a forgery (M,pσ3,pk1). The output of the experiment is determined as follows:
- CTPIDwS (pσ3) \
- CTPIDwS (pσ3) \

 pkg
 pkg


  pkg , or

3

 pkg SA1  pkg2 , or

2

 pkg SA1

3

- No valid query (M,32,x) to OCTPVwS(skp3,k(k
=1,3,··· ,t3),skp3,2[x],·,·,·),
- No valid query (M,SA1,x) to OCTPVwS(skp3,k(k
=1,2,··· ,t3), skpSA1 ,·,·,·).
Otherwise, the output is 0.
We define the advantage of adversary A as

AdvCTPSwS,A(k) = Pr [ExpCTPSwS,A(k) = 1]
We say that CTPSwS is a secure chained threshold proxy
signature with supervision scheme if the function
AdvCTPSwS,A(k) is negligible for A of time complexity
polynomial in the security parameter k.
Security proof details follow the similar logic as the
CTPS scheme, but are more tedious and skipped in this
paper.

6. Conclusion and Discussion
This paper designs two provably secure schemes in random oracle model, Chained Threshold Proxy Signature
(CTPS) scheme and Chained Threshold Proxy Signature
with Supervision (CTPSwS) scheme, to solve the
group-to-group delegation problem and delegation with
supervision in delegation chain problem. They are very
useful in email with signature system where a manager
wants to delegate his signing right to his vice managers,
who can further perform the delegation to their employees. In some cases, the delegatee’s proxy signing rights
can be supervised by manager’s supervising agent. For
future work, we hope to develop more flexible delegation
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scheme that enables delegatees in different levels, say
any one of vice managers and any two employees can
cooperate to generate proxy signature. Also, more efficient schemes for these problems are always desirable.
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APPENDIX

- Compute commitment

A Proof of Theorem 1

r3,2  g

Suppose adversary A is a successful forger against CTPS
scheme in polynomial time. Let adversaries B, C, and D
wrap all communication channels from and to A, and
have access to a standard signing oracle OS, a chained
threshold proxy signing oracle OCTPS, and two random
oracles functioning as hash functions G and H to answer
A’s requests and queries. First, system parameters
params and secret/public key pairs are generated by running G and K. Empty array wskp3,2 and empty sets pkg2
and pkg3 are created. The adversary A is of all the secret
keys except SHU’s, and it can make the following requests and queries.

- Set H(1║M║pkg2║pkg3║ω2║r2, r3) ← c3
- Return (r3,2, ps3,2) to A

R1: A requests to interact with u1(SHU) running TD,
and plays the role of {u2, j }n2 running TP. The request is
interrupted by B. B creates an appropriate warrant ω1 and
makes query (0║pk1║pkg2║ω1) to its signing oracle
OS(sk1,·). Upon receiving an answer (skt1,r1), it forwards
(ω1,skt1,r1) to {u2, j }n2 . After a successful run, pkg2 is set

ps3,2

skt2, j  c3

)

mod p

Suppose after the experiment ExpCTPS,A(k), A outputs a
forgery in polynomial time of k such that at least one of
the following events occurs:
E1. CTPID(pσ3) \ pkg3  pkg2 .
E2. CTPID(pσ3) \ pkg 2  pkg3 .
E3. no valid query (M,32,x) to OCTPS(skp3,k(k =
1,3,···,t3),skp3,2[x],·,·,·).
Assume E1 occurs. Since all the coming in and out
channels are wrapped by the adversaries, the query
H(1║M║pkg2║pkg3║ω2║r2, r3) made by A must be
grabbed and responded by c3. By using forking lemma, B
can rewind A to this point and gives A another random
c3'  c3. With non-negligible probability, A produces a
forgery with respect to the same query, such that
g p 3  PKP c3  r3 mod p,

to pkg2∪pkg2.

g p 3  PKP c3  r3 mod p.
'

R2: A requests to interact with {u2, j }n2 running TP,
where u2,2 is the SHU, and plays the role of u1 running
TD. C creates an appropriate warrant ω2 and makes
query (0║pkg2║pkg3║ω2) to its signing oracle
OS(skp2,2,·). Upon receiving an answer (skt2,2, r2), it divides the answer into n3 shares using random polynomial
F2,2(x) and forwards (ω2, skt2,2,k n , r2) to {u3,k }n3 .

( pk3,2e1  g

'

Hence,
g ( p 3  p 3 ) mod q  PKP ( c3 c3 ) mod q mod p,
'

'

PKP  g SKP mod p,
SKP  e2  skg3  e2 (e1 ( skg 2  sk1 )  k1 )  k2 mod q.

R3: A requests to interact with {u3,k }n3 running CTP,

B subtracts e2 · skg3 + e2(e1 · skg2)+ k2 for B knows
skg2 and skg3. Then it obtains  1' = sk1 · e1 + k1 mod q, a
successful Schnorr signature of u1.

where u3,2 is the SHU, and plays the role of U2 running
CTD. When A outputs ω2, skt2,j,2, r2, D verifies them. If
'
all the verifications pass, D stores (ω2, skt2,2
, r2) in the

Assume E2 occurs. The deduction is similar to the
above. However since the SHU is u2,2, the adversary C
'
should subtract the corresponding parts, and obtain  2,2

last unoccupied position of wskp3,2.

= sk2,2 · e1 + k1 mod q, a successful Schnorr signature of
u2,2.
Assume E3 occurs. The deduction is similar to the
above. However since the SHU is u3,2, the adversary D
'
should subtract the corresponding parts, and obtain  3,2

3

pkg3 is set to pkg3  pkg3 .

Q1: A can make a query (M,32,x) to oracle
OCTPS(skp3,k(k = 1,3,···,t3),skp3,2[x],·,·,·). If wskp3,2[x] is
not defined, it returns ⊥. Otherwise, D performs the
following operations:
- Pick a random number c3  Z q .

- Pick a random number ps3,2  Z q .

= sk3,2 · e2 + k2 mod q, a successful Schnorr signature of
u3,2.

- Make a query (0║pkg2║pkg3║ω2,r2) to oracle G and
let e2 be the response.

Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, more and more applications are being developed through distributed object computing middleware, such as
CORBA, their requirements for fault-tolerance, especially real time and critical system, become more and more critical.
Despite almost ten years have passed since the earliest FT-CORBA standard was promulgated by Object Management
Group (OMG), CORBA is still facing many challenges when it is used for distributed applications developing, as the
standard is complex and lack of understanding. This paper focus on the consistency of the replicated object and the
network partition problem, it incorporates a CORBA Replication Voting Mechanism (CRVM) to meet the challenge
which makes a good performance.
Keywords: distributed computing, CRVM, fault-tolerance, replica consistent, networking partition

1. Introduction
The progress of the distributed application system and
object-oriented programming technology has led to distributed object middleware, where objects are distributed
across processors. Typical middleware applications contain sending client objects’ requests and receiving reply
from server objects, which implementing through message sent across the network. The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [1] is a standard for
middleware and it is established by the Object Management Group.
CORBA has become one of the most popular middleware developing technologies, which is supported on
almost every combination of hardware and operating
system in existence. CORBA uses OMG Interface Definition Language (IDL) to define interface for objects,
which is CORBA’s fundamental abstraction mechanism
for separating object interfaces from their implementations. A client only needs to know the IDL interface
without the language-specific implementation of the
server object. Under the CORBA’s standard, clients and
servers can communicate with the TCP/IP-base Internet
Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP), careless of the heterogeneity
in their respective platform and operating system. Clients
are allowed to invoke operation without caring about the
server objects’ physical location. These are attributed to
the ORB, which make clients and servers transparent to
each other’s differences in platform, programming language and location.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

More and more distributed system desire highly-performance, including dependability, efficiency, reliability
etc, thus adding fault-tolerant standard to CORBA becomes more and more pressing. OMG adopted
Fault-Tolerant CORBA standard in the late 1990s
(1999.2 Version1.0, 2001.9 Version2.0). Although almost ten years have passed, due to the diverse set of
fault-tolerance requirements and the large varieties of
distributed applications requiring fault-tolerance, the
current version of FT-CORBA standard compromises on
the number of interfaces, policies, and features it provides. As a result, FT-CORBA vendors are free to provide proprietary extensions [2].
Replication is the most basic way we adopt to achieve
fault tolerance, however it still faces many challenges.
How to maintain replica consistency is a typical problem,
as Fault tolerance will obviously fail if replicas are in
different status during a servicing time. Another problem
is network partition. There is no support for the consistent remerging of the replicas of CORBA objects following a network partition [3]. This paper focuses on
these two problems as mentioned above and it introduces
a voting mechanism CRVM to meet the challenges.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes FT-CORBA standard and existing
fault-tolerance strategies. Section 3 provides the related
work about fault-tolerance in CORBA. Section 4 describes the dynamic voting algorithm in detail. Section 5,
we put forward to vote mechanism (CRVM). Section 6
describes an implementation. Section 7 concludes the
JSEA
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paper.

2. The review of FT-CORBA Standard and
Strategies
2.1 The FT-CORBA Standard
To achieve the purpose of fault-tolerant, FT-CORBA
standard provides three mechanisms: Replication, Fault
Detection and Fault Recover.
1) Replication: There is a Replication Manager (RM)
responsible for replicating objects and distributing the
replications across the system. Each replica has an individual Interoperable Object Reference (IOR) to identify
them，RM itself also has many copies. The replication
styles can be divided into the following two types [4]:
 Passive replication: only one of the server replicas
is designated as the primary one, which responses for the
client’s requests. In the warm passive replication styles,
the remaining passive replicas, called backups, are updated periodically with the primary replica so that one of
them can be selected to replace when the primary one
fails. In the cold passive replication styles, the remaining
backup replicas are “cold”, they would neither process
the client’s requests nor make update with the primary
one. To allow for recovery, the state of the primary replica is periodically checked and stored in a log. Once the
primary replica failed, a backup replica is selected and
initialized from the log to replace as the new primary
one.
 Active replication: all of the server replicas maintain the same state, each one responses to client’s requests. There is no influence when any one of them
failed, keeping the running of replicas without any problem.
2) Fault Detection: Fault Detection implement by FD
which is in charge of detecting the possible failure in the
system and generates related reports. FD is arranged into
a hierarchical structure: object level, process level and
host level due to different detected objects. FD would
generate a fault report to the Fault Notifier (FN) when a
failure is detected, then the FN transmit it to RM and the
objects which have been registered to FN and are interested in it. There are two kinds of detecting styles,
pull-based and push-based.
 pull-based: FD periodically send a message Is_alive
() to the detected objects, which should echo “I_am_alive
()” in the limited time. The objects would be considered
erring in case of the FD did not receive the response in a
certain time, and then FD would send fault report to RM
for handling. It is passive for detected objects to echo,
they won’t return “I_am_alive ()” unless receive FD’s
“Is_alive ()”.
 push-based: In this scheme, it is also known as a
“heartbeat monitor”. The detected object would send the
message “I_am_alive ()” forwardly at set intervals. It is
Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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same to the pull-based styles, the object would be considered erring if FD did not receive the response in a
certain time. It is active for detected objects to send the
message “I_am_alive ()” periodically.
3) Recovery: With FT-CORBA fault-tolerant mechanism, the objects’ state would be logged automatically if
the replica inherit and implement the Checkpoint table
and Updateable interfaces, once receive the notice the
object would be returned to the latest state.

2.2 The Strategies of Existing FT-CORBA System
Generally speaking, research on FT-CORBA and its applications can be divided into the three strategies [5], the
integration strategy, the interception strategy, and the
service strategy, which are described in detail as below:
 Integration strategy: In this strategy it has to modify
the ORB core to provide the necessary fault tolerance
support, thus, it is certain to violate the FT-CORBA
standard.
Because the modification is added to the ORB, application’s interfaces to the ORB remains unchanged, it
implies that the replication of server objects can be made
transparent to the client objects. Electra [6] and Orbix+Isis [7] are examples of the integration strategy.
 Interception strategy: In this strategy, an interceptor
is added into the architecture to capture the system’s call,
and then to modify the request parameter to change the
behavior of the application without the application or the
ORB being aware of the interceptor’s existence and operation, finally repackage the call and deliver it through
multicast. However, the interceptor has to be ported to
every operating system which is intended to run the
CORBA application. The examples of this strategy are
Enternal System [8], and AQuA framework [9], etc.
 Service strategy: This strategy enhances CORBA
through adding a new service which just likes one of
CORBA Common Object Service. In order to achieve
fault tolerance, a set of interfaces are defined to provide
the policies and mechanisms. In other words, fault tolerance can be provided as apart of the standard suite of
CORBA ORBs. Since the CORBA service is a collection
of CORBA object fully above the ORB, the ORB is certainly unnecessary to be modified. However, the application code may require modification for supporting the
fault-tolerance service.
The comparison of different strategies outlined above
is illustrated in Table 1 [3].

2.3 Replication
No matter adopting which kind of strategy to achieve the
purpose of fault-tolerant, replication is the most basic
way, which has been widely applied in distributed systems. The purpose of replication is to provide multiple,
redundant, identical copies, or replicas, of an object so
that the object can continue to provide useful services,
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Table 1. Comparison of three strategies
Strategy

Advantages

Disadvantages

System

Intergration

Transparent to
client applications (Without
modify any
co- de of client
ap- plications)

Bad portable due to
modify ORB and
IDL

Orbix+Isis
Electra

Interception

Without modify ORB and
transparent to
the applications

Interceptor needs to
be ported to every
operating system
which intend to use
it

Eternal

Service

Has a good
portability to
client applications

Sever applications
are lack of transparent.(Program
developer have to
rewrite interface of
the related objects)

DOORS
AQuA

even though some of its replicas fail, or as the processors
hosting some of its replicas fail [10].
This technology duplicates system resources and distributes them into hosts which locate in different places.
Certainly, the status and behavior of the replicas must
been maintaining the same, once a certain replica failed,
the back-up replicas could take over and continue to provide services. This process is transparent to the client
which is not aware of the server object weather has failed
or not since the back-up replicas still keep on proving
service to meet the client’s demand.
Some advantages of replication:
 Enhanced system available: Replicative resource
distribute in different hosts, the remaining replica could
keep on providing service when one certain host failed.
For example, suppose there are n hosts and the error
probability of each host is p, obviously, the available of
the resource could be expressed: 1-pn，it implies that the
more replicas it would be the stronger available.
 Fault-tolerant: it is described above.
Although replication has many advantages, the challenges resulted are also critical .One important issue is
how to ensure the consistency of the replicas. Besides,
there is no good solution to resolve network partition.
The FT-CORBA standard does not provide mechanism
to handle faults due to network partitioning [2].
In this paper we introduce CRVM to resolve the problem mentioned above: replica consistency and network
partition.

3. Related Works
Previous study on fault tolerance has made great help to
FT-CORBA standard which is shown as follows.
Electra [6] was developed at the University of Zurich,
as one of the earliest implementations in accordance with
fault tolerance CORBA standard, which adopted integration strategy to achieve maintaining replica consistency.
It contains a modified ORB core and the Hours toolkit
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

[11] which is exploited to provide reliable totally ordered
group communication mechanisms. In an Electura host, a
CORBA client can request a replicated server object for
operating with out caring about where is the server object
or the number of them, even if the server object exists.
Orbix+Isis [11] was developed by IONA technologies
which is similar to Electra, this product also modifies the
internals of the ORB in order to adjust to Isis toolkit [12]
which provides the reliable ordered multicast protocols.
Besides, Orbix+Isis is the first commercial product
which complies with the standard.
Distributed Object-Oriented Reliable System (DOORS)
[2] which was developed at Lucent technologies, provided a service strategy to manage the object groups and
replica objects. This product was absorbed in passive
replication which employs libraries for the transparent
checkpointing of applications and state recovery.
Eternal [8] which was developed at University of
California, Santa Barbara, adopted interception strategy
to support both active and passive replication styles. The
mechanism implemented in different parts of the Eternal
system together with its logging recovery mechanisms to
ensure strong replica consistency without modifying either the application or the ORB.

4. Dynamic Voting Algorithm
Dynamic voting algorithm [13,14] proposed by two
scholars Sushil Jajodia and Dvid Mutchler is used to
control replication. The algorithm is designed for the
fault-tolerant of replicated database, its major purpose is
to maintain highly-consistency of the database and enhance system available. Actually, it has a good performance in fault-tolerant as well as in maintain consistency
of data.
In our algorithm, we assume that all of the hosts and
networks may go wrong, except for the Byzantium fault.
In other words, the host would stop running without
processing any order once the host failure occurred.
Since the property of replicated database itself can tolerate host fault or process fault, another contribution of the
algorithm is put forward FT strategy to resolve the network partition problem.
It adopts majority decision to determine which part of
network contains more database, called majority partition,
can continue running. In comparison, the remaining database should stop immediately to avoid two parts of
database running simultaneously without communicating
to update for consistency. The remaining database keep
on running may lead to inconsistent, which is illustrated
in Figure 1.
In simple terms, fault-tolerant of this algorithm is to
duplicate data, distribute them to different hosts, and
maintain data consistency through voting method. It
means before accessing to a replica data, a voting step
must be processed to insure the replica data is contained
JSEA
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in the majority partition.
Some parameters are necessary to meet the demand of
the algorithm, which is needed when processing judgment.
 Version Number (VN): an integer, expresses the
update times of the replica data;
 Site Cardinality (SC): an integer, expresses the
number of replica data, i.e. number of hosts that replica is
stored.
 Distinguished Site (DS): a replica data identifier,
which is assigned as primary one.
Client send request to a single replica data without being aware of how does the replica data communicate with
each other, it’s transparent to client. Since every replica
data can process the request from client, it also enhances
the system’s performance. The running diagram of dynamic voting algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.
Algorithm processes and procedures are described as
follows:
1) Set synchronous control: We assume that replica S
receives request operation, it would send Concurrency_Request to remaining replicas at first. This part
achieves synchronous control by using time stamp, thus,
ensure there is only one replica is updated at a certain
time. Bernstein [10] had ever advanced an algorithm to
achieve mutual exclusion in distributed system which is
described in detail as below:
Assume that process Pi wants to enter a critical section,
a new time stamp (TS) would be generated and then (Pi,
TS) would be dispatched to all processes. How does Pi
reply to (Pi, TS), assent or delay depends on the three
factors as showed below:

1).If Pj is just alive in the critical section, it will chose to
delay the response;
2) If Pj is not interested in the critical section, it will reply
immediately;
3) If Pj also wants to enter the critical section, it will compare its TS with Pi’s, obviously if TSj > TSi，send reply
immediately, otherwise delay the reply.

The algorithm mentioned above has several features:
Obtain mutual exclusion function, never get dead lock or
starvation for whether process could enter the critical
section obeys to the value of TS which ensures process
served by FCFS.
2) Send Vote_Request: S execute Lock_Request after
finishing Concurrency_Request, if lock successfully, S
then send Vote_Request to remain replica data, supposed
as Si, otherwise, S must execute termination protocol,
and then do Lock_Request again, if still failed, the operation would be ended.
With executing termination protocol, S would send
Decision_Request (contain DS and request identifier) to
all remaining replica data. The replicas which receive
request then reply whether update operation has finished,
if finished, S then executes Realese_Lock.
3) Return status: Si will lock itself at first when receives Vote_Request, if locked successfully, returns VN
SC DS to S, otherwise, executes termination protocol,
later locks again, if still failed, returns null to S.
4) Determine majority partition: S collects all status
replied by Si, and then executes Is_Distinguished to determine whether the network S is contained in the majority partition which is shown as follows:
m = number of replicas
M = max{VNi: 1≤i≤m} (an integer)
I = {i: VNi =M, 1≤i≤m } (a replica set)
N = {SCi: i∈I} (an integer)

N
If | I | > 2
Figure 1. The network partition fault

Figure 2. The communication among replicated DBs
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N
or (| I | = 2

and DS exists) then

Do_Update
else
end

If S doesn’t belong to majority partition, the update
request has to abort. Firstly, S executes Release_Lock
and sends message “Abort” to Si, and then Si would
execute Release_Lock once receives “Abort”.
If S belongs to majority partition, determines whether
the status of S is the latest first. If negative, S should ask
Si for it through message”Catch_Up”.
5) Response the request and deliver out latest status: S
updates firstly and then executes Do_Updata: VNi+=1,
SCi=m. After that, S delivers message “Commit” (contain Request identifier and status) to Si. Finally, S replies
the result to client.
6) Si will update status once receives “Commit” and
then executes Release_Lock request.
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5. CRVM for FT-CORBA
Despite the dynamic voting algorithm is not designed
especially for CPRBA object fault-tolerant, however,
there are many similarities between replicated database
and replicated object. Our research indicates that dynamic voting algorithm is proper to maintain consistency
of replicated object, resolve network partition, crash failure etc. Thus in this paper we propose a new CORBA
Replication voting mechanism (CRVM) for FT-CORBA.
Figure 3 illustrates the CRVM working graph.
The same as original algorithm, we have to set some
parameters to satisfy judgment demand, which is expressed as follows:
 Object State (OS): an integer used to signify update
time of the object.
 Object Cardinality (OC): an integer used to indicate
how many replica objects exist which maintain the same
status.
 Distinguished Object (DO): an IOR related to an
identified object which is used when CRVM wants to
judge whether current object belongs to the majority partition.
The CRVM is expressed as follows:
[Illustrate]
cur_ser_obj: the current server object which link to
client and raise voting;
alive_obj: the objects reply voting request from
cur_ser_obj;
T: the objects’ time stamp formed by IOR and system
time;
R: client request;
S: status of object.
OM: object management;
OS, OC and DO initiated by OM
status ∈ {null, active, voting, commit, abort}, initially null
lock ∈ {true, false}, initially false
LockedTimeStamp ∈ T, initially null
TimeStamp ∈ T, initially null
RequestList, a table store request and result

[status transfer]
if status == active
send Concurrency_Request to all alive_obj
status = voting
if status == voting
if (!Lock_Request)
send Decision_Request to all alive_obj
if (Lock_Request)
send Vote_Request to all alive_obj
if (majority partition)
store request and result in Request Record
status = commit
else
status = abort
if status = commit
send Commit and object states to all alive_obj
status = idle
if status = abort
send Abort to all alive_obj
status = idle
[request processing]
receive (“Request”,req,ts ), req ∈ R, ts ∈ T
if req not in RequestRecord
status = active
else
return request-record(ts)
receive(“Concurrency_Request”,ts), ts ∈ T
if not conform to Berdtein’s algorithm
waiting
else
return
receive (“Decesion_Request”,ts), ts ∈ T
if ts found in LockRecord
return false
else
return true
receive (“Vote_Request”,ts), ts ∈ T
if (!Lock_Request)
send Decision_Request to all objects
if (Lock_Request)
LockedTimeStamp = ts
store ts in LockRecord
return OS, OC, DO
else
return null
receive (“Commit”,obj),obj ∈ S
lock = false
setup object state
receive (“Abort”)
lock = false

6. Implementation

Figure 3. CRVM between replicas
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FT-CORBA uses redundancy mechanism to achieve
fault-tolerance, replication itself can tolerate process fault
and host fault, our voting mechanism focus on maintaining consistency of replicated object and network partition
fault.
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Figure 4. CRVM voting processing

The process of our voting mechanism is illustrated in
Figure 4.
1) Firstly Client sends a request to server, OM then
chooses a object（maybe a replicated object）to serve it,
for instance we can make it through pinging the fastest
object;
2) The object who receives the request would start
voting mechanism, if the request has been severed then
returns null, if not it sends Concurrency_Request to A2
A3 for synchronous control;
3) Send Voting_Request. A1 executes Lock_Request
itself after finishing Concurrency_Request, case lock
operation successfully, A1 then sends Vote_Request to
A2 A3, otherwise, A1 must execute termination protocol,
and then do Lock_Request again, if still failed, the operation would end this time;
With executing termination protocol, A1 would send
Decision_Request (contain DS and request identifier)to
A1 A2 who receive request then reply whether update
operation has finished, if finished, A1 then execute
Realese_Lock;
A2 A3 would lock itself through Lock_Request when
receive Vote_Request, case lock successfully, return its
VN SC DS to S, otherwise, execute termination protocol,
later lock again, if still failed, return null to A1;
4) Determine majority partition: A1 collects all status
replied by A2 A3, and then executes Is_Distinguished to
determine whether the network A1 contained in the majority partition. According to the result, it decides to send
Commit () or Abort ().
5) A1 returns the result.
The following is an example of CRVM process. We
simulated the ATM depositing and withdrawing money
operation to show how to ensure the consistency of replicated object and resolve network partition fault, IDL
file is shown as follows:
interface atmOperate
{
float inquiry ();
void deposit(in float num);
void withdraw(int float num);
}
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We define three operations: inquiry () deposite (in float
num) and withdraw (in float num). The server-side object
is responsible for deposits withdraws and inquiries business, in order to achieve fault-tolerance, server-side starts
three replicated objects A1 A2 and A3, their status can be
expressed by balance which we set it as S in following
figures. For simplicity, we set an account with its balance
$300.00 and had operated 5 times, the distinguished object is A1. So the initial status of A1 A2 and A3 is illustrated in Figure 5.
When a network partition fault occurred between A1
A2 and A3, after being requested by the operation deposit (500.00), A2 gets synchronous with A1 through
CRVM while A3 remains constant which is illustrated in
Figure 6.
When the fault is removed and a withdraw(300.00)
request is sent to A1, since CRVM would find all normal
objects to participate voting, A3 can re-join voting group
and get synchronous with A1 which is illustrated in Figure7.

Figure 5. Initial status

Figure 6. The status after operation deposit (500.00)

// balance inquiries
// depositing money
// withdrawing money
Figure 7. The status after operation withdraw (300.00)
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“Doors: Towards high-performance fault-tolerant
CORBA,” Proc. Second Int'l Symp. Distributed Objects
and Applications (DOA ’00), pp. 39−48, February 2000.
[3] P. Felber and P. Narasimhan, “Experiences, strategies and
challenges in building fault-tolerant CORBA Systems,”
IEEE Transactions on Computers, Vol. 53, No. 5, May
2004.
[4] S. Mullender, ed., Distributed Systems, Addison-Wesley,
1993.

Figure 8. The status after operation withdraw (100.00)

Sending a withdraw (100.00) request to A1 while A3
gets a crash fault, the result is illustrated as Figure 8.

7. Conclusions
Since distributed applications development, fault-tolerance requirement has become more complex. The existed fault-tolerant technology is facing great challenges,
for example, how to maintain the consistency of the object replication, how to control concurrent implementation and how to resolve network partition etc.
Despite FT-CORBA standard has been adopted by
OMG, there is still a long way to improve it. The
real-world applications is more complex and requires
more stringent, current standard only provide a framework for fault-tolerance and can only be used for very
simple applications. Thus FT-CORBA can not provide a
ready solution for complicated applications now.
In this paper we design the CRVM to maintain the
consistency of replicated object and resolve network partition problem, we will do further study and improvement
on it next step.
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ABSTRACT
The trust plays an extremely important role in online shopping. In order to make online shopping trusty, this paper puts
foreword a new trust model in e-commerce environment GIR-TM (Groups’ Internal Recommendation Trust Model).
First, it regarded the network as a combination of groups, and then did the internal recommendation based on these
groups. The GIR-TM, in the process of recommendation, distinguished clearly between the trust degrees of recommendation node and the trust degrees of recommended node, and then calculated the integrated credibility value of the
recommended node according to the weight of recommendation node in the group, the partial trust degree and the degree of recommendation when the recommendation node recommends the recommended node, and the overall credibility value of recommended node as well. Lastly through listing the experimental data and comparing with the HHRB-TM
(History and Honest Recommendation Based Trust Model) on the same condition, it is verified that GIR-TM is feasible
and effective.
Keywords: E-commerce, Groups, Internal Recommendation, the Credibility Value

1. Introduction
Trust is the basis of co-operation, and it plays an extremely important role in online shopping. At present,
there are still some issues in peer-to-peer trust model,
such as over-reliance on the recommendations of others,
trust calculations’ inaccuracy, difficulty of dealing with
the united malicious attacks, dynamic strategy malicious
nodes and so on [1]. In order to promote e-commerce to
develop stably and quickly, researchers around the world
have done some researches in the field of trust model: M.
H. Hanif Durad et al. [2] discussed how to utilize the
trust management to strengthen its security in the grid
environment. G. Liang et al. [3] discussed how to use the
trust management system such as reputation systems to
solve the trust problem among the users. F. Almenarez et
al. [4] discussed how to use the auto-negotiation technologies to solve the dynamic trust management in general environment. Jøsang A et al. [5] pointed out that in
the P2P environment, the core problem of the trust
mechanism based on the reputation were that: in the
given application, what trust factors are the most appropriately used to infer the measurement of trust and reputatition? How to generate, acquire and aggregate the informCopyright © 2009 SciRes

ation about these trust factors? Whether the trust mechanisms can resist various attacks which are controlled by
strategic individuals? Li Wen [6] put forward a History
and Honest Recommendation Based Trust Model in
Peer-to-Peer Networks, and improved the evaluation algorithm of trust. Chen Xiaoliang [7] classified the impact
factors, built the calculation model of initial trust, and
figured out that Consumers had distrust of web sites and
online stores which is a bottleneck in e-commerce development.
To solve the core problem that consumers are lacking
in trust of e-commerce currently, this paper establishes a
trust model based on the groups’ internal recommendation in E-commerce environment, in which the comprehensive credibility value of recommended node is calculated by the weight of recommendation node in the group,
the partial trust degree when recommendation node recommends recommended node, and the degree of recommendation and the overall credibility value of recommended node. The calculated result can supply the basis
for restraining malicious acts effectively (such as joint
defamation, malicious exaggeration, providing false information, etc.).
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2. GIR-TM
2.1 Group Mechanisms
2.1.1 Group’s Structure
First of all, according to the credibility value of every
node, the peer-to-peer network can be divided into three
small collections [8]:
WholeN  Good , Bad ,  

In which: Good is a collection of nodes with good
credibility value gained through the good service provided to others.
Bad is a collection which is composed of malicious
nodes;
 is a collection of nodes whose credibility are unsure.
When a node p joins in the network, it is put into the
collection  , and its credibility value is 0. The nodes
with good performance can increase their credibility
value into a particular value until it is placed into the
collection Good. On the contrary, if the node performs
badly and its credibility value will be less than 0, then it
will be moved to the collection Bad, meanwhile, the information about its bad performance will be notified in
the whole network. As received the notice, the nodes will
not trade with the notified node any more and then cut
off the connection with it.
Then, the nodes in collection Good will be grouped.
Some nodes in this collection have a certain credibility
value, higher reliability and stability, which compose the
group called Trusted Group (TG), and we assume that its
scale is Q. When the credibility value of a node in collection Good reaches a certain degree, it can set up its own
trust group or apply to join in the existing groups. Those
nodes that have not joined in the TG are put into another
group (AG).
The administrator of a TG is a node which creates the
group initially. Administrators must maintain a connection with all the nodes inside of group, and we assume
that each node in group maintains k as external connection. Administrators can choose which node to join in,
while the node can also choose its trust group. In order to
clarify the information of each trade and the credibility
value of each node in trading, we suggest that it is necessary to establish a Node’s Information (NI) for each
node in the net to record its own series of activities, just

as shown in Table 1.
After a node establishes its own TG, the node needs to
notify its information to the nodes which do not belong
to any TG and the administrators of other trust groups
(TGs). After the administrator of another TG receives the
notice, it will inform the message to the nodes in its own
group.
According to the above strategy, the entire network is
divided into n TGs, collection Bad, collection  , as well
as AG. As shown in Figure 1, we assume that all nodes in
collection Good have entered the trust group, just as the
two trust groups TG1 and TG2 in Figure 1, and A, B respectively represent the administrators of TG1 and TG2,
and the number of their foreign connection is K (K = 1,
2 ... n).
2.1.2 Connection of Nodes
After the node’s credibility value in collection  reaches
a certain trust degree R (the credibility value of collection  ) through the good behavior, it will be moved into
collection Good according to the principle "two-way
choice", that is, the node can choose trust group, and the
administrator selects a node, while the node can choose
to stay in AG, join in or build a TG.
As shown in Figure 1, through transacting with other
nodes, node C’s credibility value satisfies RC  R , then
it can enter the collection Good. When the node C decides to join in the TG1, it needs to send application information to the administrator A, the information includes its ID and the kinds of commodities S c .After receiving the application, the administrator A must carry
out the following steps:
Step1: First of all, calculate the number of the nodes in
TG1, if the number reaches Q, reject the node C’s connection, otherwise continue to Step 2;
Step2: Judge that whether the node c is a malicious
node or not, if it is, refuse its connection, otherwise continue to Step 3;
Step3: The administrator reviews the node C’s credibility value, RTG is the credibility value of TG1, if
1

RTG1 > R c  R  , reject the node C’s connection, other-

wise continue to Step4;
Step4: The node p belongs to TG1, if
kinds of commodities of p satisfies S p 

p  TG1, the
S c , the node C



is allowed to joining in, continue to Step5;

Table 1. The Node’s Information (NI)
Transaction node
Group
ID

Group
Administrator

Value of
credibility

Node’s
ID

Number of
successful

Number of
failure

Credibility
Value

Integrated credibility
value

……
……
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Step5: The administrator allows the node C to join in
TG1, and establishes a connection with the node C;
Step6: C creates connection with all the nodes in this
group and its own NI table.
After C receives the refused news, it can choose other
TG, and repeat the above steps. If it is rejected by all
administrators, it can set up its own group or stay in AG.
2.1.3 Departure of Nodes
Nodes’ departure has two ways: one is active departure,
and the other is passive departure. Active departure can
withdraw from the peer-to-peer actively when the node
completes the transactions. If the node is also the administrator, before it leaves, it will choose the node with the
highest credibility value in the group as administrator,
and copy the information of the group to it. Passive departure happens when a node’s credibility value is less
than the credibility value of the group, and the administrator ejects it out of the trust group, and puts it into collection Bad.

2.2 Internal Recommendation Mechanisms
2.2.1 Recommendation Ideas
As same as the real life, and on the basis of the Trust
Group, the basic framework of GIR-TM is established, as
shown in Figure 2,
In the Figure 2, the closed circle equals to a TG, in
which each node (A, B, and C…) has its own transaction
nodes. In order to clarify the information of each transaction and the credibility value of each transaction node,
we proposed to establish a table called Node's Information (table NI) for every node. The table NI includes the
ID, administrators of the group where the node stays, and
the credibility value of node, as well as the transaction
information such as the ID of other transactions nodes,
the number of successful transactions and one of failed
transactions, the credibility value of other nodes and the
integrated credibility value (the calculation of the integrated credibility value is referred to the following section) after transacting. Assuming that A has transacted
with the node E and with the completion of each

Figure 2. Basic framework of groups’ internal recommendation trust model

transaction, the node A will refresh its own NI table (this
NI table is to be shared, the shared region is the integrated credibility value with a recommendation tip sign),
and then through comparing to judge whether the integrated credibility value of E meets the requirements or
not, that is, if the integrated credibility value of E is
greater than the overall credibility value of the group
which includes node A, it will be signed with the recommended tip, which will be shared by the other nodes
in this group, otherwise, giving up their recommendation.
2.2.2 Calculation of the Integrated Credibility Value
In order to calculate the Integrated Credibility Value of
GIR-TM in Figure 2, we firstly introduced the following
3 definitions [9] about the partial trust, the degrees of
recommendation, and the integrated credibility value:
Definition2.1 partial trust: L u  v represents the partial view of the node U on node V, which directly comes
from the historical transaction experience between them,
given that
Lu  v 

Copyright © 2009 SciRes

(1)

In which, S uv represents the number of successful
transaction with node V in view of U;
N uv represents the number of total transactions between U and V within the last interval time t ( t is
illustrated that the trust model pay more attention to the
time limit of the nodes’ behavior). If N uv = 0, then
Lu  v = 0.
Definition 2.2 the degrees of Recommendation: the
degrees of recommendation how node X recommends the
node V is calculated as follows:
R x v 

Figure 1. Network schematic of trust group-based

S UV
Nuv

S xv  F xv
S xv  F xv

(2)

In which, Fuv represents that in node U’s view, the
number of failure transaction with node V. If Sxv + Fxv =0,
then set R x  v =0. Or if Sxv - Fxv <0, then set R x  v =0. As
shown in definition 2.2, if the nodes perform badly in the
trading, and gain poor assessment from others, then his
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credibility value will not be increased, but drastically
reduced. So to some extent, this way can restrain the malicious acts of malicious nodes.
Definition 2.3 the integrated credibility degree: set
Gu  v representing the projection of the trust level
which node U trusts node V (U  V) in the trust scope λ:
Gu  v =

[

Lu  v +

(1-  ) Tv ]  

(3)

Here Tv is the overall credibility degree of the node V,
Tv <1. In which, α is a constant and 0 <α <1, and λ is the
trust scope, λ > 1.
Based on the quantitative description of the trust mentioned above, Document [6] put forward a HHRB-TM
(History and Honest Recommendation Based Trust
Model) in Peer-to-Peer Networks, and the corresponding
integrated trust credibility value is calculated as the Formula (4):
Gu  v = u Lu  v +

N

(1- u )  (  Rxv  Crx ) (4)
i 1

In which, Crx is the credibility value of node X, u
[10] is a weight factor about node U referring to its own
direct history transaction experience. u is dynamic, and
changes with the time or the number of transactions.
But the Formula (4) does not consider the weight of
recommendation node, and the role of the node with high
credibility value does not play completely. Aiming at
such problem, this paper put forward the definition of
comprehensive weights, and the calculation formula is:
Definition 2.4 comprehensive weights: set Gt x as
comprehensive weights of a trust group, and the calculation formula is:
Gt x =

Crx
m

 Cr

(5)

i

i 1

Here Crx

is the credibility value of node X,

m

 Cr is the sum of the credibility value of all the nodes
i

i 1

in the group in which node X is included.
According to the principle of the higher credibility
value, the higher credibility, the more accurate recommendation information, and then the bigger contribution
rate, the weight of recommendation node is added into
the calculation of the credibility value of recommended
node, just as:
Ct v = Gt x

 R x  v  Crx

(6)

In which, Gt x is comprehensive weight of the trust
group in which the recommendation node X is included;
R x  v is the recommending evaluation that recom-
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mendation Node X puts foreword on the recommended
node V;
Crx is the overall credibility value of recommended
node.
Ct v is gained by the feedback information about the
Node V’s recommendation, Ct v  1;
Combining the partial trust with recommendation trust
through (7):
Gu  v ’= u Lu  v +(1- u ) Ct v

(7)

In which, Gu  v ’is the integrated credibility value to
represent how the node U recommends node V;
Lu  v represents accumulated direct history transaction experience when the node U transacts join with node
V;
So, the integrated credibility value is as follows:
Gu  v ’= u Lu  v + (1- u ) Gt x

 R x  v  Cr x

(8)

3. Model Validations
We compared HHRB trust model with the trust model
GIR in this article in the same experiment situation. In
order to verify the model, enumerating 20 groups of experimental data, and assuming S uv =380， N uv =430，
u =0.9.
These 20 groups of experimental data include the
number of successful transactions S xv , the number of
failure transactions Fxv and the credibility value of each
node Crx . Each group of experimental data is listed randomly, because the GIR-TM is based on the TG. We
could think the nodes in the group are reliable, and the
failure rata is smaller, and then we could abide the principle that the listed data of the failure transactions number is always less than the successful transactions number, in addition, the failure transactions number needs to
be much less. And the Crx of each node needs to be
more than 0.5 (because every node is in the TG and
should have a higher credibility value, and we assume
that the threshold value of each TG’s credibility value is
0.5). As the real life, the reputable people will form a
group, and they are all reliable to have much more possibility to transact each other successfully. In generally,
these experimental data are realistic and are shown in
Table 2:
The experimental results in Figure 3 are calculated
according to Table 2. As shown in Figure 3 (GN is group
number), although the integrated credibility value of the
HHRB model fluctuates sometimes, the integrated credibility values obtained by the HHRB model and the GIR
model are more or less the same, just between 0.8825
and 0.8838. So it can be concluded that the GIR-TM is
verified to be feasible and effective.
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Table 2. Experimental data

1
2
3
4
5

Sxv

Fxv

Crx

250
60
80
99
59

3
1
1
0
1

0.6
0.7
0.57
0.73
0.82

6
7
8
9
10

Sxv

Fxv

Crx

79
301
123
161
83

1
3
2
1
1

0.91
0.68
0.73
0.88
0.79

11
12
13
14
15

Sxv

Fxv

Crx

31
173
92
182
259

0
0
1
2
2

0.65
0.92
0.835
0.72
0.935

16
17
18
19
20

Sxv

Fxv

Crx

283
291
68
136
197

2
3
1
0
1

0.95
0.98
0.74
0.9
0.54
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ABSTRACT
The precision of multi-axis machining is deeply influenced by the tracking error of multi-axis control system. Since the
multi-axis machine tools have nonlinear and time-varying behaviors, it is difficult to establish an accurate dynamic
model for multi-axis control system design. In this paper, a novel adaptive fuzzy sliding model controller with dynamic
compensation is proposed to reduce tracking error and to improve precision of multi-axis machining. The major advantage of this approach is to achieve a high following speed without overshooting while maintaining a continuous
CNC machine tool process. The adaptive fuzzy tuning rules are derived from a Lyapunov function to guarantee stability
of the control system. The experimental results on GJ-110 show that the proposed control scheme effectively minimizes
tracking errors of the CNC system with control performance surpassing that of a traditional PID controller.
Keywords: Fuzzy Sliding Control, Adaptive, Compensation Control, Tracking Error

1. Introduction
While basic machine tool errors form one of the major
sources of inaccuracy in multi-axis machining, achieving
high precision in actual machine tool performance also
critically depends upon dynamic performance of the individual axis controllers [1]. Axis controllers in processing of CNC machining need to synchronize multi-axis
motions to generate the required machined surface [2]. In
general, each particular machine tool axis has its own
position and velocity, being driven separately along the
desired tool path generated by the interpolator of the
CNC system. When multi-axis machine tools are machining linear segments in “step” mode, the impact of
tracking error on machining accuracy is not a serious
problem. Otherwise, it would be difficult to eliminate
tracking errors while tracking the axial position command, which then contributes to contour error formation.
This situation would be especially problematic on the
conditions of continuous processing of the multi-axis
machining. As one example, Figure 1 provides an illustration indicating the influence of tracking error in a
2-axis system while machining in the “auto” mode. The
interpolator is responsible for generating the ideal position commands for coordinated movement of the axes,
which are indicated by positions Bi and Bi+1. Guided by
the interpolator, the axis controller manages the task of
controlling the movement of a particular axis. The actual
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

machining points of Ai and Ai+1 then correspond to interpolation points Bi and Bi+1 due to the tracking error.
Accordingly, the tracking error is about |Bi-Ai| and
|Bi+1-Ai+1|, thus the machining error is |BD|, which is
called contour error, and is the result of the tracking error
of each axis.
Over the past several decades, many advanced controllers have been designed which attempt to rectify these
tracking errors. Some examples of these include the
self-tuning fuzzy PID type controller [3−4], fuzzy sliding
controller [5], adaptive sliding controller with self-tuning
fuzzy compensation [6−10], adaptive neural fuzzy control [11], fuzzy controller and turning algorithm [12], and
self-tuning fuzzy logic controller [13].



Figure 1. The influence of tracking error
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Overshooting and oscillation of the multi-axis controller are special concerned in the article. Since it is difficult
to establish an accurate dynamic model of the multi-axis
machine tools, here, a novel adaptive fuzzy sliding model
controller with dynamic compensation is proposed. The
advantages of this model include its capacity to reduce
tracking error, thus contour error and improve multi-axis
machining precision.

2. Adaptive Fuzzy Sliding Controller with
Dynamic Compensation
Adaptive fuzzy sliding controller with dynamic compensation is the core of the multi-axis CNC system. The basic function of this system is to generate the position of
servo axes of multi-axis machine tools. Digital encoder
feedbacks servo to monitor the position of the servo motor to the CNC system referred to as the actual axis location of the machine tool. Interpolation of the CNC system generates the ideal trajectory of each axis, which is
called the ideal location of axis of the machine tools.
While avoiding overshooting and oscillation in CNC
machining, the main role of the adaptive fuzzy sliding
controller with dynamic compensation is to minimize the
tracking error, as computed by the actual versus ideal
locations (Figure 2). The adaptive fuzzy sliding controller with dynamic compensation is a steady-state control
system that includes two components - the dynamic
compensation and adaptive fuzzy sliding control.

2.1 Dynamic Compensation
Dynamic compensation is calculated from an array of
parameters including computing of tracking error, deadzone of tracking error, parameters of dynamic compensation and compensation control. The purpose of these determinations is to minimize tracking error of the CNC
machining tools (Figure 3).
adaptive fuzzy sliding controller
with dynamic compensation
dynamic
compensation
interpolation R+
points

C-

adaptive
fuzzy sliding
control

amplifiers
DAC

motor

encoder
software

hardware

Figure 2. The servo axis control system using adaptive fuzzy
sliding controller with dynamic compensation

Figure 3. The frame of dynamic compensation
Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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2.1.1 Computing Tracking Error
The method used for computing tracking error consists of
calculating tracking error in each interpolation cycle
based on the actual versus ideal locations of the CNC
machining tool, as expressed in the following formula:

ei  pi  ci

(1)

where ei (ei X , eiY , eiZ , ei A , eiB , eiC ) is the tracking error in
the ith interpolation cycle, pi ( xi , yi , zi , ai , bi , ci ) is the
position of the ideal location coordinate of the ith interpolation cycle, ci ( xi , yi , zi , ai , bi , ci ) is the position of the
actual location coordinate of the ith interpolation cycle,
as indicated by the digital encoder.
2.1.2 Deadzone of Tracking Error
The deadzone of tracking error parameter is used to define a range, in which dynamic compensation is not used.
The calculation of this parameter is based on the assumption that the maximal distance between the actual locations of multi-axis and the corresponding interpolation
positions of multi-axis is within an interpolation step
when the program is running at the programming velocity. That is:
ei  v  t
(2)
where ei is defined as presented in Equation (1), t is
the interpolation cycle time of the multi-axis CNC system, v is the programming velocity of the particular
workpiece program. It has been proven by Rogier that
the trajectory planner makes the maximal interpolation
error [14], expressed by emax , when it passes the adjacent
program with programming velocity. Since the maximal
interpolation error is accepted by the operator of CNC
system, it can be applied to bound the dynamic compensation of tracking error, and be referred to as the deadzone of the tracking error. If, and only if, the tracking
error is greater than emax, the dynamic compensation is
active. Practical experience shows that the pursuit of reducing the tracking error to zero easily leads to vibration
and overshooting in multi-axis machining, so the introduction of a deadzone of tracking error is conducive to
the stability of multi-axis controller.
2.1.3 Parameters of Dynamic Compensation
The overshooting of multi-axis machine tools will result
in oversize cutting. Since this is unacceptable for high
precision machining, dynamic compensation needs to
avoid overshooting and vibration of the multi-axis CNC
system. Parameters of dynamic compensation include the
following principles:
1) The parameters of dynamic compensation are zero
when the velocity of trajectory planning is zero.
2) The parameters of dynamic compensation are zero
when the tracking error achieves the constraint of the
deadzone, defined by chapter 2.1.2.
3) The parameters of dynamic compensation can inJSEA
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crease in a step-wise manner when the multi-axis CNC
system is running in an acceleration phase.
4) The parameters of dynamic compensation require a
step-wise reduction when the multi-axis CNC system is
running in a deceleration phase.
5) The parameters of dynamic compensation achieve a
peak value when the multi-axis CNC system is running
in the programming velocity.
Based on the principles of dynamic compensation, the
following function can be selected as the parameter of
dynamic compensation:

compi 

vi
 ei
v

lei  emax

(3)

Where vi is the velocity in the ith trajectory cycle, lei is
the length of the tracking error of multi-axis in the trajectory cycle, defined by Equation (4), compi (compi X ,
compiY , compiZ , compiA , compiB , compiC ) if the parameter of

dynamic compensation is in the trajectory cycle.
lei  ei X 2  eiY 2  eiZ 2  ei A 2  eiB 2  eiC 2

(4)

2.1.4 Compensation Control
The output of the adaptive fuzzy sliding controller with
dynamic compensation for multi-axis machining proposed in this paper can be expressed by the following
equation:
ucol  uc  u
(5)
Where ucol is the total output of the position controller of
the multi-axis CNC system, ucis the output of the dynamic compensation controller and u is the output of the
adaptive fuzzy sliding controller. We can define the rules
for compensation control as follows:
lei  emax
uc  k p  compi

0  lei  emax
uc  0

(6)

Where kp is the proportional gain of the CNC system,
while the meanings of other variables are presented as
Equation (3), (4) and (5).
The dynamic compensation controller adds a compensation variable to each axis according to the vector of the
multi-axis tracking error. It can produce a rapid reduction
in the tracking error while simultaneously reducing the
frequency of adjusting parameters of the adaptive fuzzy
sliding controller. In addition, the dynamic compensation
controller can improve the stability of the numerical
multi-axis control system.

2.2 Adaptive Fuzzy Sliding
There exist a number of nonlinearities and uncertainties
in the multi-axis control system. These result from structural or unstructured uncertainties, such as backlash,
saturation and friction. It is very difficult to establish the

Copyright © 2009 SciRes

boundary for these nonlinearities and uncertainties in the
CNC system, particularly in a multi-axis system. Dynamic compensation parameters are changed according
to the trajectory velocity and therefore can contribute to
an increase in the uncertainty of the multi-axis system.
As an approach to rectify these problems, an adaptive
fuzzy sliding control structure is proposed. This structure
is referred to as adaptive fuzzy sliding controller with
dynamic compensation since it incorporated the dynamic
compensation algorithm discussed above.
Dynamic systems with multiple kinds of nonlinearities
and uncertainties, such as multi-axis machine systems,
can be expressed as the following Formula [15–17]:
x ( n ) (t )  fˆ ( X , t )  f ( X , t )  u
(7)


Where X  ( x, x,......., x ( n 1) )T is the state of the system
and u  R n and x  R n are the control inputs and outputs of the system, respectively. The nonlinear model
system consists of the reference model fˆ ( X , t ) and multiple nonlinearities and uncertainties f ( X , t ) , which
include the dynamic compensation and inherent nonlinear characteristics of the multi-axis CNC system. A hypothesis can be proposed based on:
f ( x, t )  F ( x, t )

(8)

The time-varying sliding surface is defined as:
d

s ( x, t )     
dt



n 1

e  0.

(9)

It is referred to as the sliding switching line in 2D
space, where λ is a positive constant and
e  X  X d  (e, e,..., e ( n 1) )T is the tracking error vector.
In general, when considering second-order system as
an example, the ideal fuzzy sliding control law is:

u*   fˆ ( X , t )  xd  e  k ( x, x ) sat ( s,  )

(10)

Where k ( x, x ) and sat ( s,  ) are defined as:


k ( x, x )    F ( x )

s   1
1,

1  s   1
sat ( s,  )   s  ,
1,
1
s



(11)

(12)

And η is a positive constant, while φ is the thickness of
the boundary layer.
Suppose:
2

 ( x) 



m1

i 1
m2

Aili

( xi )

2

 (  A li ( xi ))
l1 1 l2 1

i 1

(13)

i
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Figure 4. The program for test

Where the adaptive law of fuzzy sliding controller can be
designed as [18]:


 ＝ eT p2 ( x)

(14)

And γ is a positive quantity, P is a definite symmetric
matrix and P2 is the final array of the definite symmetric
matrix P. Stability of the adaptive fuzzy sliding controller is guaranteed by the Lyapunov function.

3. Experiment
The experimental platform is a multi-axis CNC system,
referred to as GJ-310 CNC. This system is based on the
PC architecture, in which the servo board and the I/O
board are connected by the SSB bus. The adaptive fuzzy
sliding controller with dynamic compensation described
above is used as an axis position controller in the motion
control component of the GJ-310 CNC.
We selected a program with a simultaneous 5-axis
moving to test the proposed adaptive fuzzy sliding controller as shown in Figure 4. The program consisted of a
micro-line segment, whose length was approximately
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1mm. Corners which were present between the small line
segments enabled for an easy detection of the tracking
error effect upon machining accuracy.

3.1 Experimental Parameters
The parameter settings of the GJ-310: the axis number is
6, the encoder input equivalent is 16384, the servo periodical time is 2ms, the interpolation cycle time is 2ms,
the maximal error is 0.2mm, the maximal shape error is
0.05mm, and the other parameters are shown as table 1.
According to established guidelines of adjusting numerical control machines, we obtained the control rules,
as shown in table 2. Triangle membership functions of
the input variables are shown in Figure 5.

3.2 Experiment Results
When machining the program (Figure 4) with the GJ-310
CNC system, while separately using the adaptive fuzzy
sliding controller with dynamic compensation and the
PID controller, we can get the position of each axis, as
shown in Figure 6. In Figure 6, series 1 is the ideal position of each axis generated by the trajectory planner (indicated with a dot), series 2 is the actual position of each
axis generated by the PID controller (indicated with a
dash) and series 3 is the actual position of each axis generated by the adaptive fuzzy sliding controller with dynamic compensation (indicated with a solid). We obtained the tracking errors of each axis as shown in Figure
7, where series 1 is the tracking error generated by the
PID controller (indicated with a dot) and series 2 is the
tracking error generated by the adaptive fuzzy sliding
controller with dynamic compensation (indicated with a
solid). Note, the starting position of the program is indicated by -1mm, 215mm, -150mm, 86mm, -91mm.

3.3 Experimental Analysis
From Figure 6 it is clear that the adaptive fuzzy sliding

Table 1. The parameters of GJ-310 CNC
category
Parameters
D/A channel
Encoder channel
Proportional gain
Integral gain
Differential gain
Maximum velocity
Maximum error
Output offset
Jog velocity
Transfer velocity
Maximum voltage
Jog acc-time
Transfer acc-time

Copyright © 2009 SciRes

axis X

Axis Y

Axis Z

units

Axis A

Axis B

Axis C

units

1
1
33.33
0.1
0.01
30000
15
0.1099
18000
20000
8
400

2
2
33.33
0.1
0.01
40000
15
0.2004
18000
20000
8
400

3
3
33.33
0.1
0.01
40000
15
0.1061
18000
20000
8
400

mm/min
mm
mm
mm/min
mm/min
v
ms

5
5
33.33
0.1
0.01
20000
10
0.1796
15000
15000
8
600

6
6
33.33
0.1
0.01
25000
10
0.2083
15000
17000
8
600

8
8
33.33
0.1
0.01
30000
10
-0.1091
15000
18000
8
600

deg/min
arcmm
arcmm
deg/min
deg/min
v
ms

400

400

400

ms

600

600

600

ms
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Table 2. The control rules
The output u

The
Tracking
Error
e

4. Conclusions

Error change rate ∆e
LN

MN

SN

ZZ

SP

MP

LP

LP

LP

LP

LP

MP

SP

SP

SP

LP

LP

LP

LP

MP

MP

LP

SP

ZZ

SP

SP

SP

LP

MP

MP

LP

ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

ZZ

SN

LN

MN

MN

SN

SN

SN

ZZ

MN

LN

LN

MN

MN

SN

SN

SN

LN

LN

LN

LN

LN

LN

LN

LN

Strictly speaking, the CNC system typically has more
than one axis. Therefore, an ideal linear system is not
available. In this way, research is directed at resolving
nonlinearity and uncertainty control problems of multiaxis machining tools, and reducing tracking errors of
multi-axis. CNC systems have important implications for

Figure 5. The triangle membership functions of the input
variables

controller with dynamic compensation and the PID controller produce nearly identical ending points. Moreover,
use of the adaptive fuzzy sliding controller with dynamic
compensation results in smooth control, thereby producing an accurate tracking of the trajectory with no overshooting or vibration in the machining.
From Figure 7 it is apparent that the adaptive fuzzy
sliding controller with dynamic compensation can reduce
tracking errors of each servo axis. As one example of the
program, an examination of axis Z which has the longest
moving trajectory, provides for a means of comparison of
the effects between the two controllers. The adaptive
fuzzy sliding controller with dynamic compensation reduced the tracking error by almost 44% of the PID controller and the tracking error of axis C, whose moving
trajectory was the shortest in the example of program,
was reduced by about 19% of the PID controller.
From the above simulation results, the proposed adaptive fuzzy sliding controller with dynamic compensation
demonstrates a perfect performance, which can abolish
effects of the system trace performance caused by tracking nonlinearities and uncertainties disturbances. In this
way, the control system can produce a high degree of
precision in multi-axis machining.
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

Figure 6. The position of each axis
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Figure 7. The tracking error of each axis
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ABSTRACT
WS-Notification bundle of standards, WS-BaseNotification, WS-Topics, and WS-BrokeredNotification, can be used as a
general purpose publish/subscribe interface for Service Oriented Architectures. We provide an overview of the
WS-Notification specification and describe a modified publish and subscribe model based on WS-Notification. The
model is an adaptive policy-driven notification framework that can help enterprises to meet the flexibility and responsiveness requirements of the enterprise. With the modified publish/subscribe model, information consumers can dynamically and declaratively create and configure entities on their behalves to manage their distribution requirements.
Keywords: WS-Notification, Publish/Subscribe, Notification Broker Service, Notification Consumer Proxy Service

1. Introduction

2. WS-Notification

In a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), there is often
a need to monitor situations. This occurs to a computer
management perspective or a much more broad scope of
keeping up to date on real world events such as weather,
financial transactions, etc. To monitor these events, a
client can poll status changes or subscribe for status
changes. In polling case, the client is configured to actively ask the resource for its latest state. The more frequently the client polls state, the more likely the client
has an accurate resource representation. However, frequent polling requires both of bandwidth and resources
to handle the connection. Thus polling is useful when
monitoring timeliness is not an issue or network and
hardware resources are abundant. But in the SOAP world,
polling is less common as a client typically receives requests from the producer of events. With this peer to peer
style, a publish/subscribe system can be created. In this
system, the client requests that notifications be sent when
they occur. This reduces the latency between the event
occurring and the client processing.
WS-Notification has been standardized by OASIS and
it is a standard that can solve this business problem of
event distribution in heterogeneous complex event processing systems. It specifies an interface for consumer to
subscribe, filter notifications, and manage subscriptions.
It is also for publishers to send notifications. Further, it
describes a notification broker to allow for scaling of the
system [1].

Associated with the WS-Resource Framework, IBM,
Sonic, and other companies introduced a family of related specifications called WS-Notification. The basic
idea behind WS-Notification is to standardize the way
that a Web service can notify interested parties (other
Web services) that something of interest has happened. It
is not meant to replace all messaging infrastructure such
as low latency buses, industry standards, or existing infrastructure like JMS. However, WS-Notification systems should be able to integrate with these systems
through simple adapters.
Obviously, the key value to WS-Notification is its
ability as a standard to allow for greater interoperability
with a greater number of vendors and, thus, a lower cost
for implementation. The key features of WS- Notifications allow for it to be used as well in general purposes
publish/subscribe situations. It defines a unified message
format to achieve interoperability between kinds of systems, procedures and components in different platforms
and systems, and it defines a set of a standard Web services approach using a topic-based publish/subscribe
notification pattern .
WS-Notification family is made up of the following
three components [2]: WS-Topics, WS-BaseNotification
and WS-BrokeredNotification. Figure 1 shows the relationship between them.
Based on the WS-Notification, the publish/subscribe
model is needed to handle the real-world information
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integration scenario by allowing a subscriber to specify
on behalf of an information consumer filtering rules and
policy constraints, not only to select what types of messages or contents the subscriber wants the consumer to
receive, but also to specify transformation, scheduling,
distribution, and other constraints to be applied to selected messages before they reach the consumer. The
architecture must enable the generation (on behalf of
consumer) of a proxy service, or agent, which includes
the engines to enforce and manage these constraints at
run-time. The proxy service can receive the messages on
behalf of the information consumer and apply the specified constraints to the message before delivering it to its
consumer [3].

2.1 WS-Topics
The WS-Topics specification [4] defines a mechanism to
organize and categorize items of interest for subscription
known as "topics." This is achieved by associating each
notification with a topic, and means that subscribers can
define the specific category of event that they are interested in hearing about. A web service can publish a set of
topics used to organize and categorize a set of notification messages that clients can subscribe, and receive a
notification whenever the topic changes.
WS-Topics are very versatile, as they even allow us to
create topic trees, where a topic can have a set of child
topics. By subscribing to a topic, a client automatically
receives notifications from all the descendant topics
(without manual subscribing to each of them). As part of
the publication of a notification-message, the publisher
associates it with one or more topics.
WS-Topics also provide a coarse-grained filtering
mechanism which allows large sets of uninteresting notifications to be excluded quickly. For example, in a sport
results scenario a subscriber can indicate that he or she is
only interested in receiving notifications about football,
which excludes any events about baseball or hockey.
More fine-grained control of filtering can be achieved
using other filtering mechanisms, such as the message
content filter defined in WS-BaseNotification. For example, by selecting only those football games in which
the home team beat the away team. In many situations,
the topic does not actually appear in the body of the notification message itself since the classification of the notification is made at a higher level than the generation of
the notification content.
In order to avoid naming collisions, and to facilitate
interoperation between independently developed Notification Producers and Subscribers, every WS-Notification
Topic is assigned to an XML Namespace. The set of
Topics associated with a given XML Namespace is
termed a Topic Namespace.

Copyright © 2009 SciRes

2.2 WS-BaseNotification
The WS-BaseNotification specification defines the standard Web services interfaces for Notification Producers
and Notification Consumers. It includes standard message exchanges to be implemented by service providers
who wish to act in these roles, along with operational
requirements expected by them. Notification producers
have to expose a subscribing operation that notification
consumers can use to request a subscription. Consumers,
in turn, have to expose a notify operation that producers
can use to deliver the notification [5,6]. Figure 2, “A
typical WS-Notification interaction” shows that the five
primary entities how to work together to pass data
through the WS-BaseNotification. Initially, the subscriber is responsible for setting up a subscription between the NotificationProducer Web service and a NotificationConsumer Web service. This subscription is
managed by the SubscriptionManager Web service
working on behalf of the producer. Subsequently, when a
Situation is observed by the Publisher, the Publisher creates a notification message and passes it to the NotificationProducer. It is the responsibility of the producer to
establish whether the notification message matches the
registered subscription or not, and, if so, send the notification message to the consumer.

2.3 WS-BrokeredNotification
Even in the simplest publish/subscribe environment, the
amount of connections and boot strapping information
can grow very quickly. If there are only 2 publishers and
2 consumers, and each consumer wants to be notified
from each publisher, 4 connections need to be set up.

Figure 1. Relationship between WS-Topics, WS- aseNotification and WS-BrokeredNotification

Figure 2. A typical WS-Notification interaction
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Add one more consumer and you now have 6 connections. The number of connections starts to grow very
quickly as more distributors and consumers are added;
the required number of connections for m publishers and
n consumers are m×n connections. To simplify this topology, WS-Notification standardizes a notification broker which acts as an intermediary between publishers and
consumers. Here, publishers and consumers are decoupled from each other and substitute only required boot
strap information to the broker. Therefore, in the scenario
of m publishers and n consumers, the required number of
connections is m + n.
The WS-BrokeredNotification specification extends
the definitions made in the WS-BaseNotification specification to define the concept of NotificationBroker,
which is an intermediary service to those producers and
consumers can connect in order to pass notifications.
Critically, the NotificationBroker is capable of accepting
subscription requests from consumers, as well as receiving notification messages from producers. The broker is
then responsible for matching the notifications with the
subscriptions and sending them to the consumer. In this
way, the broker takes on more painstaking functions of
the producer, freeing developers of producer applications
to concentrate on the business task of observing situations and generating the appropriate notifications without
worrying about the challenge but mechanical task of
managing subscriptions and matching them to notifications. Advantages of the brokered notification pattern are
as follows:
 Relieves the publisher of having to implement
message exchanges associated with the notification producer. For example, managing subscriptions (SubscriptionManager) and distributing notifications (NotificationProducer).
 Avoids the need for synchronous communications
between the producer and the consumer.
 Can reduce the number of inter-service connections
and references.
 Acts as a finder service. For example, if a new publisher is added that publishes notification x, a consumer
does not have to issue a new subscription if it has already
subscribed to the broker with x.
 Provides anonymous notification, which means that
publishers and consumers do not need to be aware of
each other’s identity.
In many scenarios, the NotificationBroker service is
implemented by a middleware provider, ensuring that the
brokering facilities are written to enterprise quality expectations and often provide additional value-add services over and above the basic definition of the service,
for example, logging, transformation, or quality of service enhancements above those required by the specification [7]. As shown in Figure 3, “A typical brokered
WS-Notification interaction”, the producer must register
Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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Figure 3. A typical brokered WS-Notification interaction

Figure 4. The Publish/Subscribe architectural model

with the broker and publish its topics there. The subscriber must also subscribe through the broker, not directly with the producer. Finally, when a notification is
produced, it is delivered to the consumer through the
broker.

3. Publish/Subscribe Model Based on
WS-Notification
The modified publish/subscribe model is as shown in
Figure 4. It extends the basic publish and subscribe pattern by extending the subscription capabilities to include
the specification of transformation, distribution, and
scheduling constraints as part of publish and subscribe
subscription [8].
Additionally, this architecture enables non-pub/subenabled systems (that is, information consumers which
are not able to consume notification messages of the
pub/sub system) to participate in the pub/sub pattern by
allowing the model to dynamically create a proxy service
to receive pub/sub notifications on behalf of the consumer. This is the Notification Consumer Proxy Service
(NCPS) shown in Figure 4, which also manages the distribution of notifications to the consumer based on the
transformation, distribution, and scheduling constraints
specified by the consumer upon subscribing.
As shown, the model highlights the following components:
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Notification producer: Contains information of interest for consumer. Good examples of information producers are systems that manage business information for an
enterprise and include master data stores for customer,
product, order information, and so on, in addition to enterprise operational data stores.
Notification consumer: Depends on and must consume information from an information producer. For
example, many enterprise business applications like order fulfillment systems depend on data from the business
information sources.
Subscriber: Requests creation of a subscription. It
sends a subscribe request message to a notification broker (pub/sub broker). The subscribe request message
identifies a notification consumer. A subscription is an
entity that represents the relationship between an information consumer and an information producer. It records
the fact that the consumer is interested in some or all of
the notifications that the producer can provide. It can
contain filter expressions, and may be long-running or
have a limited lifetime.
Publisher: Creates notification message instances. A
publisher receives information from entities in the information producer that monitor and detect a situation. A
situation is an occurrence that is noted by one party and
is of interest to other parties. A notification is a one-way
message that conveys information about a situation to
other services.
Notification broker service: Performs a notification
broker function between notification consumers and notification producers, and it is responsible for sending notifications to the appropriate consumers. It also acts as a
subscription manager and manages requests to query,
delete, or renew subscriptions.
Notification Consumer Proxy Service (NCPS): Receives notifications from the notification broker on behalf of the information consumer. Typically, the consumer is not able to receive notification messages, hence
the need for this service to act on its behalf, collect the
notifications, perform some business logic (if the scenario calls for it), enforce the transformation, scheduling,
and distribution constraints for the consumer, and then
send the results to the consumer.
Adapter: An entity that enables the interaction with an
information consumer.
To demonstrate the publish/subscribe model, event
distribution was applied to solve a situation of
teacher-student interaction. The situation occurs when
students have questions to ask teacher. WS-Notification
was used in the scenario for the notifications from the
student to the broker and from the broker to the teacher.
This was done through a number of different steps:
1) The teachers registered their interest with the broker.
2) The students were either configured to send notifi-
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cations to the broker or configured to register themselves
as a publisher to the broker.
3) If students registered themselves as a publisher to
the broker, the broker would ask for notifications from
the students.
4) The students would send question notifications to
the broker.
5) The broker would forward those question notifications to interested teacher.
In the situation, teacher is not only subscriber but also
information consumer, and student is information producer. From user perspective, there are two interfaces:
the student and the teacher. The student interface is responsible for allowing students to ask questions. The
teacher interface allows teachers to monitor notifications
as they arrive. The interfaces of the publish/subscribe
model among the teacher, notificationbroker, NCPS and
one of the students are following:
1) Subscribe: A subscriber, on behalf of the notification consumer, sends an XML subscription request message to notification broker service. This subscription
message specifies transformation, distribution, and
scheduling constraints for the information consumer, as
well as the basic subscription constraints on information
content from the producer that the consumer is interested
in.
For a Web service to act as a NotificationProducer it
must support the Subscribe message exchange – that is to
say the WSDL for the Web service must be included in
its portType definition an operation that contains the
subscribe request and response messages defined by the
WS-Notification specification. By implementing the
Subscribe exchange, the producer service is required to
send a notification to each notification consumer with a
subscription registered whenever the producer has a
message be sent and the filter conditions expressed in the
subscription are satisfying. In the example, the teacher
subscription request is a message sent from the teacher to
the broker to request notifications be sent. It contains the
type id for a question that the teacher wishes to answer it.
In this subscription request, the Teacher requests for notifications for question type with id C001, as shown in
the Listing 1.
Two of the elements of the above request message are
of particular interesting in the Publish/Subscribe environment:
 The ConsumerReference is a WS-Addressing endpoint reference that identifies the location of the Notification Proxy Service Consumer service to which matching notification messages will be sent by the producer.
 The Filter element, and in particular the TopicExpression filter, is used to determine the specific subset of
all available notification messages that should match this
new subscription. This is important because the majority
of notifications are of interest only for a small number of
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Listing 1. SOAP body contents of a subscribe request for
notification delivery
<wsnt:Subscribe xmlns:wsa="http://www.w3.org/2005/08/addressing"
xmlns:wsnt="http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsn/b-2">
<wsnt:ConsumerReference>
<wsa:Address>
http://notify.yznu.cn:9080/Teacher/NCProxyServiceEndpoint
</wsa:Address>
</wsnt:ConsumerReference>
<wsnt:Filter>
<wsnt:TopicExpression
Dialect="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsn/t-1/TopicExpression/Simple"
xmlns:typeID="http://www.ibm.com/xmlns/wsn/question/typeID">
typeID:C001
</wsnt:TopicExpression>
</wsnt:Filter>
<wsnt:InitialTerminationTime>P0Y0M0DT1H0M0S</wsnt:InitialTer
minationTime>
</wsnt:Subscribe>

consumers, so we improve the efficiency of the system
by avoiding sending unwanted notifications.
2) Notify: The publisher entity creates a notification
message when it receives information from entities in the
notification producer that monitor and detect a situation,
such as put new questions that are of interest for consumers. The publisher sends the notification message to
notification broker so it can be distributed to the appropriate consumers that have subscribed to that message.
3) Notification brokering: The notify message sent by
the publisher is routed by the notification broker service
to the appropriate notification consumer proxy service.
The notification broker matches notification messages to
the consumers that are subscribed to these notifications.
The information consumer proxy service receives the
notification message and performs whatever business
logic it needs to do in order to create and aggregate the
appropriate response to the notification consumer. For
example, the consumer proxy service might need to access additional information from the information producers to get all the needed data associated with the
change. As a result of applying its specific business logic,
the notification consumer proxy service assembles a
message or a set of messages to be sent to the consumer.
A NotificationBroker may be a WS-Resource, and if it
is, it must support the required message exchanges defined by the WS-ResourceProperties specification and
MUST also support message exchanges and may support
Resource Property elements defined by the following
interfaces:
 NotificationProducer
 NotificationConsumer
 RegisterPublisher
The NotificationBroker portType aggregates the three
portTypes and it is not the only way to implement a broker. A distributed broker implementation can be achieved
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by hosting NotificationProducer, NotificationConsumer,
or RegisterPublisher portTypes at one or more physical
endpoints.
4) Apply constraints:
Transformation constraints: The notification message
is applied against the transformation constraints to determine what transformation module or modules to apply
to the message.
Scheduling constraints: The scheduling service applies
the scheduling policy constraints if any were specified as
part of the subscription. These constraints relate to the
specified delivery schedule for the information consumer.
Notifications that cannot be transmitted due to the conditions specified in the policy are queued by the scheduling
service for delivery during the next available window.
Distribution constraints: The distribution service applies the distribution policy constraints if any were specified as part of the subscription. One distribution policy
specifies the size limit of a notification message transmitted to the consumer. If a notification message exceeds
this size, it will be broken into a sequence of pieces
which are smaller than the size limit and transmitted to
the consumer individually by the distribution service.
5) Deliver: Once the model satisfies the scheduling
and distribution constraints mentioned in the previous
step, it sends the message to the information consumer
through an adapter service.

4. Conclusions
This paper discusses how to implement a general purpose
publish/subscribe interface for a Service Oriented Architecture through the WS-Notification bundle of standards,
WS-BaseNotification, WS-Topics, and WS-BrokeredNotification. We describe an adaptive, policy-driven notification architectural model that can support a generalized
publish/subscribe interaction pattern. This model is based
on the WS-Notification standards, a set of reusable integration services. We introduce the teacher-student interactive scenario to help to demonstrate the WS-Notification features and explain that the publish/subscribe
model is the standard of choice for event distribution and
processing.
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ABSTRACT
Value at Risk (VaR) is an important tool for estimating the risk of a financial portfolio under significant loss. Although
Monte Carlo simulation is a powerful tool for estimating VaR, it is quite inefficient since the event of significant loss is
usually rare. Previous studies suggest that the performance of the Monte Carlo simulation can be improved by importance sampling if the market returns follow the normality or the distributions. The first contribution of our paper is to
extend the importance sampling method for dealing with jump-diffusion market returns, which can more precisely
model the phenomenon of high peaks, heavy tails, and jumps of market returns mentioned in numerous empirical study
papers. This paper also points out that for portfolios of which the huge loss is triggered by significantly distinct events,
naively applying importance sampling method can result in poor performance. The second contribution of our paper is
to develop the hybrid importance sampling method for the aforementioned problem. Our method decomposes a Monte
Carlo simulation into sub simulations, and each sub simulation focuses only on one huge loss event. Thus the performance for each sub simulation is improved by importance sampling method, and overall performance is optimized by
determining the allotment of samples to each sub simulation by Lagrange’s multiplier. Numerical experiments are given
to verify the superiority of our method.
Keywords: Hybrid Importance Sampling, VaR, Straddle Options, Jump Diffusion Process

1. Introduction
Value at Risk (VaR) is an important tool for quantifying
and managing portfolio risk. It provides a way of measuring the total risk to which the financial institution is
exposed. VaR denotes a loss  that will not be exceeded at certain confidence level 1−p over a time horizon from t to t  t . To be more specific,
P (Vt  t  Vt  )  p ,

where V denotes portfolio value at time  . Typically, p
is close to zero. For convenience, we define Vt  t  Vt
and (Vt  t  Vt ) / Vt as the portfolio gain and the return
over the time span t . Some academic papers focus on a
relevant problem: computes the probability p of a portfolio loss to exceed a given level  [1], and our paper will
focus on this problem.
VaR can not be evaluated by simple yet exact analytical formulas when the assumptions on the processes of
the assets’ values or the composition of financial portfolios are complex [2]. The asset in this paper is assumed
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

to be stock for convenience. The Monte Carlo simulation
is a flexible and powerful tool to estimate VaR since it is
usually more easily to sample the stock prices from complex diffusion price processes than to estimate the distributions of the stock prices at a certain time point. We can
repeatedly evaluate possible future values of a financial
portfolio by sampling prices of stocks that compose the
portfolio and the distribution of the portfolio gain can
then be estimated. However, estimating VaR by the
Monte Carlo simulation is very inefficient since the event
that the portfolio loss exceeds  is rare (note that p is
close to zero) and a large number of samples is thus required to obtain an accurate probability estimate of this
rare event. By assuming the market returns follow normal distributions, Glasserman et al. develop an efficient
variance reduction method based on importance sampling that can drastically reduce the number of samples
required to achieve accurate probabilities estimates of
rare events [3]. In their method, the stock prices are sampled from a new probability measure where the event of
significant loss is more likely to happen than in the
original one. This new probability measure is selected to
JSEA
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“asymptotically minimize” the second moment of the
estimator for estimating P (Vt  t  Vt  ) . (Details will
be introduced in Section 2.)
Empirical studies claim that the stock returns observed
from the real world markets show higher peaks and
heavier tails than what is predicted by a normal distribution as illustrated in Figure 1 [4−6]. For estimating VaR,
the heavy tail phenomenon must be taken into account
since this phenomenon causes a significant loss of the
stock price more likely to happen. To address this problem, Glasserman et al. extend their work by assuming
that the stock returns follow t distributions [7]. Indeed,
most financial papers address the aforementioned problem by assuming that the stock prices follow the
jump-diffusion model [8], GARCH models [9], or the
stochastic volatility model [10] instead of t distribution.
The first contribution of this paper is to extend Glasserman et al. [7] to the jump diffusion model, which assumes that the stock returns and the jump sizes follow
normal distributions and the arrival of jumps is modeled
by a Poisson process. In this paper, the probability distributions of the stock returns, jump sizes, and the arrival
of jumps are probably tilted to “asymptotically minimize” the second moment for estimating the probability
of the huge loss event.
Glasserman’s method performs poorly for portfolios of
which huge loss is triggered by significantly distinct
events. Take a portfolio, shorting straddle options (which
will be introduced later), illustrated in Panel (a) of Figure
2 as an example. This portfolio suffers significant loss
when the stock price increases or decreases drastically.
Thus tilting the probability measure of the stock price to
make one huge-loss event, says a significant decrease in
the stock price, more likely to happen will make the other
event (a significant increase in the stock price) much
rarer. The numerical results in our paper show that

Figure 1. High peaks and heavy tails of stock returns
The solid line denotes the return modeled by a normal distribution and
the dashed line denotes the return modeled by a t distribution, which is
closer to the distribution of the real world market returns than the former distribution
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V( t  t )  V (t )

V( t  t )  V (t )

Figure 2. The relationship between the stock price and the
portfolio gain
The x- and y-axis denote the stock price and the portfolio gain, respectively. Panel (a) denotes the case of shorting straddle options near the
option maturity date. Panel (b) denotes the case of three-minimum
portfolio mentioned in [2]. X, Y , and Z denotes there huge-loss events f
this portfolio.

naively applying Glasserman’s method deteriorates the
performance. Glasserman et al. argue that the aforementioned problem can be solved by the delta-gamma approximation [11,12] if the portfolio gain can be well approximated by a quadratic function of the stock price.
But it is obvious that many portfolios, like the shorting
straddle options and the three-minimum portfolio (see
panel (b) of Figure 2) can not be well approximated by
quadratic functions.
The second contribution of this paper is the hybrid
importance sampling algorithm to solve the aforementioned problem. The hybrid importance sampling algorithm is composed of sub simulations; each sub simulation focuses on one significant loss event. For example,
our algorithm for estimating the probability of huge loss
for shorting straddle options can be decomposed into two
sub simulations. On focuses on the significant decrease
in the stock price and the other focuses on the significant
increase in the stock price. The algorithm for the
three-minimum portfolio can be decomposed into three
sub simulations. These three sub simulations focus on
huge-loss events X, Y, and Z, respectively. Each sub
simulation tilts its probability measure of the stock price
to “asymptotically minimize” the second moment for
estimating the probability of the huge-loss event focused
by that sub simulation. Finally, the computational resource allocated to each sub simulation is determined by
Lagrange’s multiplier to asymptotically minimize the
second moment for estimating the overall huge loss
probability.
Generally speaking, cross-discipline research, like
bioinformatics and financial engineering, become more
prevailing and important for both academics and practitioners. This paper merges the simulation technique from
JSEA
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A  S (t  t )  S (t )    0

applied mathematics and algorithm design and performance comparisons knowhow from computer science discipline to develop efficient numerical programs to solve
finance problem. It plays a great platform to interchange
the ideas, the challenges, and the techniques among the
computer scientists, mathematicians, and financial experts.
The paper is organized as follows. The assumptions of
the Merton’s jump diffusion model, the Glasserman’s
importance sampling method, and the definitions of
straddle options are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3,
we will use shorting straddle options as an example to
demonstrate how the probabilities of the jump diffusion
process are tilted for each sub simulation and how the
number of samples is allocated to each sub simulation to
optimize the overall performance. Numerical results in
Section 4 verify the superiority of our method. Section 5
concludes the paper.

ability measure  (where Z ~ N  0,1 ). The likelihood

2. Preliminaries

ratio for these two probabilities measures is

 S(t  t )-S(t )



 0
=
S (t )
S (t )





= rt 
 0
S (t )





= -rt  rp  0



dSt
  dt   dWt  (e X  1)dN t
St 

that X ~ N ( ,  ) and P (dNt  1)   dt . Define the stock
return over the time horizon t as follows:

St

N t

 t   t Z 

Z ,

(5), and rp 


into Equation (4).
St

To minimize the second moment for estimating the
probability of event A, Glasserman samples Z from a new
probability measure  instead of the original prob-

d
 exp  f ( Z )   ( ) ,
d

(6)

where Ψ(θ) ≡ logE [exp (θf(Z))]. Define E as the
expected value measured under  and





A  Z : f ( Z )   t   t Z  rp  0 ,

i

(2)

p  E (1A )  E 1A exp( f ( Z )   ( ))  .d * 9

The second moment of the estimator is then
Second moment
 E 1A exp(2 f ( Z )  2 ( ))   exp(2 ( )). (7)
To asymptotically optimize the performance of the
Monte Carlo simulation, a proper θ is selected to minimize exp (2Ψ(θ)) by the following equation:

i 1

where Z ~ N  0,1 , N t denotes the number of jumps between time t and t  t , Zi ~ N ( ,  2 ) . Note that the
aforementioned model degenerates into the Black- Scholes lognormal diffusion process [13] when λ = 0 (i.e.
N  t  0 in Equation (2)).

2.2 Glasserman’s Importance Sampling Method
This subsection sketches Glasserman’s importance sampling method [3] by assuming that the stock price process
follows the log-normal diffusion process. Consider a
portfolio which is composed of a stock. Let A denotes the
event that the portfolio gain is less than  :
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(5)

where Z ~ N ( t ,1) . Then we have

2

St  t  St



where we substitute Equation (2) into Equation (3) and

(1)

where Wt is the standard Wiener process, μ is the average stock return per annum, σ is the annual volatility, X is
a normal random variable that models the jump size, and
Nt denotes the Poisson process. We further assume

rt 

(4)

= Z: f(Z)  -rt  rp   t   t Z  rp  0

2.1 The Stock Price Process
Define St as the stock price at year t. Under the Merton’s
jump diffusion model, the stock price process can be
expressed as



(3)

 ' ( )  0

(8)

 is then determined by substituting θ (obtained

from Equation (8)) into Equation (6).

2.3 Straddle Options
Stock options are derivative securities that give their
buyer the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell the
underlying stocks for a contractual price called the exercise price K at maturity. Assume that the options mature
at time t  t then the payoffs of a call option and a put
option at maturity are max  S t   t  K , 0  and max

K

 S t   t , 0  , respectively. Shorting straddle options

denotes a portfolio that shorts D1 units call options and
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D2 units put options with the same strike price. To be

event A1 , and the other one focuses on event A2 .

more specific, the portfolio gain at maturity is
 D1 max  St  t  K ,0   D2 max  K  St  t ,0  . The portfo-

3.2 Importance Sampling under the Jump
Diffusion Assumption

lio gain is interpreted in terms of stock return rt defined
Equation (2) in Figure 3. Note that

Next, we will describe how to efficiently estimate E 1A1 

r0* 

K  St
St

(9)

The portfolio gain can be expressed as follows:

r0* St  2  (rt  r0* ) St 1 , if rt  r0* ,
(10)
Portfolio Gain  
if rt  r0* ,
rt St  2 ,

and E 1A2  by importance sampling. Assume that the sub
simulations for estimating E 1A1  and E 1A2  tilt their
probabilities from  to 1 and 2 , respectively.
Then 1 and  2

are derived as follows: Define
1(1)  log E exp(1 f1(rt ))  and 2 (2 )  log E exp(2 f 2 (rt )) .

where 1   D1 and  2  D2 . The portfolio gain is less

E exp(1 f1(rt ))  can be calculated as follows:

than  if the stock return rt is larger than r1* or lower than

E exp(1 f1 (rt ))   E exp(1 (r0* 2  rt 1  r0*1  r * )) 



r2* ,

where

= exp(-1r0* 2  1r0*1  1r * ) E (exp(1rt 1 )).

  r0* S t  2  r0* S t  1

r1* 
and r2* 
.
S t1
St 2

Note that

3. Contributions
We will use shorting straddle options as an example to
illustrate the major contributions of this paper. First, the
huge loss events of this portfolio are identified. The
Monte Carlo simulation is then decomposed into two sub
simulations; each focuses on one huge loss event. Next,
the probability distribution for each sub simulation is
tilted to asymptotically minimize the second moment of
the estimator under the jump diffusion assumption. Finally, the allotment of samples for each sub simulation is
determined by Lagrange’s multiplier to optimize the
overall performance.

N t



E (exp(1rt 1 ))  E exp(11 ( t   t Z 
Z i )) 


i 1





N t


 exp(11t  0.5 2 t1212 ) E exp(11 Z i )  '
i 1





N t


E  exp(11
Zi )  


i 1







=

=

In Figure 3, the portfolio gain of shorting straddle options is less than  when the stock return rt exceeds
threshold r1* or is below r2* . For convenience, events A1









and rt  r2* ,

respectively, as follows:





A1  rt : f1 (rt )  r0* 2  (rt  r0* )1  r *  0 ,



(11)

p  E 1A1  A2   E 1A1   E 1A2  .

The Monte Carlo simulation for estimating p can be
decomposed into two sub simulations; one focuses on
Copyright © 2009 SciRes



n 0

 t

 t

=exp( t e

 tn

 t

 tn 

n

E exp(11 Z i ) 
n!
i 1





exp(n11  0.5n1212 2

( t exp(11  0.51212 2 )) n
n!
11  0.51212 2

  t ),

where  t  t . Thus 1 can be obtained by numerically
solving the equation 1' (1)  0 (see Equation (8)) as
follows:
1' (1 )  r0* 2  r0*1  r *  1t   2 t112



where r *   / St and formula f1( rt ) and f 2 ( rt ) are derived
from Equation (10). Since A1 and A2 are mutually exclusive,
the probability that the portfolio gain is less than  is

e

e

n 0

A2  rt : f 2 (rt )  rt  2  r  0 ,
*




n!

n 0

3.1 Identify the Huge Loss Events

and A2 are used to denote the events rt  r1*



e



t (1  112 2 )exp(11  0.51212 2 )  0.

Similarly, it can be derived that
E exp( 2 f 2 (rt ))   exp( 2 2 t  0.5 2 t 22 22
  2 r *   t e  2 2  0.5 2 

2 2 2
2

  t ).

 2 can also be solved numerically by the equation
 '2 ( 2 )

 0 as follows:
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V( t  t )  V (t )

r2

*

r1

r0

*

*

rt

slope  St1

slope  S t  2



Figure 3. Shorting straddle options
The x- and y-axis denote the stock return and the portfolio gain, respectively.

Finally, the new probability distribution 1 sampled

 '2 ( 2 )   2 t   2 t 2 22  r *
 t ( 2   2 2 22 )e  2 2  0.5 2 

2 2 2
2

by the first sub simulation can be derived by Equation (6)
as follows:

 0.

d1  d exp(1 f1 ( rt )   1 (1 ))
1

=

e

2

  t n
 e t
 n!
n0 


2

e










 Z   


t

1 1

1

=

Z 2 /2



2

2

   k 1 2K
2
 e


n

n

1
2 2

( Z  )







Nt ~ Poisson t e



Z ~ N 11 t ,1







n






n

1
2 2


 e



 nk 1  Z K   11 2  

2





.



2

2



E 1A1   E 1A1 exp 1 f1  rt   1 1   .

1 

Thus E 1A1  is estimated by sampling the unbiased es-

ables defined in Equation (2) are changed as follows:





 exp 1 f1  rt    1 1  



   t e  11  0.51212 2
2 2 2
 t e 11  0.51 1 
e

n!
n0 



That is, the first sub simulation tilts the probability
from  to 1 , where the distributions of random vari-

11 0.51212 2

2

timator 1A1 exp  1 f1  rt   1 1   from 1 in the first



and Zi ~ N   11 2, 2 .

sub simulation. Similarly, the probability distribution
2 used by the second sub simulation can be derived as

Note that

d2  dexp  2 f 2  rt    2  2  

=

1
2

 Z   

2 2

e
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  t e22 0.52222 2
2 2 2
 t e2 2  0.52  2 
e

n!
n 0 
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1  
 e
 2 2 



2
 nK 1  Z K  2 2 2  
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Table 1. Estimating the huge loss probability under different probability measures

Note also that
E 1A2   E 1A2 exp   2 f 2  rt    2  2    .
2

Probability
Measure

The second sub simulation estimates E 1A2  by sam-



p

pling the unbiased estimator 1A2 exp   2 f 2  rt    2  2  



Var( p )

from 2 .

Finally, we try to minimize the upper bound of the second moment for estimating p given a constraint on computational resources. The number of stock return samples
serves as a proxy of computational resources. Assume
that we can only sample N stock returns, and the numbers of stock returns sampled in the first and the second
simulations are n1 and n2, respectively. By Equation (7),
the upper bounds of the second moment of the estimator 1A1 exp  1 f1  rt   1 1   and 1A2 exp  2 f 2  rt   2 2  



exp 21 1 



and 2

are

and exp  2 2  2   , respectively. The

second moment for estimating p is then
exp  21 1  
n2



2 exp   2  2  

(14)

n2

To minimize Equation (14) under the constraint
n1  n2  N , n1 and n2 can be solved by Lagrange multi-

plier as follows:
n1 

n2 

exp  21 1  
exp  21 1    exp  2 2  2  

exp  2 2  2  
exp  21 1    exp  2 2  2  

Lognormal

Jump Diffusion

0.0336

0.0339

0.0338

2.49  106

1.21  106

3.69  107

The stock price is assumed to follow Merton’s jump diffusion process:
The stock average annual return μ is 0.05, the annual volatility of the
stock price σ is 0.3, the time span Δt is 0.008 year, the jump frequency λ
is 6, the average jump size η is 0, and the standard derivation of jump

3.3 Allocation of Computational Resources to
Each Sub Simulation

under the probability measure 1

Original

N

(15)

N

(16)



size δ is 0.03. p and Var  p  denote the estimated probability and the
 
 
variance, respectively.

for each Monte Carlo simulation method and each estimation samples 10000 stock returns. The probability for
the portfolio to lose more than 5% is about 3.38%. Obviously, the method proposed in this paper reduces the
variance at a ratio of

3.69107
2.49106

1/ 7

, which is better than the

 1.21106

method  2.49106 1/ 2 .

Glasserman’s
Now we proceed to verify the superiority of the hybrid
importance sampling algorithm in Table 2 and 3, where
the stock price processes are assumed to follow the lognormal diffusion process and the Merton’s jump diffusion process, respectively. The first column in these two
tables denotes the probability measure of the stock return
sampled by each Monte Carlo simulation method, where
 denotes the original probability measure defined in
Equation (2), 1 denotes the probability measure defined in Equation (12), and 2 denotes the probability
measure defined in Equation (13). Hybrid denotes the
hybrid importance sampling algorithm that is composed
of two sub simulations, which sample stock returns from
1 and 2 , respectively. The numbers of samples
allocated to these two sub simulations are determined in
Equation (15) and (16), respectively. The second column


p denotes the estimated probability for each Monte


4. Numerical Results

Carlo simulation, and the third column Var  p  denotes

Table 1 illustrates how the probability tilting mechanism
proposed in this paper greatly improves the performance
of the Monte Carlo simulation. Consider a portfolio
which is composed of a stock. The probability that the
portfolio loses more than 5% in 0.008 year is estimated
with three different approaches: Original denotes the
naive Monte Carlo simulation that samples the stock return from Equation (2). Lognormal denotes Glasserman
et al. importance sampling method under the BlackScholes lognormal diffusion assumption (see subsection
2.2). Jump diffusion denotes the importance sampling
method derived in Equation (13). We do 100 estimations

the variance of the estimated probability for each Monte
Carlo simulation.
We first focus on Table 2. The event that the portfolio
loss exceeds  is about 0.0349. This event can be decomposed into two mutually exclusive events A1 and A2
(see Equation (11)). The event A1 (with probability
P  A1   0.0049 ) is less likely to happen than the event A2
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(with probability P  A2   0.0299 ). Although tilting the
probability measure of the stock return from  to 1

makes the Monte Carlo simulation estimate P  A1  more
efficiently and accurately, it also damages the accuracy
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for estimating P  A2  . It can be observed that this tilting
produce inaccurate probability estimation (0.0139) with
large variance. Similar problem applies to the Monte
Carlo simulation that tilts the probability measure to
2 ; this Monte Carlo simulation is inadequate to estimate P  A1  . But tilting the probability measure to 2

is better than tilting the probability to 1 since the event
A2 constitutes the bulk of the event that the portfolio loss
exceeds  . Note that both important sampling methods
mentioned above are less efficient than the primitive
Monte Carlo simulation (that samples the stock return
form  ). On the other hand, the hybrid importance
sampling algorithm performs better than the primitive
Monte Carlo simulation. It produces accurate probability
estimation and reduces the variance at a ratio of
 2.28  107  . In other words, the sample size of the
1 / 15  




3.55  10

6




primitive Monte Carlo simulation should be 15 times the
sample size of the hybrid importance sampling algorithm
to make the former method achieve the same accuracy
level as the latter method.
In Table 3, the probability that the portfolio loss exceeds  is larger (about 0.0403) since the jumps in stock
price make the huge loss events A1 and A2 more likely to
happen. Naively tilting the probability measure of the
Table 2. Compare monte carlo simulations under the lognormal stock price model
Probability
Measure


p


Var( p )



1

 2

Hybrid

0.0349

0.0139

0.0395

0.0349

3.55 106

4.14 103

2.52 103

2.28 107

Consider a short straddle option that contains a short position in 1 unit
call option 1  1 and 1 unit put option  2  1 . The probability
for the portfolio to lose more than 5% of the stock price in 0.008 year is
estimated in column 2 (i.e., r *  0.05 and   0.05St ). The stock average annual return μ is 0.05, the annual volatility of the stock price σ is
*
0.3, and r0 defined in Equation (9) is 0.01. Note that the jump frequency λ is 0 in this case.

Table 3. Compare monte carlo simulations under the merton’s jump diffusion stock price model
Probability
Measure


p


Var( p )

stock return to P1 (or P2 ) also performs poorly in this
case. Note that the hybrid importance sampling algorithm
still outperforms the primitive Monte Carlo simulation by
reducing the variance at a ratio of






.

The paper improves the performance for estimating VaR.
We first extend Glasserman’s importance sampling
method to Merton’s jump diffusion process. Then we
suggest a novel Monte Carlo simulation, the hybrid importance sampling algorithm, which can efficiently estimate the VaR of complex financial portfolios. Numerical
results given in this paper verify that our method greatly
improve the performance.
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